
STATE OF MINNESOTA 

IN SUPREME COURT 

C6-84-2 134 

ORDER FOR HEARING TO CONSIDER PROPOSED 
AMENDMENTS TO THE MINNESOTA RULES OF 
CIVIL PROCEDURE 

ORDER 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a hearing be had before this Court in Courtroom 300 

of the Minnesota Supreme Court, Minnesota Judicial Center, on October 9, 1996 at 9:00 a.m. to 

consider the recommendations of the Minnesota Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules of 

Civil Procedure to amend the Rules of Civil Procedure. A copy of the report containing the 

proposed amendments is annexed to this order and may also be found at the Court’s World Wide 

Web site: (www.courts.state.mn.us). 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 

1. All persons, including members of the Bench and Bar, desiring to present 

written statements concerning the subject matter of this hearing, but who do not wish to make an oral 

presentation at the hearing, shall file 12 copies of such statement with Frederick Grittner, Clerk of 

the Appellate Courts, 305 Judicial Center, 25 Constitution Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota 55155, on 

or before September 25, 1996, and 



2. All persons desiring to make an oral presentation at the hearing shall file 

12 copies of the material to be so presented with the aforesaid Clerk together with 12 copies of a 

request to make an oral presentation. Such statements and requests shall be filed on or before 

September 25, 1996. 

Dated: August 5, 1996 

BY THE COURT: 

OFFICE OF 
AIWS.LATE COURTS 

AUG 5 1996 Mary Jka&e Coyne 
Associate Justice 
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MACKENZIE ~+&LLBERG 
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIO&l 

Reed K. Mackenzie* 

Mark A. Hallberg* 
Michael W. Ungert 
John M. Domik 

Trial Lawyers 
150 South Fifth Street 

Suite 2500 

Minneapolis, MN 55402 

Legal Assistmts 

Teresa Erickson 

Barbara Retzlaff 

Mona Winston, R.N. 

September 25, 1996 Telephone 612/335-3500 

FAX 612/33$-3504 

HAND DELIVERED 

Frederick K. Grittner 
Supreme Court Administrator 
MINNESOTA SUPREME COURT 
305 Minnesota Judicial Center 
25 Constitution Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55155-6102 

\ 

Dear Mr. Grittner: 

Enclosed are 12 copies of Request for Oral Presentation & Written 
Submission, together with Minnesota State Bar Association Committee 
on Court Rules and Administration's Report of Special Subcommittee 
on Proposed Amendments to Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure. 

Very truly yours, 

)-$-/F .’ 
Michael W. Unger 

MWU:dme 
Enclosures 

*Civil trial specialists, certified ty the Minnesota State Bar Association and the National Board of Trial Advocacy. 

fCivil trial specialist, certified lq the Minnesota State Bar Associution. 



OFICE OF 
STATE OF MINNESOTA APPELLATE ColJRTS 

IN SUPREME COURT SEP 2 5 1996 

No: C6-84-2134 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
In re: Hearing to Consider Proposed Amendments 
to the Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure. 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 

REQUEST FOR ORAL PRESENTATION 
C WRITTEN SUBMISSION 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

TO: The Supreme Court of the State of Minnesota: 

Michael W. Unger states as follows: 

1. That I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the 

State of Minnesota and Chairman of the Minnesota State Bar Associ- 

ation Committee on Court Rules and Administration. 

2. That I request to participate in oral presentations 

scheduled by the Court for October 9, 1996 to address proposed 

changes in the Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure, which are of 

interest or concern to the members of the Minnesota State Bar 

Association. 

3. That I respectfully submit the attached written report of 

a Subcommittee on a Committee on Court Rules and Administration. 

The Subcommittee report is scheduled for consideration by the full 

Committee on Court Rules and Administration on October 2, 1996. I 

request permission to present the final actions taken by the Com- 

mittee on Court Rules and Administration on October 9, 1996. 

Dated: September 25, 1996. Respectfully Submitted, 

MACKENZIE (I HALLBERG, P.A. 
150 South Fifth Street, Ste 2500 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
612-335-3500 
Attorneys for Committee on Court 

Rules and Administration, 
Minnesota State Bar Association 
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MINNESOTA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION 
COMMITTEE ON COURT RULES AND ADMINISTRATION 

REPORT OF SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO 
MINNESOTA RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 

INTRODUCTION 

On July 22, 1996, an advisory committee to the Minnesota 

Supreme Court issued recommendations for rules changes in the 

Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure. This report was first pub- 

lished for the general public by an order dated August 5, 1996. 

The recommendations were posted on the Court's Internet site on or 

about that time. They were also published in Finance & Commerce on 

August16, 1996. The Minnesota State Bar Association was unable to 

obtain copies of the rules from the Internet and requested a hard 

copy that was received in mid-September of 1996. The Court has so- 

licited written and oral comments with a deadline for a written 

submission on or before September 25, 1996. The Court's hearing is 

set for October 9, 1996. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

The primary thrust of the proposed rules changes are to con- 

form the Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure to various changes 

adopted in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure since 1991. In 

most instances, the Advisory Committee has recommended amendments 

to conform the Minnesota rules to the federal rules. There are a 

number of exceptions, however, and one is particularly significant. 

Arguably, the recommended changes dealing with discovery prac- 

tices are likely to increase the cost of litigation without a cor- 

responding benefit. For example, the additional cost associated 

with a recommendation to permit routine expert depositions could be 

so substantial as to create a chilling effect for many litigants. 



The impact of such a change may fall disproportionately on those 

with the least financial resources. The need for such a role 

change, and the likely benefit is uncertain. 

As a general matter the Subcommittee feels that the proposed 

changes have been developed without adequate input from the Bar and 

without adequate time for thoughtful consideration and debate. The 

Subcommittee is concerned that changes of such magnitude warrant 

wider debate and input from the Minnesota Bar than time allows. 

Ideally, the changes proposed should be the subject of deliberation 

by the House of Delegates or, preferably, the General Assembly. 

Regrettably, this does not appear possible. 

Another concern arises from the communication with the Bar 

Association about these proposed changes. The State Bar's leader- 

ship and the leadership of this Committee were unaware that the 

Advisory Committee was reviewing and acting upon these rule changes 

until after action was taken. 

The Subcommittee questions the need for the short time line 

for response, comment and enactment. This is particularly true 

since Minnesota's own version of the federal rules is still under 

deliberation by the Federal District Court. It strikes us that the 

recommendations before the Supreme Court are both premature and 

hasty. 

FEDERAL CHANGES NOT RECOMMENDED FOR MINNESOTA 

Of the changes in the federal rules which are not being re- 

commended for adoption in Minnesota, the Subcommittee feels that 

only two items receive special comment: Changes to Rule 11; Rule 

26(a)(l) requiring initial disclosures. 
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Rule 11: The Subcommittee is in complete agreement that the 

changes to Rule 11 are unnecessary in Minnesota. The Supreme 

Court's decision in Uselman v. Uselman, provides clear standards 

for the lower courts to utilize in resolving Rule 11 sanction 

issues. 

Rule 26(a)(l) - Initial Disclosure: This provision of the 

federal rules requires each party to initially disclose information 

such as names of individuals likely to have relevant evidence, 

descriptions of documents that will be available for inspection and 

cowing, calculation of damages and relevant insurance agreements. 

Under the new federal provision, this information is to be dis- 

closed without the necessity of any interrogatory or other dis- 

covery request. 

The Supreme Court Advisory Committee suggests that this pro- 

vision not be incorporated in state court practice because it 

would, "merely add an additional and costly layer of discovery." 

The Subcommittee is of divided opinion about the wisdom of this 

conclusion. Half of the Subcommittee believes that the initial 

disclosure requirements under the federal rules are designed to 

simplify the discovery process by eliminating the need to conduct 

discovery of what should be non-controversial matters. The Ad- 

visory Committee noted that disclosure of initial facts and 

identity of witnesses has not traditionally been a problem in 

Minnesota. Those favoring initial disclosure agree and find that 

requiring disclosure will not be a problem in most cases, but will 

provide early information at minimal expense. 

A contrary view is held by the other half of the Subcommittee. 

According to this view, standard interrogatory requests already 
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seek this type of information. By separating out certain matters 

for treatment under the initial disclosure rule while leaving 

others to interrogatories, we increase the likelihood that any sort 

of discovery problems will end up being presented in a fragmented 

fashion. Under existing practice, all issues may be dealt with at 

one time in the context of responses to interrogatories. 

All members of the Subcommittee agree that should initial dis- 

closure be adopted in Minnesota, it should be modified to accommo- 

date Minnesota's 'Ihip pocket filing" practice. Any requirement for 

initial disclosure should only arise after an action is filed with 

the court. 

RULES CHANGES RECOMMENDED FOR ADOPTION 

The Committee has reviewed the remaining recommended rules 

changes and finds most of them to be worthwhile. The proposed 

changes to Rules 26 and 30 are objectionable, however. Addition- 

ally, special comment is warranted on the proposed change to Rule 

5. 

Rule 5: The Subcommittee enthusiastically endorses the pro- 

posed changes to Rule 5 and, in particular, the proposed provision 

prohibiting court administrators from rejecting papers for filing. 

It is the unanimous view of the subcommittee that it is not the ap- 

propriate role for a court administrator to determine when to ac- 

cept papers for filing. If there is a dispute about the appropri- 

ateness of the filing, this is more properly presented for con- 

sideration to the court. 

Rule 26 - Discovery: 

A. Mandatory Expert Witness Disclosure: The Subcommittee 

unanimously agrees that the mandatory expert witness disclosure 
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should not be adopted unless it provides a specific exception for 

treating physicians. In the case of treating physicians, the Sub- 

committee believes that the current practice of limiting discovery 

to expert interrogatories is most appropriate. In our experience, 

the vast majority of the medical profession finds the need to pro- 

vide medical/legal information to be an unwelcome part of their 

professional practice. The requirements of mandatory disclosure 

(such as revealing the list of all cases in which the expert has 

testified, furnishing a list of publications, and the like) provide 

an additional burden that would be most unwelcome. It would be 

unfair to the litigants to impose a rule for which they have little 

or no control and ability to compel compliance. 

Under the ethical rules which govern the medical profession, 

treating physicians are not to assume the role of advocate, and are 

required to be objective and impartial providers of expert medical 

opinion. A patient's attorney is in no position to secure the type 

of cooperation necessary to comply with the mandatory expert dis- 

closures. 

The Subcommittee also finds this requirement to be repugnant 

on public policy grounds. The medical profession should not be 

forced to have to attend to the business of litigation requirements 

any more than is absolutely necessary to secure the advancement of 

justice. There is little or no problem in Minnesota with regard to 

disclosure of treating physician opinions. Accordingly, this Rule 

should not be adopted unless there is an express provision ex- 

empting treating physicians. 

As to specially retained experts whose primary purpose is to 

render medical/legal opinions, rather than treat the patient, the 
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majority of the Subcommittee thinks the proposed amendment is de- 

sirable because it expands the scope of expert discovery without 

being unduly burdensome. It should be noted, however, that this 

recommendation is somewhat inconsistent with the recommendation 

that there not be initial discovery disclosures. Clearly the 

requirement of expert witness disclosures does provide an 'lad- 

ditional layer of discoveryn and raises the specter of new grounds 

for contention and dispute in practice. 

One member of the Subcommittee opposes the proposed change be- 

cause the existing rules usually work well without adding expense 

to the discovery process. 

B. Discoverability of Witness Statements: The Advisory Com- 

mittee appears to recommend a dramatic change restricting the dis- 

coverability of witness statements. Since no rationale is offered 

for this change, it is assumed by this Subcommittee that the pro- 

posed change may be an oversight. Minnesota State Court Practice 

Rule 26.02(c) has long allowed discovery of witness statement with- 

out making a showing out of the work/product doctrine. This has 

been a conscious departure from the federal practice over the 

years. See e.q., Leer v. Chicaso, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific 

Railway Comwanv, 308 N.W.2d 305, 307 n.4 (Minn, 1981). The Ad- 

visory Committee recommendation would eliminate this longstanding 

and successful distinction of Minnesota state court practice. The 

Subcommittee strongly opposes this recommendation. The discover- 

ability of witness statements has long been proven to advance the 

"search for truth" in litigation. 

c. Expert Witness Depositions: The Subcommittee opposes the 

recommendation for adoption of the rule change at 26.02(d) expert 
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depositions without seeking prior court approval. For many years, 

Minnesota practice has intentionally deviated from federal practice 

in this regard. (Prior to the federal rule change, expert deposi- 

tions were routinely permitted in the District of Minnesota.) The 

routine taking of expert depositions adds a tremendous cost to 

litigation that is generally unnecessary. These depositions can 

easily cost a few thousand dollars. There are occasionally cases 

where expert depositions may be needed, but such exceptions are 

best determined by the judge or by agreement by the parties. It is 

a rare case where expert depositions are essential to a resolution 

of a case. 

Additionally, the same points must be made with regard to the 

impact of such a rule on treating physicians. Routine discovery 

depositions of treating physicians will not only add expense of 

several thousand dollars per deposition, but will double the demand 

for the time of treating physicians, time which would be better 

spent treating patients. 

D. Privilege Log: The proposed amendments to Rule 26.02(e) 

would merely codify the standard interrogatory requests of many 

current practitioners. The best "form interrogatories" currently 

call for a description of the basis of privilege whenever a privi- 

lege objection is raised. The Subcommittee believes, however, that 

a comment should be added cautioning that the requirement of a 

privilege log is not meant to require itemization of each and every 

document, nor to provide a detail of information that may run con- 

trary to the point of the privilege itself. In many cases, a 

description in very general terms of the nature of documents being 

withheld may often be adequate. 
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E. Supplementation of Discovery Responses: The proposed rule 

to Rule 26.05(a) contains a drafting error. The proposed amendment 

would use the redundant language of both "seasonably" and 'Iat ap- 

propriate intervals." One of these phrases should be dropped. 

These redundant phrases are not incorporated in the current Federal 

Rules. 

F. Rule 26 Comments: The Subcommittee believes that the Ad- 

visory Committee's comments on the provisions of Rule 26 should not 

be adopted in their entirety. The comments seem more extensive 

than seems appropriate. 

Rule 30.04: The Subcommittee wishes to note its enthusiastic 

approval of the proposed changes to Rule 30.04. There are a sig- 

nificant number of lawyers who engage in appropriate objections 

during depositions. The proposed rule changes clarify the appro- 

priate standard and approach for making objections at depositions. 

Form 24: The proposed form for use in mandatory expert wit- 

ness disclosures should be revised to make clear they do not apply 

to treating physicians. This would be best accomplished by delet- 

ing the following language from lines 1172 and 1173: 

"about each of the persons it may call to 
offer opinion testimony at the trial of this 
action. These disclosures are made..." 

CONCLUSION 

We recommend adoption of this report for presentation to the 

Minnesota Supreme Court. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Brian Melendez, Minneapolis 
Eric Larson, Rochester 
Michael Unger, Minneapolis 
Willard Wentzel, Minneapolis 
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,MACKENZIE & 
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIOH 

Reed K. Mackenzie* 

Mark A. Hallberg’ 

Michael W. Ungert 
John M. Domik 

150 South Fifth Street 

Suite 2500 

Minneapolis, MN 55402 

Legal h~ist4mts 
T&resa Erickson 

Barbara Ret&T 

Mona Winston, R.N. 

September 30, 1996 Telephone 612/335-3500 

FAX 6121335.3504 

Frederick K. Grittner 
Supreme Court Administrator 
MINNESOTA SUPREME COURT 
305 Minnesota Judicial Center 
25 Constitution Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55155-6102 

OFFICE OF 
APPELLATE COURTS 

OCT 1 1996 

FILED 

Dear Mr. Grittner: 

It has come to my attention that we filed a draft of the Subcom- 
mittee Report that contains minor errors. Please find enclosed 12 
copies of the final draft which omits these errors. I would ap- 
preciate it if you would take steps to see that the copies pre- 
viously filed are replaced with the enclosed final draft. 

The full court Rules Committee is scheduled to take up this subject 
during a meeting on Wednesday, October 2. Should final action be 
taken at that time, I will supply further written notice so that 
the Court may be aware of the status of the Committee's work prior 
to the hearing. 

Thank you. 

Very truly yours, 
. 

MWU:dme 
Enclosures 
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REPORT OF SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS 
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INTRODUCTION 

On July 22, 1996, an advisory committee to the Minnesota 

Supreme Court issued recommendations for rules changes in the 

Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure. This report was first pub- 

lished for the general public by an order dated August 5, 1996. 

The recommendations were posted on the Court's Internet site on or 

about that time. They were also published in Finance & Commerce on 

August 16, 1996. The Minnesota State Bar Association was unable to 

obtain copies of the rules from the Internet and requested a hard 

copy that was received in mid-September of 1996. The Court has so- 

licited written and oral comments with a deadline for a written 

submission on or before September 25, 1996. The Court's hearing is 

set for October 9, 1996. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

The primary thrust of the proposed rules changes are to con- 

form the Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure to various changes 

adopted in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure since 1991. In 

most instances, the Advisory Committee has recommended amendments 

to conform the Minnesota rules to the federal rules. There are a 

number of exceptions, however, and one is particularly significant. 

Arguably, the recommended changes dealing with discoveryprac- 

tices are likely to increase the cost of litigation without a cor- 

responding benefit. For example, the additional cost associated 

with a recommendation to permit routine expert depositions could be 

so substantial as to create a chilling effect for many litigants. 
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The impact of such a change may fall disproportionately on those 

with the least financial resources. The need for such a rule 

change, and the likely benefit is uncertain. 

As a general matter the Subcommittee feels that the proposed 

changes have been developed without adequate input from the Bar and 

without adequate time for thoughtful consideration and debate. The 

Subcommittee is concerned that changes of such magnitude warrant 

wider debate and input from the Minnesota Bar than time allows. 

Ideally, the changes proposed should be the subject of deliberation 

by the House of Delegates or, preferably, the General Assembly. 

Regrettably, this does not appear possible. 

Another concern arises from the communication with the Bar 

Association about these proposed changes. The State Bar's leader- 

ship and the leadership of this Committee were unaware that the 

Advisory Committee was reviewing and acting upon these rule changes 

until after action was taken. 

The Subcommittee questions the need for the short time line 

for response, comment and enactment. This is particularly true 

since Minnesota's own version of the federal rules is still under 

deliberation by the Federal District Court. It strikes us that the 

recommendations before the Supreme Court are both premature and 

hasty. 

FEDERAL CHANGES NOT RECOMMENDED FOR MINNESOTA 

Of the changes in the federal rules which are not being re- 

commended for adoption in Minnesota, the Subcommittee feels that 

only two items receive special comment: Changes to Rule 11; Rule 

26(a)(l) requiring initial disclosures. 
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Rule 11: The Subcommittee is in complete agreement that the 

changes to Rule 11 are unnecessary in Minnesota. The Supreme 

Court's decision in Uselman v. Uselman, provides clear standards 

for the lower courts to utilize in resolving Rule 11 sanction 

issues. 

Rule 26(a)(l) - Initial Disclosure: This provision of the 

federal rules requires each party to initially disclose information 

such as names of individuals likely to have relevant evidence, 

descriptions of documents that will be available for inspection and 

cowing, calculation of damages and relevant insurance agreements. 

Under the new federal provision, this information is to be dis- 

closed without the necessity of any interrogatory or other dis- 

covery request. 

The Supreme Court Advisory Committee suggests that this pro- 

vision not be incorporated in state court practice because it 

would, "merely add an additional and costly layer of discovery.n 

The Subcommittee is of divided opinion about the wisdom of this 

conclusion. Half of the Subcommittee believes that the initial 

disclosure requirements under the federal rules are designed to 

simplify the discovery process by eliminating the need to conduct 

discovery of what should be non-controversial matters. The Ad- 

visory Committee noted that disclosure of initial facts and 

identity of witnesses has not traditionally been a problem in 

Minnesota. Those favoring initial disclosure agree and find that 

requiring disclosure will not be a problem in most cases, but will 

provide early information at minimal expense. 

A contrary view is held by the other half of the Subcommittee. 

According to this view, standard interrogatory requests already 
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seek.this type of information. By separating out certain matters 

for treatment under the initial disclosure rule while leaving 

others to interrogatories, we increase the likelihood that any sort 

of discovery problems will end up being presented in a fragmented 

fashion. Under existing practice, all issues may be dealt with at 

one time in the context of responses to interrogatories. 

All members of the Subcommittee agree that should initial dis- 

closure be adopted in Minnesota, it should be modified to accommo- 

date Minnesota's "hip pocket filing" practice. Any requirement for 

initial disclosure should only arise after an action is filed with 

the court. 

RULES CHANGES RECOMMENDED FOR ADOPTION 

The Committee has reviewed the' remaining recommended rules 

changes and finds most of them to be worthwhile. The proposed 

changes to Rules 26 and 30 are objectionable, however. Addition- 

ally, special comment is warranted on the proposed change to Rule 

5. 

Rule 5: The Subcommittee enthusiastically endorses the pro- 

posed changes to Rule 5 and, in particular, the proposed provision 

prohibiting court administrators from rejecting papers for filing. 

It is the unanimous view of the subcommittee that it is not the ap- 

propriate role for a court administrator to determine when to ac- 

cept papers for filing. If there is a dispute about the appropri- 

ateness of the filing, this is more properly presented for con- 

sideration to the court. 

Rule 26 - Discovery: 

A. MandatOry Expert Witness Disclosure: The Subcommittee 

unanimously agrees that the mandatory expert witness disclosure 
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should not be adopted unless it provides a specific exception for 

treating physicians. In the case of treating physicians, the Sub- 

committee believes that the current practice of limiting discovery 

to expert interrogatories is most appropriate. In our experience, 

the vast majority of the medical profession finds the need to pro- 

vide medical/legal information to be an unwelcome part of their 

professional practice. The requirements of mandatory disclosure 

(such as revealing the list of all cases in which the expert has 

testified, furnishing a list of publications, and the like) provide 

an additional burden that would be most unwelcome. It would be 

unfair to the litigants to impose a rule for which they have little 

or no control and ability to compel compliance. 

Under the ethical rules which govern the medical profession, 

treating physicians are not to assume the role of advocate, and are 

required to be objective and impartial providers of expert medical 

opinion. A patient's attorney is in no position to secure the type * 

of cooperation necessary to comply with the mandatory expert dis- 

closures. 

The Subcommittee also finds this requirement to be repugnant 

on public policy grounds. The medical profession should not be 

forced to have to attend to the business of litigation requirements 

any more than is absolutely necessary to secure the advancement of 

justice. There is little or no problem in Minnesota with regard to 

disclosure of treating physician opinions. Accordingly, this Rule 

should not be adopted unless there is an express provision ex- 

empting treating physicians. 

As to specially retained experts whose primary purpose is to 

render medical/legal opinions, rather than treat the patient, the 
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majority of the Subcommittee thinks the proposed amendment.is de- 

sirable because it expands the scope of expert discovery without 

being unduly burdensome. It should be noted, however, that this 

recommendation is somewhat inconsistent with the recommendation 

that there not be initial discovery disclosures. Clearly the 

requirement of expert witness disclosures does provide an 'lad- 

ditional layer of discovery II and raises the specter of new grounds 

for contention and dispute in practice. 

One member of the Subcommittee opposes the proposed change be- 

cause the existing rules usually work well without adding expense 

to the discovery process. 

B. Discoverability of Witness Statements: The Advisory Com- 

mittee appears to recommend a dramatic change restricting the dis- 

coverability of witness statements. Since no rationale is offered 

for this change, it is assumed by this Subcommittee that the pro- 

posed change may be an oversight. Minnesota's Civil Procedure Rule 

26.02(c) has long allowed discovery of witness statement without 

making a showing under the work/product doctrine. This has been a 

conscious departure from the federal practice over the years. See 

e.q.f Leer v. Chicaao, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railway 

Company, 308 N.W.2d 305, 307 n.4 (Minn, 1981). The Advisory 

Committee recommendation would eliminate this longstanding and 

successful distinction of Minnesota state court practice. The 

Subcommittee strongly opposes this recommendation. The discover- 

ability of witness statements has long been proven to advance the 

llsearch for truth" in litigation. 

c. Expert Witness Depositions: The Subcommittee opposes the 

recommendation for adoption of the rule change at 26.02(d) per- 
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mitting expert depositions without seeking prior court approval. 

For many years, Minnesota practice has intentionally deviated from 

federal practice in this regard. (Prior to the federal rule 

change, expert depositions were routinely permitted in the District 

of Minnesota.) The routine taking of expert depositions adds a 

tremendous cost to litigation that is generally unnecessary. These 

depositions can easily cost a few thousand dollars. There are 

occasionally cases where expert depositions may be needed, but such 

exceptions are best determined by the judge or by agreement by the 

parties. It is a rare case where expert depositions are essential 

to a resolution of a case. 

Additionally, the same points must be made with regard to the 

impact of such a rule on treating physicians. Routine discovery 

depositions of treating physicians will not only add expense of 

several thousand dollars per deposition, but will double the demand 

for the time of treating physicians, time which would be better 

spent treating patients. 

D. Privilege Log: The proposed amendments to Rule 26.02(e) 

would merely codify the standard interrogatory requests of many 

current practitioners. The best "form interrogatories" currently 

call for a description of the basis of privilege whenever a privi- 

lege objection is raised. The Subcommittee believes, however, that 

a comment should be added cautioning that the requirement of a 

privilege log is not meant to,require itemization of each and every 

document, nor to provide a detail of information that may run con- 

trary to the point of the privilege itself. In many cases, a 

description in very general terms of the nature of documents being 

withheld may often be adequate. 
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E. Supplementation of Discovery Responses: The proposed rule 

to Rule 26.05(a) contains a drafting error. The proposed amendment 

would use the redundant language of both llseasonably" and "at ap- 

propriate intervals." One of these phrases should be dropped. 

These redundant phrases are not incorporated in the current Federal 

Rules. 

F. Rule 26 Comments: The Subcommittee believes that the Ad- 

visory Committee's comments on the provisions of Rule 26 should not 

be adopted in their entirety. The comments seem more extensive 

than seems appropriate. 

Rule 30.04: The Subcommittee wishes to note its enthusiastic 

approval of the proposed changes to Rule 30.04. There are a sig- 

nificant number of lawyers who make inappropriate objections during 

depositions. The proposed rule changes clarify the appropriate 

standard and approach for making objections at depositions. 

Form 24: The proposed form for use in mandatory expert wit- 

ness disclosures should be revised to make clear they do not apply 

to treating physicians. This would be best accomplished by delet- 

ing the following language from lines 1172 and 1173: 

"about each of the persons it may call to 
offer opinion testimony at the trial of this 
action. These disclosures are made..." 

CONCLUSION 

We recommend adoption of this report for presentation to the 

Minnesota Supreme Court. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Brian Melendez, Minneapolis 
Eric Larson, Rochester 
Michael Unger, Minneapolis 
Willard Wentzel, Minneapolis 
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ROBINS, KAPLAN, MILLER 0 CIRESI 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

ATLANTA 2800 LASALLE PLAZA 

BOSTON 
800 LASALLE AVENUE 

CHICAGO 
MINNEAPOLIS,MlNNESOTA 55402-2015 

TELEPHONE (612) 349-8500 
LOS ANGELES FACSIMILE (612) 339-4181 
MINNEAPOLIS 

ORANGE COUNTY 

SAINT PAUL 

SAN FRANCISCO 
JOHNF.EISBERG 

(612)349-8X3 
WASHINGTON, D. C. October 1, 1996 (‘)FFfCE- I’Y- 

Mr. Frederick Grittner AjSpELLArE %.)L:L> s.~‘V$, 
Clerk of the Appellate Courts 
305 Judicial Center -3 199s 
25 Constitution Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55155 FIL 

Re: 

Dear Sir: 

Proposed Amendments to the Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure 
Case No. C6-84-2134 

We respectfully request the opportunity to appeal before the Court on October 9, 1996 to make an 
oral presentation regarding the proposed amendments to the Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure. 

Please distribute the attached written summary of our presentation respectfully submitted by me and 
by John Degnan with the Bassford firm. 

Respectfully submitted, 

RO S PLAN, MILLER & CIRESI 

F% 

c-a/k 
John F. Eisberg 

BASSFORD, LOCKHAR T, TRUESDELL & BIUGGS 



WRITTEN STATEMENT 

The undersigned lawyers have been practicing primarily within the field of medical negligence 
litigation for approximately 20 years. John Eisberg has represented plaintiffs in this field of practice 
and has served as a member of the Board of Governors of the American Trial Lawyers Association 
and the Minnesota Trial Lawyers Association. John Degnan has represented defendants and insurers 
in this speciality and is a former President of the MDLA. Both of us strongly oppose the Advisory 
Committee’s proposed change in Rule 26.01(b) requiring that expert witnesses provide signed reports 
in support of their opinions; and likewise oppose proposed Rule 26.02(d)(l), expanding the right to 
take depositions of experts and their opinions. 

The preparation and trial of medical malpractice cases has generally been handled by several 
individuals and firms, particularly among the defense bar. The current practice among those of us 
who engage in this speciality has been to provide detailed answers to interrogatories to opposing 
counsel that sets forth the substance of the opinions of each of our experts. Minnesota law, enacted 
a few years ago, requires each expert to sign his or her answer. That requirement was enacted by the 
Legislature after a consensus was reached by representatives from groups including the MTLA, 
MDLA, the Minnesota Medical Association, the Minnesota Hospital Association, and all of the 
principal insurers of physicians in Minnesota (including The St. Paul Cos. and Midwest Medical 
Insurance Co.) These persons concluded that no further change was required in our discovery rules 
in so far as they pertained to the providing of expert witness testimony. As a result of our practice, 
counsel seldom request or require reports or depositions of experts. When more information is 
required of an expert, counsel either permit an informal conference with that individual or agree to 
a deposition if a reciprocal courtesy is extended to the other side. Therefore, we respectfully submit, 
the Rule as it presently exists works as it was intended to; it isn’t broken; it doesn’t require fixing. 
Furthermore, as the Rule presently stands, it promotes fairness to all parties. Hence, we believe that 
any change in the Rule would result in an enormous alteration of our practice and would be, in our 
opinion, opposed by almost every practitioner and insurance carrier involved in this type of litigation 
in Minnesota. 

Whether one is representing plaintiffs or defendants, it is extremely difficult to find physicians who 
will agree to review cases, let alone getting them to agree to testify in one. In significant medical 
malpractice cases (which includes probably 90% of all cases tried) experts are often retained fi-om 
out-of-state by both plaintiffs and defendants and it is not all that unusual for each side to have a 
minimum of three experts who will testify on issues of liabiity, causation and damages. The proposed 
Rule contemplates that each of these experts will prepare or approve a report that sets forth basically 
every conceivable piece of testimony that may be elicited during a direct examination of that witness, 
as well as inclusion of all exhibits the witness will use during his or her direct examination. While the 
Rule indicates that the disclosure of this report will be “made at least 90 days before the trial date or 
the date the case is to be ready for trial” there can be no doubt that preparation of such testimony will 
need to be completed well in advance of trial, and in all probability many months in advance of trial. 
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In our opinion, such a Rule would have an extremely chilling effect on the ability of both plaintiffs 
and defendants to find qualified and reputable experts as witnesses rather than “hired guns”. 
Physicians will simply not make the time commitment that is required under this Rule to either 
prepare or review a report that contemplates this type of disclosure requirement -- in addition to 
spending all of the time that is needed to prepare for his or her testimony just before trial. For those 
who will act as experts, the expense to each side will increase geometrically. This additional burden 
and expense will not result in any corresponding benefit to either party. 

In addition, from the plaintifl3 standpoint, it is difIicult if not inconceivable to prepare a script setting 
forth the substance of a direct examination, coupled with exhibits, prior to knowing the identity and 
opinions of the defendants’ experts and the substance for those opinions. Often times exhibits and 
other data that assist the expert in explaining opinions to a jury are not and cannot be prepared until 
sometime shortly before trial. This is true whether the lawyer is representing a defendant or a 
plaintiff. 

The proposed Rule also specifically provides that the individuals who have prepared reports shall be 
deposed. Those who support this change appear to believe that since depositions are permitted of 
experts that such depositions will be shorter because the opposing party has a report to review in 
advance of the deposition. We believe this will simply not be the case. First of all, as stated, under 
present practice, depositions of medical experts are generally not taken. This Rule will significantly 
change that practice. Secondly, the deposition will not be any shorter. It will undoubtedly lengthen 
the deposition since counsel will be probing into all areas suggested by the report without the same 
type of concerns that he or she might have ifthat cross-examination was conducted in front of a jury. 

And, obviously, explaining to the expert that he or she will be required to write or assist in the 
preparation of such a report, testify at trial, ti testify at a deposition will only either add to the 
expense of the case for all parties or diminish the likelihood of retaining an expert whose opinions 
really matter. 

As previously stated, under current practice the opinion of the experts set forth in answers to 
interrogatories must be approved by the expert before it is disclosed to opposing counsel. In our 
offices, that involves preparing a summary of the opinion based on conversations that have occurred 
with the expert. The expert is then sent this proposed answer for his or her review and approval. The 
expert then makes whatever modifications are required and then signs off on the answer. Even this 
relatively limited process can often times take months to accomplish. We can only speculate as to 
the amount of time that would be required to get an expert to sign an actual report. 
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In conclusion, we respectfully request that this Court reject any change to the Rules requiring the 
preparation and disclosure of expert reports and the requirement of taking depositions of expert 
witnesses. More than most, we need to be able to continue to work woneratively with medical 
expert witnesses. These proposed changes make our work virtually impossible. Finally, to mimic the 
Federal Rules, which so far to date are untested and unproven, would be a serious mistake for the 
District Courts in Minnesota. It also would unfairly add immeasurably to the costs of litigation to all 
sides without in any measurable degree adding to the administration ofjustice or the improvement 
of our present discovery Rules. 

Respectfully submitted 

ROBINS 
rxiA 

PLAN, MILLER & CIRESI 

n BASSFORD, LOCKHART, TRUESDELL & BRIGGS 

JFE/ml 
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Please distribute the attached summary of my presentation. 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 
IN SUPREME COURT 

C6-84-2134 

Summary of the presentation of Stephen S. E&man, ESQ., an attorney licensed 
to practice in the State of Minnesota, presented to the Supreme Court Justices in 
conjunction wiih the hearing of October 9, 1996. 

INTRODUCTION 

The undersigned respectfully requests the Court to consider the following 

observations and comments regarding the proposed amendments to the Rules of Civil 

Procedure for the State of Minnesota. The observations and thoughts that follow are those 

of the undersigned after consultation with numerous practitioners of civil litigation in the 

State of Minnesota. 

I am a civil litigation attorney, having practiced primarily plaintiff civil tort litigation 

for the past 24 years. I am certified as a specialist in civil trial advocacy by the National 

Board of Trial Advocacy, and as a civil trial specialist by the Minnesota State Bar 

Association. I have served in various offices as well as President of the Minnesota Trial 

Lawyers Association and served for several years on the Board of Governors of the 

Association of Trial Lawyers of America. For several years, I have served on the Ethics 

Committee of ATJLA and have chaired that committee. 

I previously served, by appointment of former Chief Justice Douglas Amdahl, on the 

Supreme Court Advisory Committee on the Rules of Civil Procedure, and participated in 

many meetings and discussions regarding previous amendments to the Rules considered and 

eventually adopted by this Court. 

I 
. 
, 



PRACTICE BACKGROUND 

The undersigned is lead trial lawyer in a firm of eight civil litigation attorneys located 

in Minneapolis. I have been active in the trial of civil litigation cases in the states of 

Minnesota, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, North Dakota, South Dakota, Florida, West Virginia, 

Indiana, Missouri, Nebraska, Montana, Colorado and New Jersey. I have tried to jury 

verdict, civil cases in both State and Federal Courts in the aforementioned jurisdictions. I 

have conducted discovery in a wide variety of litigation throughout the United States. 

DISCUSSION 

It is my sole purpose in the presentation of this paper to urge you to reject the 

Advisory Committee’s proposed change in Rule 26,02(d)( 1) which proposes that you expand 

the scope of civil discovery to permit unbridled depositions of expert witnesses. 

It is my considered professional opinion that such an expansion of discovery would 

be a serious mistake on your part and would do a great injustice to the civil justice system 

in the State of Minnesota. 

GUMENT 

The Advisory Committee, as presently constituted, has apparently come to the 

conclusion that the depositions of experts should be allowed as a matter of right. Without 

reference to empirical study on the point, the remarkable suggestion is made that “numerous 

problems” would be somehow avoided if depositions of experts were permitted without leave 

of court. 

Such a practice, which is in some states, would result in a significant increase in the 

cost of litigation with no identifiable reduction in trials. If, as represented, the committee 
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is interested in streamlining litigation, cutting costs to the parties and shortening the time 

to disposition, the last thing this Court should do is adopt this proposed change. 

I can state without equivocation that expert witness depositions are, more often that 

not, fishing expeditions entered into for the purpose of preparing elaborate records with 

which to “trip up” an expert at trial. Experts report the discovery depositions to be 

harassing, argumentative, time-consuming and confusing. Often, it is sad to say, attorneys 

ask questions in the depositions that would never be permitted trial. These actions have the 

unavoidable effect of discouraging academics, business people, teaching physicians and other 

potential expert witnesses from participating in the litigation process. 

At its worse, such a rule (as is the practice in the Illinois State Courts) permits 

discovery depositions not only of all experts but of all treating physicians. This outrageous 

waste of physician time has led countless physicians to advise attorneys that they “want 

nothing more to do with this case” and request repeatedly to be excluded from further 

proceedings. The problem the undersigned has run into is that physicians refuse to see 

patients because of the likelihood of lengthy and time-consuming expert depositions which 

unduly harass the treating physician and discourage him/her from ever giving medical 

opinions in a case. 

We do not want this situation in Minnesota. We have enjoyed a good working 

relationship with doctors and other experts in our state. They are called upon routinely to 

write comprehensive reports and furnish 26(b)(4) interrogatory answers which have served 

the legal profession very well. There is absolutely no excuse for the harassing of experts 

when full and complete interrogatory answers serve the purpose. 
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If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. All that is required is for a vigorous trial managing judge 

to insist that for any conclusion to be introduced in Court it must have been disclosed in 

advance by report or interrogatory answer. This suffices our litigation needs. 

CONCLUSION 

I cannot emphasize enough the regressiveness of the committee’s recommendation 

here. It is unimaginable that this recommendation has flowed from an honest cross section 

of the trial bar. In a time in which the public is increasingly disgusted with the cost and 

time involved in civil litigation, it is inconceivable that this Court could justify the expansion 

of discovery into this area. To the extent that the Federal Rules have done this, I can state 

that it has been a mistake. The new Federal Rules have resulted in an expansion of 

discovery rather than a reduction. Cases are taking longer to prepare, not less time. 

Finally, and importantly, the provision of expert depositions as a matter right also 

establishes another disturbing trend which has not been addressed by the Advisory 

Committee. That is, expert depositions as a matter of right establish “standard practice” in 

the legal malpractice community. Practitioners have admitted to me that they would 

terrified to find themselves facing an excess verdict when they have not taken the 

depositions of the experts. The malpractice implications of failure to take expert depositions 

make the Committee’s suggestion that the Rules will “make discovery depositions of many 

experts unnecessary” is naive at best and misleading at worst. The allowing of expert 

depositions as a matter of right in the states which permit it have made the depositions of 

experts routine resulting in countless hours of more work with no improvement in settlement 

prospects or of the avoidance of trial. 



should be rejected. 

Dated: RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 

Minneapolis, MN 55403-1592 
(612) 338-6565 
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ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 
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September 24,1996 CHARLES B. BATEMAN 
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Enclosed are the original and twelve copies of this letter, which represents my writ- 
ten statement concerning the proposed amendments to the Minnesota Rules of 
Civil Procedure. This statement is filed pursuant to the Court’s August 9, 1996, 
order. 

The only rule I would like to comment on is 26.01(b)(2). The pertinent portion of 
the proposed rule reads as follows: 

Except as otherwise stipulated or directed by the court, this disclosure 
shall, with respect to a witness who is retained or specially employed to 
provide expert testimony in the case or whose duties as an employee of 
the party regularly involve giving expert testimony, be accompanied by 
a written report prepared and signed by the witness. 

My concern is twofold: (1) that the disclosure rule should apply only to experts who 
will be called as witnesses at trial and (2) that the expert not be required to prepare a 
report. Each of these concerns is explained below. 

First, proposed Rule 26.01(b)(2) refers to an expert witness “who is retained or spe- 
cially employed to provide expert testimony in the case.” It is not clear whether this 
is intended to apply only to experts expected to testify at the time of trial. That cer- 
tainly might be implied by the fact that proposed Rule 26.02(d)(2) maintains the 
distinction between experts intended to be called and those who are not intended to 
be called as witnesses. I believe this is a valuable distinction and allows parties to 
contact those experts who will put forth their best case. Conversely, if all experts are 
required to be disclosed, regardless of whether the parties intend them to be called as 
trial witnesses, there will be a chilling effect on expert selection. Since that would be 
undesirable, I suggest adding language indicating that the disclosure requirements 
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apply only to those experts whom the parties expect will be called as witnesses at the 
time of trial. 

Second, the proposed rule requires the disclosure to include a “written report pre- 
pared and signed by the witness.” My objection to this portion of the rule is that the 
written report should not have to be prepared by the expert as long as the disclosure 
is signed by the expert, verifying that it represents his or her opinion. It has been my 
experience in working on medical malpractice cases (where only the expert’s signa- 
ture is required on a disclosure) that this system works well and results in informa- 
tive, substantive disclosures which experts can be held to at the time of their trial 
testimony. On the other hand, it is my experience from federal court practice that 
when experts are required to prepare the report themselves they rarely understand 
the need for strict compliance with the disclosure requirements. Even when it is 
explained to them in some detail, I see many of those requirements glossed over or 
left out entirely. I believe this is due to the fact that the experts do not understand 
the purposes behind the requirements and therefore treat them as legal boilerplate, 
which would only interfere with the expression of their opinions. Going back and 
getting supplemental reports to cover material which has been omitted is expensive, 
time-consuming, and frustrating for all involved. For all of these reasons, I believe 
it is enough if the disclosure report is simply signed by the expert, verifying that it is 
a true and accurate statement of his or her opinions. 

I thank the Court for the opportunity to address these matters. 

Sincerely -yours, 

EDH:k u 
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OF COUNSEL 

OFFICE OF 
APPELLATE COumS 

AUG 2 91996 

RE: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE MINNESOTA RULES OF CIVIL 
PROCEDURE 

Dear Justices of the Supreme Court: 

I am writing concerning the proposed amendments to the Rules 
of Civil Procedure. Specifically, I would ask that the disclosures 
of prior testimony for healthcare professionals testifying as to 
damages, under Rule 26.01(b) (2) be prospective only. I believe it 
would be an impossible burden on most treating physicians to have 
to recreate 
Certainly, 

a list of testimony over the past four years. 
with notice, 

information, 
we can have them begin accumulating such 

but it will be difficult and quite expensive for the 
first attorney requesting a list to pay the cost of having the 
doctor or his staff accumulate this information. 

Further, although the Rule requests a report, I am assuming 
that the report can reference the medical records and notes without 
having to incorporate all of them for purposes of the disclosure. 

With respect to the amendments to Rule 26.01(d), the Rule 
appears to dictate that depositions may only take place after a 
report is provided. I don't know that such language is necessary 
as a party may choose 
possession of the report, 

to take the deposition without having 
or may decide to waive the requirement of 

the report and rely on the deposition. It appears from the earlier 
portions of Rule 26.01 that a report is going to be mandated from 
all experts absent a court order to the contrary, which makes the 
second sentence "If a report from the expert . . .I' superfluous. 

CTH:pw 

Yours truly, 

. 
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August 23, 1996 
OFFICE OF 

APPELLATE CARTS 

AUG 2 6 1996 
Mr. Frederick Grittner 
Clerk of Appellate Courts 
305 Judicial Center 
25 Constitution Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55155 

Re: Supreme Court Order 

Dear Mr. Grittner: 

Pursuant to the Supreme Court’s Order of August 5, 1996, pertaining to the 
proposed amendments of the Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure, I wish to offer 
this letter as my statement in opposition in certain of the modifications and 
changes which have been proposed to the Court. 

My concerns principally arise from the proposed amendments to Rule ;16 
pertaining to discovery. My concerns and comments are as follows: 

l With respect to trial preparation, the new Rules propose to require a report 
of all specially retained experts. Rule 26.01(b)(2) as proposed, would require 
that counsel for any party with a specially retained or employed expert 
transmit a report “prepared and signed by the witness”. Interestingly, the 
advisory committee comment suggests that this Rule specifically allow 
preparation of the report by an attorney; the body of the Rule, however, 
requires that the written report be “prepared and signed by the witness”. 
The comment and Rule are in direct conflict in this regard. 

l More significantly, however, I am concerned that the substantial additional 
expense to plaintiffs whom I represent will be put out by reason of this Rule. 
This concern is heightened by the provisions of the proposed amended Rule 

t MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF TRIAL Awoc~m 4 CERTIFIED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF TRIAL ADKXX~ AS A CIVIL TRIAL SPECIAL&ST 
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26..0 1 (b)(2), which allows any party to depose “any person who has been 
identified as an expert whose opinions may be presented at trial”. 

l The contents of the mandatory expert report under Rule 26.01(b)(2) includes 
“a listing of any other cases in which the witnesses testified as an expert at 
trial or by deposition within the proceeding 4 years.” My experience in the 
Federal practice is that this requirement is rarely met, since this information 
is almost never available. I am unaware of any expert witness who 
maintains data in a format which would allow response to this portion of the 
required report. Nonetheless, I fully anticipate that attorneys will demand 
this information. If obtainable, it would be obtained only at a substantial 
expense, and would appear that gathering this information would be the 
expense of the party retaining the expert. I suggest that if the mandatory 
report requirement is retained, that the opposing party be given the 
opportunity to request the report and, if requested, the opposing party bare 
the cost of compensating the expert for the time spent in preparing the 
report. This would assure that expert reports are requested only when truly 
necessary. 

l Rule 26.01(b)(2) also is limited in requiring reports from the employee of the 
party to those circumstances where the employees duties “regularly involve 
giving expert testimony”. I see no reason for limited employee/expert reports 
to those circumstances where the employee regularly gives such testimony. 
If the employee will be testifying in a case, the report should be provided in 
every instance. This should avoid the attempt to conceal employee/expert 
testimony from opposing counsel. 

As the Court is aware, the present procedure expert depositions take place only 
upon leave of Court. I strongly believe this Rule should be retained in its 
present form, an automatic deposition of experts should not be allowed. 

In my practice, the experts upon whom we most frequently call are treating 
medical doctors. If Defendant’s are allowed to freely depose any expert, many 
treating doctors will no longer agree to provide treatment to persons in 
litigation’s because they will be subject to repeated discovery depositions which 
will take them from their busy medical practice. 

At present, it is difficult enough to secure the cooperation of treating doctors for 
trial depositions; to allow defense counsel free rein for depositions of&l treating 
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medical doctors would impose substantial costs upon plaintiffs counsel, and a 
great burden upon treating doctors. The Rule should be retained to require a 
leave of Court before depositions of experts may be taken. 

I very much appreciate the Courts time in considering my observations and 
comments regarding these amendments. 

Vex truly yours, 

Peter W. Riley 
Direct Dial No: 344-0425 

PWR/par 
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FAX 6121335-3504 

Frederick K. Grittner 
Supreme Court Administrator 
MINNESOTA SUPREME COURT 
305 Minnesota Judicial Center 
25 Constitution Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55155-6102 

Dear Mr. Grittner: 

Please find enclosed 12 copies of the Final Report and comments of 
the Minnesota State Bar Association Committee on Court Rules and 
Administration concerning the proposed amendments to the Minnesota 
Rules of Civil Procedure. We would ask that these copies be shared 
with the Court in lieu of the prior Subcommittee Report. The final 
Committee's action varies from the Subcommittee report in one major 
respect. The Committee has taken the position that the proposed 
changes calling for mandatory expert disclosure be rejected in 
their entirety. 

On behalf of the Committee, I respectfully request the opportunity 
to present these comments to the Court at its hearing on October 9. 
Thank you. 

Very truly yours, 
x 

-5% 

Michael W. Unger 

MWU:dme 
Enclosures 
cc: Mary Jo Ruff, MSBA 

Brian Melendez 
Eric Larson 
Willard Wentzel, Minneapolis 

*Civil trial specialists, certified by the Minnesota State Bar Association and the National Board of Trial Advocacy. 

Khil til specialist, certified by the Minnesota State Bar Association. 



MINNESOTA STATE BAR ASSOCIATION 
COMMITTEE ON COURT RULES AND ADMINISTRATION 

ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO MINNESOTA RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 

AUopted by a Vote of 12-O on October 2, 1996 

INTRODUCTION 

On July 22, 1996, an advisory committee to the Minnesota 

Supreme Court issued recommendations for rules changes in the 

Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure. This report was first pub- 

lished for the general public by an order dated August 5, 1996. 

The recommendations were posted on the Court's Internet site on or 

about that time. They were also published in Finance t Commerce on 

August 16, 1996. The Minnesota State Bar Association was unable to 

obtain copies of the rules from the Internet and requested a hard 

copy that was received in mid-September of 1996. The Court has so- 

licited written and oral comments with a deadline for a written 

submission on or before September 25, 1996. The Court's hearing is 

set for October 9, 1996. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

The primary thrust of the proposed rules changes are to con- 

form the Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure to various changes 

adopted in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure since 1991. In 

most instances, the Advisory Committee has recommended amendments 

to conform the Minnesota rules to the federal rules. There are a 

number of exceptions, however, and one is particularly significant. 

Many of the recommended changes dealing with discovery prac- 

tices are likely to increase the cost of litigation without a cor- 

responding benefit. For example, the additional cost associated 



with a recommendation to permit routine expert depositions could be 

so substantial as to create a chilling effect for many litigants. 

The impact of such a change may fall disproportionately on those 

with the least financial resources. The need for such a rule 

change, and the likely benefit, is uncertain.. Similarly, the call 

for additional expert disclosure is, in the view of most of the 

Committee, unnecessary and likely to raise the overall cost of 

litigation. 

As a general matter, the Committee on Court Rules and Admini- 

stration uniformly believes the proposed changes have been de- 

veloped without adequate input from the Bar and without adequate 

time for thoughtful consideration and debate. Changes of such 

magnitude warrant wider debate and input from the Minnesota Bar 

than time allows. Ideally, the changes proposed should be the 

subject of deliberation by the House of Delegates or, preferably, 

the General Assembly. Regrettably, this does not appear possible. 

Another concern arises from the communication with the Bar 

Association about these proposed changes. The State Bar's leader- 

ship and the leadership of this Committee were unaware that the 

Advisory Committee was reviewing and acting upon these rule changes 

until after action was taken. 

The Committee questions the need for the short time line for 

response, comment and enactment. This is particularly true since 

Minnesota's own version of the federal rules is still under de- 

liberation by the Federal District Court. It strikes us that the 
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recommendations before the Supreme Court are both premature and 

hasty. 

FEDERAL CEANGES NOT RECOMMENDED FOR MINNESOTA 

Of the changes in the federal rules which are not being re- 

commended for adoption in Minnesota, the Committee feels that only 

two items receive special comment: Changes to Rule 11; Rule 

26(a)(l) requiring initial disclosures. 

Rule 11: The Committee is in general agreement that the 

changes to Rule 11 are unnecessary in Minnesota. The Supreme 

Court's decision in Uselman v. Uselman, provides clear standards 

for the lower courts to utilize in resolving Rule 11 sanction is- 

sues. Some Committee members like the opportunity for attorneys to 

correct their behavior as afforded under the new Federal Rule 11 

and note that Uselman does.not address this notion. 

Rule 26(a) (1) - Initial Disclosure: This provision of the 

federal rules requires each party to initially disclose information 

such as names of individuals likely to have relevant evidence, des- 

criptions of documents that will be available for inspection and 

copying, calculation of damages and relevant insurance agreements. 

Under the new federal provision, this information is to be dis- 

closed without the necessity of any interrogatory or other dis- 

covery request. 

The Supreme Court Advisory Committee suggests that this pro- 

vision not be incorporated in state court practice because it 

would, "merely add an additional and costly layer of discovery.lV 

The Committee is of divided opinion about the wisdom of this con- 
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elusion. Half of the Committee believes that the initial disclo- 

sure requirements under the federal rules are designed to simplify 

the discovery process by eliminating the need to conduct discovery 

of what should be non-controversial matters. The Advisory Com- 

mittee noted that disclosure of initial facts and identity of wit- 

nesses has not traditionally been a problem in Minnesota. Those 

favoring initial disclosure agree and find that requiring disclo- 

sure will not be a problem in most cases, but will provide early 

information at minimal expense and may afford an opportunity for 

earlier settlement. Another observation favoring initial disclo- 

sure is that the requirement benefits litigants whose attorneys 

fail to undertake thorough discovery. This is thought to advance 

the interests of justice. 

A contrary view is held by the other half of the Committee. 

According to this view, standard interrogatory requests already 

seek this type of information. By separating out certain matters 

for treatment under the initial disclosure rule while leaving 

others to interrogatories, we increase the likelihood that any sort 

of discovery problems will end up being presented in a fragmented 

fashion. Under existing practice, all issues may be dealt with at 

one time in the context of responses to interrogatories. 

All members of the Committee agree that should initial dis- 

closure be adopted in Minnesota, it should be modified to accommo- 

date Minnesota's "hip pocket filing" practice. Any requirement for 

initial disclosure should only arise after an action is filed with 

the court. Those who have had favorable experience with the "ini- 
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tial disclosures" requirement in federal court have observed that 

this has worked because of early case management by a magistrate 

judge who directs the parties, to explore settlement in a brief 

l@window'l of time between initial disclosure and the start of 

discovery. 

RULES CHANGES RECOMMENDED FOR ADOPTION 

The Committee has reviewed the remaining recommended rules 

changes and finds most of them to be worthwhile. The proposed 

changes to Rules 26 and 30 are objectionable, however. Addition- 

ally, special comment is warranted on the proposed change to Rule 

5. 

Rule 5: The Committee enthusiastically endorses the proposed 

changes to Rule 5 and, in particular, the proposed provision pro- 

hibiting court administrators from rejecting papers for filing. It 

is the unanimous view of the Committee that it is not the appropri- 

ate role for a court administrator to determine when to accept 

papers for filing. If there is a dispute about the appropriateness 

of the filing, this is more properly presented for consideration to 

the court. 

Rule 26 - Discovery: 

A. Mandatory Expert Witness Disclosure: The Committee is 

nearly unanimous in its view that the mandatory expert witness 

disclosure provision in proposed Rule 26.01(b) should not be 

adopted. Nearly all Committee members believe that the current 

Minnesota practice of utilizing expert interrogatories and fol- 

lowing up, when necessary, with court approved depositions, is 
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largely effective and much preferable. In our view, the added 

requirement of signed witness reports will add expense to the 

litigation and may well discourage many experts from agreeing to 

become involved. Ironically, such requirements will lead to more 

frequent use qf lVprofessionalVV expert witnesses because the re- 

quirements of the litigation process will become too daunting for 

experts who do not make their living as expert witnesses. The 

quality of justice will ultimately suffer from such a development. 

In the event the Supreme Court actually adopts such an expert 

disclosure rule, then there should be an exemption for physician 

experts. In the case of physicians, the Committee believes that 

the current practice of limiting discovery to expert interroga- 

tories is most appropriate. (In medical negligence cases, there 

are already additional disclosures mandated by statute. Yet 

another requirement would be totally unjustified.) In our exper- 

ience, the vast majority of the medical profession finds the need 

to provide medical/legal information to be an unwelcome part of 

their professional practice. The requirements of mandatory dis- 

closure (such as revealing the list of all cases in which the ex- 

pert has testified, furnishing a list of publications, and the 

like) provide an additional burden that would be most unwelcome. 

In the case of treating physicians who did not volunteer to be wit- 

nesses, it would be unfair to the litigants to impose a rule for 

which they have little or no control and ability to compel compli- 

ance. Under the ethical rules which govern the medical profession, 

treating physicians are not to assume the role of advocate, and are 
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required to be objective and impartial providers of expert medical 

opinion. A patient's attorney is in no position to secure the type 

of cooperation necessary to comply with the mandatory expert dis- 

closures. 

The Committee also finds an additional disclosure requirement, 

as it would apply to physicians, to be repugnant on public policy 

grounds. The medical profession should not be forced to have to 

attend to the business of litigation requirements any more than is 

absolutely necessary to secure the advancement of justice. There 

is little'or no problem in Minnesota with regard to disclosure of 

physician opinions. Medical records are often available beyond 

interrogatory responses. Accordingly, this Rule change should not 

be adopted, but if some change is made, then there should be an 

express provision exempting physicians. 

One or two Committee members support additional expert disclo- 

sure for non-physician experts because it expands the scope of ex- 

pert discovery without being unduly burdensome. 

B. Discoverability of Witness Statements: The Advisory Com- 

mittee appears to recommend a dramatic change restricting the dis- 

coverability of witness statements. Since no rationale is offered 

for this change, it is assumed that the proposed change may be an 

oversight. Minnesota's Civil Procedure Rule 26.02(c) has long al- 

lowed discovery of witness statement without making a showing under 

the work/product doctrine. This has been a conscious departure 

from the federal practice over the years. See e.cr., Leer v. 

Chicaao, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railway Company, 308 N.W.2d 
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305, 307 n.4 (Minn, 1981). The Advisory Committee recommendation 

would eliminate this longstanding and successful distinction of 

Minnesota state court practice. The Committee strongly opposes 

this recommendation. The discoverability of witness statements has 

long been proven to advance the "search for truth" in litigation. 

c. Expert Witness Depositions: By a substantial majority, 

the Committee opposes the recommendation for adoption of the rule 

change at 26.02(d) to permit expert depositions without seeking 

prior court approval. For many years, Minnesota practice has in- 

tentionally deviated from federal practice in this regard. (Prior 

to the federal rule change, expert depositions were routinely per- 

mitted in the District of Minnesota.) The routine taking of expert 

depositions adds a tremendous cost to litigation that is generally 

unnecessary. These depositions can easily cost a few thousand dol- 

lars. There are occasionally cases where expert depositions may be 

needed, but such exceptions are best determined by the judge or by 

agreement by the parties. It is a rare case where expert deposi- 

tions are essential to a resolution of a case. 

Additionally, the same points must be made with regard to the 

impact of such a rule on treating physicians. Routine discovery 

depositions of treating physicians will not only add expense of 

several thousand dollars per deposition, but will double the demand 

for the time of treating physicians, time which would be better 

spent treating patients. 

D. Privilege Log: The proposed amendments to Rule 26.02(e) 

would merely codify the standard interrogatory requests of many 
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current practitioners. The best "form interrogatories" currently 

call for a description of the basis of privilege whenever a privi- 

lege objection is raised. The Committee believes, however, that a 

comment should be added cautioning that the requirement of a privi- 

lege log is not meant to require itemization of each and every doc- 

ument, nor to provide a detail of information that may run contrary 

to the point of the privilege itself. In many cases, a description 

in very general terms of the nature of documents being withheld may 

often be adequate. 

E. Supplementation of Discovery Responses: The proposed 

change to Rule 26.05(a) contains a drafting error. The proposed 

amendment would use the redundant language of both ~~seasonably~V and 

'Iat appropriate intervals." One of these phrases should be 

dropped. These redundant phrases are not incorporated in the cur- 

rent Federal Rules. 

F. Rule 26 Comments: The Committee believes that the Advi- 

sory Committee's comments on the provisions of Rule 26 should not 

be adopted in their entirety. The comments seem more extensive 

than seems appropriate. 

Rule 30.04: The Committee wishes to note its enthusiastic ap- 

proval of the proposed changes to Rule 30.04. There are a signi- 

ficant number of lawyers who make inappropriate objections during 

depositions. The proposed rule changes clarify the appropriate 

standard and approach for making objections at depositions. 

Form 24: The proposed form for use in mandatory expert wit- 

ness disclosures should not be used since we recommend against such 
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a rule change. If disclosure is adopted, then the form should be 

revised to make clear it does not apply to treating physicians. 

This would be best accomplished by deleting the following language 

from lines 1172 and 1173: 

"about each of the persons it may call to of- 
fer opinion testimony at the trial of this 
action. These disclosures are made..." 

CONCLUSION 

We urge the Minnesota Supreme Court to act consistent with 

these recommendations. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

M.S.B.A. COMMITTEE ON COURT RULES 
AND ADMINISTRATION 

By: Michael W. Unger, Chair 
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~~PPELLATE CWRTS 

MEMORANDUM MAI 2 L 1996 

TO: 

FRON 

Members of the Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules of Cii FWxxdure 

David P. Herr 

RE: Rule 5 - Service of Process Alternate Provisions 

DATE: May a1996 

Thisreport stmmmka al&native available to & M%an. R Civ. P. 5.02 relating to service 
after in&l semiee. (Initial sex&e is governed by)bhY4.) 

The discussion at the last meeting of the Advisory Committee appeared to focus on two 
problesns. Although the discussion at times confbsexi the two issues, it is probably best to consider 
the issues separately. One issue relates to whether service should be allowed by &simile . . transrrpssog the other relates to whe&x service should be permitted late in the day, particularly after 
business hours. 

I recommeA thst whatever we do, it should be the same 6r &simile transmission ifwe allow 
it as well as conventional delivery. It appears to me that service under the closed office door at 5:45 
p.m. should be no diEkent than faxing to the office at 5:45. 

Existing Rule 5.02 provides: 

RTJLE 5.02 SERVICE;; tiOW MrU)E 

Whenever under these rules service is required or permitted to 
he made upon a party represented by an attorney, the service shall be 
madeupontheattorneyunlessserviceuponthepartyis orderedbythc 
court. Written admission of service by the party or the party’s 
attomey shah be sufkient proof of service. Service upon the attorney 
or party shall be made by delivering or by mailing a copy to the 
attorney or party at either+ last known address or, if no address is 
known, by leaving it with the court administrator. Delivery of a copy 
within this rule means: Handing it to the attorney or party; or letig 
it at &&I% office with a clerk or other person in charge thereof, or, 
ifthere is no one in charge, leaving it in a conspicuous place therein; 
or, if the office is closed or the person to be served has no office, 
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leaving it at the attomqb or party’s dwelling house or usual placd of 
abode with some person of suitable age and discretion then residing 
f&rein. Service by mail is complete upon mailing. 

IWed Rule S(b) provides: 

(b) Same: How Made. Whenever under these rulea sexvice 
is required or permitted to be made upon a party represented by an 
attorney the service shall be made upon the attorney unless service 
upon the party is ordered by the couxt. Service upon the attorney or 
upon a party shall be made by delivering a copy to the attorney or 
party or by mailing it to the attorney or party at the attorney’s or 
party’s last known address or, if no address is known, by leaving it 
with the clerk ofthe courL &livery of a copy witbin this rule means: 
handing it to the attorney or to the party; or leaving it ai the 
attorney’s or party’s office with a clerk or other person in charge 
thereofL, or, ifthere is no one in charge, leaving it in a conspicuous 
place there& or, ifthe office is closed or the person to be served has 
no office, leaving it at the person’s dwelling house or usual place of 
abode with some person of suitable age and discretion then residing 
therein. Service by mail is compIete upon mailing. 

I have not conducted a comprehensive evaluation of how other states handle the issues of 
seavice deadlines and sewice by &x. I did locate a few exsmples that should s&lice for our purposes. 

Wisconsin follows the Minnesota and Federal rule standard, with two slight changes: 

Whcnewz under these rules service is required or permitted to 
be made upon a party represented by an attorney, the service shall be 
made upon the attmney unless service upon the party is ordered by the 
court. Written admission of sexvice by the party or the party’s 
attomey &all be suflicieut proof of service. Sexvice upon the attorney 
or party shall be made by de&ring or by mailing a copy to the 
attorney or party at either’s last known address or, if no address is 
knowq by leaving it with the court administrator. Delivery of a copy 
witbin this rule means: Handing it to the attorney or party; 
Sransmittiw cow of the Daber bv facsimile machine to hb or 
her or leaving it at either’s office with a clerk or other person 
in charge t.hereofL, or, if there is no one in charge, leaving it in a 
conspicuous place therein; or, if the office is closed or the person to 
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be served has no oflice, leaving it at the attorney’s or party’s dwehing 
house or usual place of abode with some person of suitable age and 
disoretion then residing therein. Service by maif is complete upon 
mailing. . . fiewicc br is cm I unon missiog, _ . . 

Ww. Stat. 8 801. M(2). The Wmnsin code also includes a change in cakulation oftime that may 
be of illteast to us: 

(b) If the notice or paper is served by facsimile transmission 
andsuchtransmGoniscompktebetw~5p.m. sndmidnig& 1 day 
shall be added to the prescribed period. 

Wk. SW. 0 801.15(5)(b). 

Florida employs a similar approah add& a provision for service by fkx as one of five 
methodsfbrse#ice: 

. . . or (5) by t- ‘tting it my facsimile to the attorney’s or party’s 
office with a cover sheet containing the sender’s name, firm, address, 
telephone number, and k&nile number, and the number of pages 
transmitted. When service is made by G&mile, a copy shall also be 
saved by any other method permitted by this rule. Paesimilt se&e 
OCUUB when transmission is complete. Service by delivery after 5:OO 
p.msMlbedeemedtohavebeenmadeonthcnextdaythatisnota 
Saturday Sunday, or legal holiday. Wotk This last sentence appks 
to aR mans of servim DE@-] 

Fla R Civ. P. 1.080(b)(S). 

Illinois permits four methods of service, inch&g service by fkx 

. . .(4)byeansJnittingthemviafacsimUemachinetotheoffioeofthe 
attomey or party, who has consented to receiving tie by facknile 
transmission. Briefk filed in reviewing courts shall not be served by 
flmimile transmission. 

(I) A party or attorney electing to serve pleadings by 
fimimik must include on the certificate of service transmitted 
the telephone number of the sender’s fkimile transmitting 
device. Use ofservice by &&mile shall be deemed ccmeat by 
that party or attorney to receive service by facsimile 
transmkion. Any party may rescind consent of service by 
fimimile transmission in a case by fang with the court and 
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servisgonoticton~partieswhohave~app~that 
facsimile setice will not be accepted. A party or attorney 
whohasre&nded~toservicebyfkcsimileoransmission 
in a case may not serve another party or attorney by facsimile 
t,WlhAOnillth&UCW. 

(ii) Each page of notices and docume~transmittedby 
fkcsimilt pursuant to this rule should bear the circuit court 
number, the title of the document, the title of the doament, 
and the page number. 

ill. S. Ct. R. 11(b)(4). 

South Dakota employs a rule similar to Wisconsin’s: 

Service upon a party represented by an attorney may also be 
&by &similetransmission as provided in 8 15&5(f). . . . Suvke 
by Gkmile transmission is complete upon receipt by the attorney 
reckingservi~... In the cast of service by %&mile transmission, 
proof of sen&xshaUstatethedateandtimeofscrviceandthe 
fkcsimik telephone number or identifying symbol of the receiving 
attorney. 

S. Dak. R 15=6=5(b). Rule 15=6=5(f) provides: 

Whenever under these rules service is required or permitted to be 
de upon a party represented by an attorney, such mice may be 
made by fidmile transmission pursuant to the following conditions: 

(1) Theattorneyuponwhomserviceismadebasth6n~cquipm& 
to receive such transmission; 

(2) The attorney has agreed to accept sexvica by facsimile transmission or 
has served the serving party in the same case by &c&mile 
transmission; and 

(3) Thetimeandmannerof transmission comply with the requirements of 
4 15-6-6(a), unless 0-e established by the Court. 

The fignatwe cm thf3 iZ4cshde shall constitute a signature under 6 15-6-l l(a). 
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The South Dakota de on computation of time provides, similar to Florida’s: 

15-64(a). Computation of time. 

&Ace by f&simile transmission must be completed by 5:OO 
o’clock p.m., receiver’s time, on a weekday, which is not a legal 
holiday, or service shall be deemed to be made on the following 
weekday, which is not a legal holiday. 

(lhlifibrnia provides tir service by fius and includes a somewhat more extensive set of rules. 
I attach a copy OfCal. R Civ. 12.2008 in its entirety. Rule 2009 spec%cs a f&m oftram&@ sheet 
far service by &x. 

I beliwe these examples should provide suflticient grist for the mill. We need to decide: 

1. Do we have a problem that needs to be addressed? 
2. How should we implement service by fax by rule? 
3. Do we want to establish a deadline tir service? No-g my 

opinioq should it be applicable to ail stice or only service by 
fhcsirde? 

I look forward to see&you at tomorrow’s meeting. 

D.F.H. 
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FAX FILING AND SERVICE Rule 3uo8 

(b) CsCwica by fax] Service by PaaIr& txanafer 
shall be permitted only if the parti~~$grrank 
writt,enconfikmaUnoftbatagrcbemsa 
noticeoroth8rpapermll8tb8tran8mlttedtort;crkP 
ilamahinemaintainedbythapusanoawbomitir 
served at th8 fi3cshh machine tdepbone numbar Y 
lastgSvenbyt.hatperrononan docu&mtvll-~ 
or8beh8sflledblthacau8a aK 
mkhg 8mkw. TheeerviosLo4mpleto8ttb4DLncr 
of tzanstnisaion, but any preacHbed period of notioe 
and any right or duty to do any act or m&e any 
re8ponsewitbinanypr~periodoroaadate 
certaina&erth+servkeofsuohdauneataervadby 
fwsimSle transmission &all be axtanded by @NQ court 
daya, but euch extaaion sbaU not epply ts oxtad the 
time for fSlhg notic d intention to move for new trial. 

(cl [Avallabilitq of fax1 A party @r 8thney 
agreaingtoacceptaervicabykushal~makehiaorher 
lax nwhine gfmerally 8vailable f& receipt of docu- 
manta between the homs of 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. on dsyr 
that are not court holidaye under Code of CMI Proca- 
dure section 136. Thir pwi&n doeo aat prevent the 
attorney from aending documsnte by meana of the tpX 
machine or providing for normal repair and ma&a- 
nance of the fax machine during tlwc hours, 

(d) [When memice wmpletcl Saviae by fax is 
complete upon receipt of the entbw document by thq 
receiving part#s facsimih tuchinh Sin66 thd ae- 
cursafter6psarhallbedeemedtohaveocarredon 
thenextcound8y. TimeshaUbe~t6nd6?d8aprovid- 
edbythirrule. 

(4 Proal of amice by fax1 Prwf d aewke hy 
ftu may be made by any af the method8 provided in 
code of civil Procedure sactbll 1013a# exmpt thak 

(1) The time, date, and 5eading fac8smiIe machina 
talephone number ahall be ueed in Ueu of the data and 

. place of deposit in the mail; 
4 0 The name and facsimile machino telephone num- 
I her of the person served shall be uacd in lieu of the 

wuueandaddrusdthepereoneervedaeehownon 
. th8 envelope; 6 
I (3) A statement that the document was tnnrmftted 
- by facsimile tranemieeion and that &e hrrYmLrdon 

was reported ee complete and without error ohall ba 
umed in lieu .af the 8tatament that the envelope wae 
sealed and depoeited in the mail with the p&age 

RULE 2002. lSERVICE OF PAPERS BY 
thereon fully prepaid; and 

FACS- TRANSMm3IolU (4) A co y of the tr;rasmisal 
tachdto L proof of aervica ai2 tiT$!-ss 

(al l’Ihmdaion of paper@ tV court1 A court shall declare that the transmiaahn report was proper- 
may maw any notice by fax in the came manner that IY Irsued by the transmitting facsimile machine. 
litimnb may nerve popem by fm. Adopted, err. March 1, a992 
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RULE 2009. FACSfMILE lluNsMIssrON COVER SHEET' 

%Fimlmn+Tr apemlsoion cam sheet ShaIl be in the fobwing fbrlw 
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Re: Hearing to Consider Proposed Amendments to the Minnesota Rules of 
Civil Procedure 
Court File No: C6-84-2134 

Dear Clerk: 

Enclosed please find 12 copies of the Request for Oral Presentation and Written 
Submission regarding the Proposed Amendments to the Minnesota Rules of Civil 
Procedure. I understand that the hearing in this matter is set for October 9, 1996. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. If you have any questions, please feel free 
to contact our office. 
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Wilbur W. Fluegel 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

IN SUPREME COURT 

OFFICE OF 
R’PELLATE COURTS 

No.: U-84-2134 

In re: Hearing to Consider Proposed 
Amendments to the Minnesota Rules 
of Civil Procedure. 

I 
REQUEST FOR ORAL PRESENTATION 

& WRITTEN SUBMISSION 

TO: The Supreme Court of the State of Minnesota: 

Wilbur W. Fluegel, states as follows: 

1. That, he is an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Minnesota and co- 

chair of the Minnesota Trial Lawyers Association Amicus Curiae Committee. 

2. That, he requests to participate in oral presentations scheduled by the Court for 

October 9, 1996 to address proposed changes in the Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure, which 

are of interest or concern to the membership of the Minnesota Trial Lawyers Association. 

3. That, he respectfully submits the attached written statement outlining the issues 

upon which he would like to address the Court. 

Dated: 

WENTZEL & FLUEGEL 
Suite 1200, 701 Fourth Avenue South 
Minneapolis, MN 554151815 
(612) 337-9500 
Attorneys for Amicus, Minnesota Trial 

Lawyers Association 
rules.pet 



I. Introduction 

WRITTEN STATEMENT 

The Board of Governors of the Minnesota Trial Lawyers Association met on August 29, 

1996 in special session to consider the proposed changes to the Minnesota Rules of Civil 

Procedure, which are the subject of this hearing. The MTLA is a voluntary organization of over 

1200 Minnesota trial attorneys who represent predominantly claimants in civil litigation and the 

accused in criminal complaints. 

The subject changes proposed to the Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure, which are of 

concern to the organization relate primarily to alteration of the rules of pre-trial discovery. 

Specifically proposed new rules 26.01(b) and 26.02(d)(l) are of concern, 

II. . . Current rules are adeauate to achieve the Advlsorv Committee 9 s go& 

A. Discovery “abuse and overuse 99 l 1s decreasigp. and readilv addressed under 
existiw rules, 

The Advisory Committee proposing the current rule changes has expressed its continued 

belief that problems of “discovery abuse and overuse” are issues that are “less pervasive” than 

in the past.’ The Committee has also stated its recommendation that any ongoing “problems 

should primarily be addressed by heightened adherence to and enforcement of existing rules 

rather than further rule changes. 772 

'ADVISORYCOMMITTEE COMMENT--l996 AMENDMENTS, MINN.R.CIV.P.~~ 
(emphasis added). 

2 Id. (emphasis added). 



B. Pronosed new discovery rules represent %’ lpnificant” chanw 

The Advisory Committee nonetheless has recommended amendments to Rule 26 which 

it acknowledges are “the most significant of the changes recommended at this time. “3 If indeed 

discovery abuse is on the wane and well addressed by the existing rule framework, any 

significant revision to current rules must be carefully examined. 

Any negative implications posed by significant rule changes should be viewed as posing 

a great burden to their adoption as the deliberative process of this Court’s decision-making 

unfolds, given the admittedly adequate function of current civil procedures. 

C. . Goals of new rules are cost and time reductions from conformitv to new 
federal practice, 

In justifying a proposed change of Minnesota discovery procedures, the Advisory 

Committee expressed a concern posed from existing procedures that the committee felt caused 

“substantial expense and delay for litigants . . . [that] may interfere with the resolution of civil 

disputes on their merits. “4 The proposed changes are thus apparently sought to achieve a goal 

of making “it easier for courts and litigants to prepare for trial or settlement in a fair and 

efficient manneP by following recent “federal rule amendments”6 regarding the disclosure of 

3 Id. (“The amendments to Rule 26 include the most significant changes 
recommended at this time. “). 

4 Id. (“discovery abuse and overuse . . . are still significant problems that result in 
substantial expense and delay for litigants and may interfere with the resolution of civil 
disputes on their merits. “). 

5 Id. 

6 Id. 

2 



expert opinions. The perceived effect of the recommendations by the Committee is to 

“streamline the expert discovery process”7 and hopefully achieve a savings of time and money 

while yielding a fuller and fairer exchange of information. 

Of particular concern therefore, would be any negative implication of a proposed rule 

change that actually presents a barrier to the achievement of the expressed goals. Any proposed 

rule change that would threaten to produce added cost or delay, should thus be the target of 

careful scrutiny. 

D. . . Proposed cha ss in expert disclosure requirements would adm 
introduce further costs and add delav to the &scove 

ittedlv . rv nroca 

1. . Advisorv Committee recoglbzes the m-o * 
added level of costs to the litigation system, 

Among the proposed changes is the required development and exchange of a detailed 

expert report “prepared and signed by” each expert witness “retained or specially employed to 

provide expert testimony in the case . . . . “* The Advisory Committee notes that despite the 

literal requirement of the new rule that the expert prepare and sign the report, that as a practical 

matter the proposed change will “make it necessary to have the [newly required expert] report 

substantially prepared by counsel with consultation with the expert. “9 

7 Id. ( The amendments require that “automatic . . . standardized and expanded . . . 
information must be disclosed. This information, including greater detail on the bases for 
opinions, is intended to streamline the expert discovery process. “). 

* PROPOSED MINN.R.CIV.P. 26.01(b)(2). 

9 ADVISORY COMMITTEE COMMENT--1996 AMENDMENTS, MINN.R.CIV.P. 26 (“The 
committee believes that considerations of cost may make it necessary to have the report 
substantially prepared by counsel with consultation with the expert.“). 
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Significantly, the Committee’s belief is that this need will develop because of 

“considerations of cost” posed by the proposed new requirement.” 

2. Reports are merely a detailed subs$itute for interroeatorv answers and 
. . thus debates over adequacy of discovery responses wdl cant inue to 

wuire at least the same level of motion nractice, 

The Committee’s concern that the current practice of expert interrogatories allows parties 

to withhold important information,” will not likely find relief in a practice that merely switches 

the requirement of a written disclosure from formal interrogatories to an informal report. 

Case law decisions under the new federal rules show that instead of achieving the goal 

of “possibly eliminat[ing] . . . problems,“12 the change to a requirement of an exchange of 

reports has merely resulted in moving the adversarial debate from the adequacy of interrogatory 

answers to the adequacy of reports.13 

The delay occasioned by discovery debates is thus not eliminated, but will instead-- 

lo Id. (emphasis added). 

l1 Id. (“The advisory committee has learned of serious problems in Minnesota courts 
because parties fail adequately or timely to disclosure their experts and the substance of the 
expert’s testimony. As a result, parties are unable to adequately cross-examine and rebut 
expert testimony. Adoption of Federal Rule 26(a)(2) should address and possibly eliminate 
many of these problems. “). 

l2 Id. 

l3 See, e.g., Walsh v. McCain Foods, Ltd., 81 F.3d 722, 727 (7th Cir. 1996) 
(sanctioning party for inadequately detailed report by limiting scope of the expert’s 
testimony); Zarecki v. National Railroad Passenger Corp., 914 F. Supp. 1566, 1572-73 
(N.D. Ill. 1996) (barring testimony of treating doctor in injury claim because no report was 
obtained from him and he should have been considered an “expert” subject to the report 
requirement). 
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particularly in the short term-- likely result in increased advocacy over the adequacy of reports 

and their applicability to classes of expert witnesses. l4 

Rather than achieve a goal of making it “easier for courts and litigants,“15 the level of 

motion practice over discovery abuse will at least continue at the same pace if not increase in 

the short term as advocates come to understand the requirements of the new rules. 

3. Added delay is inherent in the development of treater detail at an 
“earlier” stage of litieation, 

Given the added time necessary to prepare the more detailed disclosures required by 

reports, the litigation process will actually more likely be slowed than advanced by the 

requirement of a report. Since the proposed rule’s report-requirement has the stated goal and 

the structural requirement of more detailed disclosures of expert opinions, added time will be 

required to develop and present the more detailed information. 

Expert opinions must have a reasonable foundation in the facts. Until facts are known, 

they cannot form the basis of an opinion. A party cannot disclose something it does not know. 

It should not be required to guess about what it may find. “Hiding the ball” is one thing. 

Determining its shape, size and color is quite another thing. Being made to disclose “early”-- 

before the exchange of fact-based discovery--is an invitation to speculate about what an expert 

l4 A disagreement apparently exists among federal judges within the same bench as to 
the requirement that treating doctors be subject to the report rule. Compare Richardson v. 
Consolidated Rail Corp., 17 F.3d 213, 218 (7th Cir. 1994) (“treating physician need not be 
disclosed as an expert”), with O’Connor v. Commonwealth Edison Co., 13 F.3d 1090, 1105 
n. 14 (7th Cir. 1994)(“we do not distinguish the treating physician from other experts when 
the treating physician is offering expert testimony regarding causation. “). 

l5 ADVISORY COMMITTEE COMMENT--1996 AMENDMENTS, MINN.R.CIV.P. 26 . 
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may have to say should the facts develop in a certain way. While the proposed changes clearly 

intend a requirement of supplementation, imagining how the new process will work in practice 

is frightening. 

E. . . Federal rule encouraes costly re-deposing of mtnesses and supplementam 
of reDor& 

Anecdotal experience of Minnesota federal trial practitioners under the new federal rule 

paints the following familiar refrain of federal trial practice: 

. First, initial opinions are exchanged in the form of a preliminary report. 

. Next, expert depositions are taken--without leave of court--to set down a 
preliminary measure of the opinion and its basis in the then-existing factual data 
base. 

. The exchange of discovery and the undertaking of further testing to shore up 
dangling foundation breeds responsive tests by opposing experts. 

. Next supplemental reports are exchanged to disclose the test and counter-test. 

0 Next supplemental expert depositions are exchanged to flesh out the reports. 

. This process continues until costs have either grown too prohibitive for one side 
or the eventual trial date confronts the parties and the trial judge is forced to 
decide whether an expert will be excluded for inadequate disclosure, whether 
their opinion will be limited to one less than that which--on the merits of their 
actual work-to-date -- they would truly be able to give, or finally, whether yet 
additional last-minute discovery should be granted to give a fair basis for cross- 
examination. 

Since often the plaintiffs’ practitioners who embody the MTLA are opposing a more well- 

financed corporate entity or insurance company, the battle of competitive resources is 

continually threatened to go to the defendant by default. 

Justice should not be measured by the size of one’s trial budget any more than it currently 

6 



is. While the contingency fee is the ticket to the court room for middle and lower socio- 

economic classes, it has its practical limits. 

Any system of rules that allows afurther advantage to that side which can outspend its 

opponent is a system that shifts the balance of the judicial scales unfairly. Malpractice 

implications of not competitively matching deposition-for-deposition and expert-for-expert will 

raise further issues in the civil justice system. 

Rather than “eliminate the need for expert depositions or at least reduce their length and 

cost,” as the Advisory Committee hopes, l6 the anecdotal experience of the members of the 

MTLA who practice before the federal court under its new rules, is that the ready access to 

expert depositions presented by the equivalent to proposed new rule 26.02(d)(1)17 engenders 

more and not less expert depositions and creates at least the same extent of debate over the 

adequacy of written disclosures. 

F. . . . . Discovery depositions of treating doctors wdl sul&&iallp change Mum- 
Dractice. 

Unlike federal practice--which permits the taking of discovery depositions of treating 

l6 Id. (“The Federal Advisory Committee expects that the expert report disclosure will 
either eliminate the need for expert depositions or at least reduce the length and cost of 
expert depositions. “). 

l7 PROPOSED MINN.R.CIV.P. 26.01(d)(l) (“A party may depose any person who has 
been identified as an expert whose opinions may be presented at trial. If a report from the 
expert is required under Rule 26.02(b)(2), the deposition shall not be conducted until after 
the report is provided. “). 
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physicians without a court order’* --at present, MINN.R.CIV.P. 35.04 bars discovery depositions 

of treating doctors, absent a special showing and leave of co~rt.‘~ While no change to Rule 

35.04 has been proposed directly, it would be in conflict with the proposed change that: 

A party may depose any person who has been identified as an expert whose 
opinions may be presented at trial. If a report from the expert is required 
under Rule 26.02(b)(2), the deposition shall not be conducted until after the 
report is provided.20 

Reports are required from all those experts who have been “retained or specially employed to 

present expert testimony. “21 There is a narrow category of expert witnesses who would satisfy 

both the criteria of having not been specially employed to testify, yet be subject to deposition, 

and it would largely consist of treating doctors. If the proposed amended rule allowing such 

experts to be deposed becomes law, that more recent change would potentially supersede the 

antecedent rule barring discovery depositions of treating or examining doctors. The proposed 

change could radically alter Minnesota practice by inviting discovery depositions of these 

l8 See ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTE--1993, FED.R.CIV.P. 26(a)(2)(B) (since a treating 
physician is not “retained or specially employed to provide expert testimony,” a treating 
physician “can be deposed or called to testify at trial without any requirement for a written 
report.“), cf. Wreath v. United States, 161 F.R.D. 448 (D. Kan. 1995) (“However, when a 
physicians proposed opinion testimony extends beyond the facts made known to him during 
the course of the care and treatment of the patient and the witness is retained to develop 
specific opinion testimony, he becomes subject to the [written report] provisions of 
Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(a)(2)(B).“). 

l9 MINN.R. C1v.P. 35.04 (“Depositions of treating or examining medical experts shall 
not be taken except upon order of the court for good cause shown upon motion and notice to 
the parties and upon such terms as the court may provide.“). 

2o PROPOSED MINN.R.CIV.P. 26.01(d)(l). 

21 PROPOSED MINN.R.CIV.P. 26.01(b)(2). 
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physicians. 

The 1968 Committee Comment to Rule 35.04 made clear the policy in Minnesota that: 

The limitation on depositions of medical experts is applicable to both treating 
and examining experts. The purpose for the limitation is to insure [sic] that 
depositions of medical experts will be taken only upon court order.22 

The goal was to minimize the disruption or intrusion on the private medical practices of 

physicians whose main role was to provide medical treatment and not to serve as advocates, as 

the rule makers feared that doctors would be disinclined to make themselves available for 

testimony at all, should they be presumptively subject to depositions in addition to having to 

author reports and testify at tria1.23 

At a minimum, the proposed rule must be clarified as to treating doctors as it appears in 

conflict with current rule 35.04, which is not amended. In practically every case involving 

personal injuries, a treating doctor not only testifies as to their diagnosis, treatment and 

prognosis, but also offers “causation” opinions. The construction given to the proposed rule 

by the federal courts that have applied the equivalent rule, requires such treating doctors to both 

proffer reports and to testify at discovery depositions if they may be called to testify at tria1.24 

Only if the 1968 Advisory Committee was wrong in its assumption that repeated legal 

intrusions into medical practice of treating doctors would potentially detrimentally alter 

22 ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTE--1968, MINN.R.CIV.P. 35.04. 

23 See Wenninger Muesing, 307 Minn. 405, 240 N.W.2d 333 (1976). v. 

24 See, O’Connor Commonwealth Edison Co., 13 F.3d 1090, 1105 e.g., v. n.14 (7th 
Cir. 1994); Zarecki v. National Railroad Passenger Corp., 914 F. Supp. 1566, 1573 (N.D. 
Ill. 1996). 
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, 

plaintiffs’ relationships with their physicians, can any change in the current practice be justified. 

III. . . voffederal a utilitv to lPb ‘nnesota’s conformity 
with federal rule nractice< 

The Practicing Law Institute annually meets to address “Current Problems in Federal 

Civil Practice,” and in 1996 they addressed emerging issues under the 1993 amendments to the 

federal civil rules, in light of the experience of federal practitioners to date.25 

The result of their analysis was that the harm of discovery abuse-- which appears to have 

motivated the Minnesota Advisory Committee to recommend change--is not resolved by 

changing to a requirement that expert disclosure be made by reports and depositions: 

This disclosure, deposition and supplementation regimen affords opportunities 
for abuse. For example, (1) an incomplete disclosure can be very materially 
supplemented at a deposition in ways that effectively preclude effective 
preparation for the deposition, e.g., by the addition of previously undisclosed 
opinions; or (2) a party can intentionally submit a minimal or incomplete 
disclosure and only after the deposition has been taken supplement to add new 
and different opinions. 

. This is problematic because there is a harmless-error exception in the 
sanction provision [Rule 37(c)(l)] pursuant to which the Court might 
find that the original nondisclosure has been mooted by the belated 
supplementation. . . . 

. The problem is that dilatory supplementation may undermine the 
adversary’s ability to prepare effectively--for cross-examination or by 
retaining experts--such that the failure to supplement [does] not truly 
constitute harmless [conduct]. . . . 

Potentially abusive behavior can be checked by reopening discovery . . , .26 

25 See G. Joseph, Emerging Issues under the 1993 Amendments to the Federal Civil 
Rules, CURRENT PROBLEMS IN FEDERAL CIVIL PRACTICE 1996,429 (B. Garfinkel, ed. 1996). 

26 Id. at 462 (emphasis in original). 
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The problem with the “cure” of re-opened discovery, is that is sets up the “second wave” of 

costly disclosure and the potential for additional abuse that has been observed in the anecdotal 

experiences of Minnesota’s federal bar practitioners. 

If the proposed changes are admittedly not that critical because the current rules can 

readily address problems of abuse, and the abuses that the changes seek to address are actually 

perpetuated, with the added result of injecting further costs and delays into the civil justice 

system, the proposed rule changes should not be made. 

It is also important to observe that if one of the motivations to conforming Minnesota’s 

state rules to those of current federal practice is to achieve an advantage of easier interpretation 

of the new rules by assessing the interpretation of their federal counterparts, that goal is unlikely 

to be readily achieved. Since each federal judicial district was permitted to selectively exempt 

itself from the application of the discovery rule changes, an extensive “localism” of federal 

practice has emerged from the manifold local exceptions grafted onto the “uniform” federal 

rules.27 Vanderbilt University Law Professor Barry Friedman has observed in a 1995 

comprehensive study of the amended federal rules of disclosure that: 

The 1993 amendments exacerbate the problem with fragmentation of the 
federal rules. The amendments are rife with provisions permitting district 
courts to opt-out from the federal rule by local rule or order of the court. . . 
. We are unaware, prior to the adoption of Rule 26 amendments, of any other 
such provisions permitting districts to opt out of federal rules. . . . The 
history of the new mandatory disclosure rule 26(a), highlights more than any 
other[,] deep problems with the rulemaking process and the resultant 

27 See E Cherinsky & B. Friedman, The Fragmentation of Federal Rules, 46 MERCER 
L. REV. 757 (1995). 
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balkanization of the federal rules.28 

Professor Friedman’s attempt to even summarize the different approaches resulting from local 

variations has proven frustrating: 

The results of the compilation defy easy summary because so many district 
courts are doing so many different things. * * * The result is a hodgepodge, 
one for which it is difficult to see benefits. The diversity of practice is 
troubling, because discovery most assuredly is a practice that affects 
substantive rights and litigation outcomes.29 

While Minnesota can avoid variation of local rule practices through the dictates of the General 

Rules of Practice, the existence of a wide assortment of local variations at the federal level has 

created a “crazy-quilt”30 that does not produce a readily identifiable or instructive federal 

common law to aid in the construction of the federal rules. Modeling Minnesota practice after 

the federal rules cannot, therefore, truly be calculated to achieve the benefit of a well-defined 

body of interpretative law for the Minnesota courts to draw upon in implementing the proposed 

rules. Conformity to a federal rule is possible through the proposed change, but it seems that 

in practice each federal district has its own permutation, so the reality is that most every court 

follows some exception, rather than the actual federal rule. 

If the goal of conformity is to achieve a clearer insight into developing federal practice, 

it must be recognized that the proposed changes in Minnesota will not likely yield a ready body 

of easily applicable decisions to draw upon as interpretive aids. 

28 Id. at 775. 

29 Id. at 777-78. 

3o Id. at 778. 
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IV. Current rules uromote iudicial flexibilitv, 

Currently practitioners often stipulate to allow the exchange of expert depositions in 

Minnesota practice, or the court will order it upon a party’s motion.31 Such a result is possible 

because of the flexibility the current rules system encourages. 

Currently, to compel an opponent to make an expert available for deposition requires a 

31 The attitude of the court and counsel toward a voluntary exchange of expert 
depositions has changed since the 1970 enactment of the federal rules of civil procedure. See 
C. WRIGHT & A. MILLER, 8 FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE, $2029, at 241 (1970). 
Increasingly the courts have come to allow expert depositions: 

There are two reasons for the change in attitude. First, some courts had 
objected to the discovery of expert information on the grounds variously 
that it was privileged, or that it was protected as work product, or that it 
would be unfair if one party could learn through discovery what the other 
party has paid the expert for. Powerful scholarly commentary, however, 
showed that these objections are not well taken. The knowledge of an 
expert is not privileged, it is not part of work product, and any unfairness 
can be remedied by requiring the discovering party, in appropriate cases, to 
reimburse his opponent for a portion of the expert’s fee. 

Second, the courts have come to have a better appreciation of the 
importance of expert testimony in the trial of cases and the need for 
discovery if the views of an expert are to be properly cross-examined or 
rebutted. 

Id., 3 20. Practitioners have also increasingly agreed to a voluntary exchange of expert 
reports and depositions without court order: 

In recent years, the bar has evinced an increasing acceptance of applying 
liberal discovery practices to expert information developed in anticipation of 
litigation. Often counsel will bypass the rigors of rule 26(b)(4) and 
exchange the reports of their experts or allow the opposing party to freely 
depose the expert. 

Comment, Discovery of Expert Information Under the Federal Rules, 10 U. RICH. L. REV. 
706, 722 (1976). 
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showing to a judge that interrogatories have been inadequate to establish parameters for an 

expert’s trial opinions. By using the judge as the gatekeeper to non-paper discovery, measured 

doses may be meted out as individual remedies for individual discovery ills. 

A system that incorporates written disclosure both by report and interrogatory seems 

doubly calculated to generate “satellite issues” to litigation as twice the opportunity for 

disagreement on the completeness of disclosure is created. A system that eliminates the judge 

as gatekeeper to the deposition process removes a measure of judicial monitoring and shifts the 

burden of a party to seek affirmatively a protective order to limit depositions rather than to 

merely defend the adequacy of a prior written disclosure. Where parties have represented that 

a witness will attest to a set of facts and opinions, the current system allows a judge to enforce 

that promise by limiting testimony to those issues, or to permit limited and precise discovery to 

assure a balanced “playing field. “32 

32The “basic policy of discovery . . . is to prevent trial by ambush. ” F & S Offshore, 
Inc. v. K. 0. Steel Castings, Inc., 662 F.2d 1104, 1108 (5th Cir. 1981). Yet there are cases 
in which just cause can be shown for the late disclosure of an expert opinion, and where 
courts have allowed testimony because of the inadvertent nature of delay. See, e.g., Dennie 
v. Metropolitan Med. Ctr., 369 N.W.2d 552, (Minn. App. 1985), afs’d, 387 N.W.2d 401, 
405 (Minn. 1986) (suppression is for the failure to make a timely disclosure when “counsel’s 
dereliction is inexcusable . . . . ” ). Courts have allowed the testimony of late disclosed 
expert witnesses’ opinions when there was a demonstration of a lack of prejudice. See, e.g., 
Ford v. Chicago, M.; St. P. & P. Ry., 294 N.W .2d 844 (Minn. 1980); Krech v. Erdman, 
305 Minn. 215, 219, 233 N.W.2d 555, 557 (1975); Krein v. Raudabough, 406 N.W.2d 315 
(Minn. App. 1987). The general rule of current practice requires a showing of both condi- 
tions. See, e.g., Cornfeldt v. Tongen, 262 N. W.2d 684 (Minn. 1977). The current rule of 
practice is that the court is allowed and encouraged to permit the testimony “where the 
opposing party fails to seek a continuance and fails to show prejudice from having had only 
brief notice of the appearance of an expert . . . witness. ” Phelps v. Blomberg Roseville 
Clinic, 253 N.W.2d 390 (Minn. 1977). 
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CONCLUSIOly 

The potential for discovery practices to have a substantive effect on the outcome of 

litigation is significant. Current rules with which practitioners are readily familiar provide for 

remedies and sanctions that can be crafted to individual cases and needs. No overwhelming 

problem has been ascertained or measured in the current system, and the Advisory Committee 

has acknowledged that simple judicial enforcement of current rules would work well to achieve 

the goal of substantial justice for each litigant, at costs and within a time frame appropriate to 

an individual controversy. 

The changes proposed to Rule 26 requiring disclosure through reports and allowing 

depositions of experts without court order, are well meaning. They will, however, likely have 

the result in actual practice of increasing costs and delay, and yet fail to achieve any greater 

measure of control over the limited abuse of discovery that exists in Minnesota state practice. 

For these reasons, it is respectfully suggested that the proposal to enact a new Rule 

26.01(b) and to modify access to expert depositions as suggested by new Rule 26.02(d)(l) 

should be rejected by this Court. 

Dated: 

WENTZEL & F’LUEGEL 
Suite 1200,701 Fourth Avenue South 
Minneapolis, MN 554151815 
(612) 337-9500 
Attorneys for Amicus, Minnesota Trial 

Lawyers Association 
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EMERGING ISSUES UNDER THE 
1993 AMENDMENTS TO THE 

FEDERAL CIVIL RULES 

Gregory P. Joseph 
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson 

New York City 

I. Rule 26 Diiclosure Obligations. 

Note: The December 1,1993 amendments to Rule 26(a) imposing a duty of 
mandatory disclosure are not universally in effect. See the March 24,1995 study 
prepared by Donna Stienstra of the Research Division of the Federal Judicial 
Center e.ntitM “Implementation of Disclosure in the United States District Courts, 
With S’cl$c Attention to Courts’ Responses to Selected Amendments to Federal 
Rule of Civil Procedure 26” (the “FJC Study”). As the FJC Sh& reflects, many 
districts have opted out of some or all of Rule 26(a) - but several of those 
nonetheless have very similar disclosure obligations under local rules or their 
respective Civil Justice Reform Act plans. The discussion that follows in this 
section focuses on the 1993 amendments to the Federal Rules and their procedural 
and evidentiary implications. 

A. Pm-Discovery Disclosure (Rule 26(a)(l)). At the outset of the litigation, 
independent of discovery requests, each party is obliged to provide to every 
other party (absent a court order, local rule or stipulation to the contrary): 

1. Witnesses. “[T&e name and if known, address and telephone 
mm&r of each individual likely to have discoverable information 
relevant to disputedfacts alleged with particularity in the pleadings, 
identifying the subjects of the information” (Rule 26(a)(l)(A); 
emphasis added). 

a. Tension with Rule 9(b). The italicized language -- which is 
also contained in subdivision (l)(B) (see below) -- focuses on 
the tension between Rule 26(a)( 1 )(A) and (B), on the one 
hand, and Rule 9(b) on the other. The mandatory disclosure 
obligations of Rules 26(a)(l)(A) and (B) are only triggered 
with respect to matters “alleged with particulari@ in the 
pleadings.” Under Rule 9(b), in fraud actions, “the 
circumstances constituting Saud . . . shall be stated with 
particularity.” It may be tempting to a defendant to attempt to 
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halt disclosure - by moving for a stay -- on the ground that 
the defendant intends to file (or has filed) a motion to dismiss 
for failure to plead fraud with particularity pursuant to Rule 
9(b).’ 

b. Issues. Such a motion runs the risk of a premature decision 
on the merits of the 9(b) issue. 

I. Standard. 

. There is authority to the effect that, to achieve 
the stay, the defendant has to establish that it is 
likely to prevail on its Rule 9(b) motion. See, 
e.g., In re Lotus Devel. Corp. Sets. Litig., 875 F. 
Supp. 48,5 1 (D. Mass. 1995) (“There are 
several possible ways of reconciling the policies 
underpinning Rule 26(a)(l) with Rule 9(b). The 
first option would be to give primacy to Rule 
26(a)(l) and require disclosure to proceed apace 
without any evaluation of the merits of 
defendants’ claims. This option, however, both 
disserves the goals of Rule 9(b) and ignores a 
key stricture of Rule 26(a)(l), avoidance of 
unnecessary expense. The second solution - 
that urged by defendants -- is to give primacy to 
Rule 9(b) and stay automatic disclosure until the 
motion to dismiss is fully briefed and decided, 
often a lengthy process. The problem with this 
approach is that it carves out a wholesale 
exception to automatic disclosure that is not 
specifically contemplated by the text or 
committee notes. Having rejected the extremes, 
the court explores the middle.... The procedure 
followed here is meant to be summary. The 

I Many districts that have not adopted the 1993 version of Federal Rule 26(a)(I) nonetheless have 
mandatory disclosure, and the same issue may arise under the respective standards in effect in those 
districts - often the standard contained in the 1991 draft version of the Rule 26(a)(l) (“likely to bear 
significantly on any claim or defense”) on the theory that no claim or defense is validly stated. 

burden of proof imposed on the party seeking a 
stay is a stiff one.... me defendant must] 
persuade this court that their motion to dismiss 
is a likely winner”). 

. There is an argument to be made that, to avoid 
imposing on the parties the potentially 
inordinate costs of discovery, the standard 
should be less weighty -- namely, that the Court 
should simply assess whether the Rule 9(b) 
motion appears to be substantial. 

ii. Congressional Initiative. Legislation that has passed 
the House, and Senate (but is not at this writing 
reconciled) would impose an automatic stay of 
discovery pending any Rule 9(b) motion in a securities 
action. 

. . . 111. Reservation of Rights. In the absence of a stay, 
defendants should make an express reservation of 
rights in their 26(a)(l) disclosures that disclosure is 
being made without prejudice to any Rule 9(b) motion. 
In general, the disclosures should recite that they are 
being made: 

. Without prejudice to any Rule 9(b) motion. 

. Without representing that any particular 
document or thing (within a described category) 
exists. 

. Without prejudice to objections, if any, to 
discovery. 

. Based on still-incomplete investigation and 
subject to the right (and duty) to supplement. 

. In recognition of the need for a confidentiality 
agreement or protective order prior to 
production, if appropriate. 

2. Documents. “[A] copy of, or a description by category and location 
of, all documents, data compilations and tangible things in the 
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possession, custo&, or control of the party that are relevant to 
disputedfacts alleged with particular@ in the pleadings” (Rule 
26(a)( 1 )(B); emphasis added). 

a. General Description Sufices. The Rule permits a 
description in lieu of production. According to the Advisory 
Committee Note, “an itemized listing of each exhibit is not 
required,” but “the disclosure should describe and categorize, 
to the extent identified during the initial investigation, the 
nature and location of potentially relevant documents and 
records.” 

b. Control Requirement. Only documents in the disclosing 
party’s possession, custody and control need be disclosed. 
“Nothing in Rule 26(a) may be read to impose an obligation 
to inform opposing counsel which documents, already within 
opposing counsel’s possession, the [disclosing] party intends 
to use to defeat (or support, for that matter) a motion for 
summary judgment.” McFarlane v. Ben&em&e, No. 93- 
1304 (TAF), 1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 3463 at l 8 (D.D.C. March 
16,1995). 

3. Damages. “[A] computation of any category of damages claimed by 
the disclosing party, making available for inspection and copying as 
under Rule 34 the documents or other evidentiary material, not 
privileged or protectedjom disclosure, on which such computation 
is based, including materials bearing on the nature and extent of 
injuries suffered” (Rule 26(a)( 1 XC); emphasis added). 

4. Insurance. “[F]or inspection and copying as under Rule 34 any 
insurance agreement under which any person carrying on an 
insurance business may be liable to satisfy part or all of a judgment 
which may be entered in the action or to indemnify or reimburse for 
payments to satisfy the judgment” (Rule 26(a)(l)(D); emphasis 
added). 

a. Copy Required. Note that, unlike the other categories, 
subdivision (a)( l)(D) “makes it clear that it is a copy of the 
insurance agreement itself that defendants must produce.” 
Wagner v. Cl@Xessman, Inc., 153 F.R.D. 154, 160 (ND. 
Iowa 1994). 
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b. Discovery Impact. The scope. of this subdivision - insurance 
agreements that may furnish coverage in the case -- has been 
held enforceable to bar discovery of other insurance 
agreements. Resolution Trust Corp. v. Thornton, 41 F.3d 
1539, 1543, 1547 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (RTC administrative 
subpoena seeking financial and insurance information to 
ascertain the cost-effectiveness of pursuing litigation may not 
issue after litigation has commenced, in light of Rule 
26(a)(l)(D); subpoena sought all policies of insurance and 
reinsurance for a several year period, and amounts of 
coverage remaining thereunder). But as a general matter this 
reading would appear to be inconsistent with the 1993 
Advisory Committee Note and with the thrust of Rule 
26(a)(5), discussed below. 

Timing. Generally, these Rule 26(a)(l) disclosures are due within 85 days 
of a defendants initial appearance. (They are due within 10 days after the 
parties’ meeting, which must precede the Rule 16 scheduling conference by 
two weeks.) See Fed. R Civ. P. 26(a)(l). 

B. Expert Disclosure (Rule 26(a)(2)). Unless otherwise agreed or died by 
the Court, at least 90 days before the case has been directed to be ready for 
trial or, if solely for rebuttal purposes, withm 30 days after the disclosure 
which this testimony is intended to rebut, the parties must disclose to all 
other parties: 

1. Initial Diiclosure. 

a. Report. Each party must provide a written report signed by 
the expert including: “a complete statement of all opinions to 
be expressed and the basis and reasons therefor;” 

i. Data. “[T&e data or other information conridered by 
the witness in forming the opinions;” 

. The 1993 Advisory Committee Note makes it 
clear that “information considered” includes 
document collations or deposition excerpts 
provided by counsel. Whether that effects a 
complete waiver of core work product (not just 
collations of documents but “mental 
impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal 
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theories of an attorney,” as defined in Fed. R. 
Civ. P. 26(b)(3)) communicated to or discussed 
with an expert is highly debatable. See 
§ 111(A)(2) (“Core Work Product”), infia. 

ii. Exhibits. “[A]ny exhibits to be used as a summary of 
or support for the opinions;” 

. If a party wishes to add demonstrative or other 
exhibits not included in the Rule 26(a)(2)(B) 
report (absent stipulation or permission of the 
Court), that must be done by the time that the 
pretrial order is entered or, if there is none, by 
the time that the Rule 26(a)(3) disclosures are 
required, which is 30 days prior to trial. See 
Q IV(B) (“Timing”), inja. 

. . . III. Qualifications/Publications. “[T]he qualifications of 
the witness, including a list of all publications authored 
by the witness within the preceding ten years;” 

. If a party wishes to supplement information not 
included in the Rule 26(a)(2)(B) report (absent 
stipulation or permission of the Court), that 
must be done by the time that the pretrial order 
is entered or, if there is none, by the time that 
the Rule 26(a)(3) disclosures are required, 
which is 30 days prior to trial. See 0 IV(B) 
(“Timing”), inl;a. 

iv. Compensation. “[T&e compensation to be paid for 
the study and testimony;” 

. By definition, the precise amount “to be paid” is 
not known or knowable at the time that the 
report is filed, unless a fixed fee is involved. 
No “testimony” has yet been taken, and that 
term presumably covers both deposition and 
trial testimony, neither of which may occur. 
Absent any reported case law, it would appear 
that disclosing an expert% hourly rate would 
ordinarily suffice. If a fued fee or contingency 
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is involved, a fair reading of the Rule wotdd 
require its disclosure. 

. If others assisted the testifying witness (whether 
within or outside his or her firm), their 
compensation information, too, should be 
disclosed since those amounts form part of the 
compensation paid “for the study.” Disclosure 
should not depend on whether the compensation 
is paid directly to the expert, who in turn pays 
those assistants, or whether counsel (or client) 
pays them directly. 

. Nothing prevents an adversary from seeking 
additional compensation information, such as 
total compensation paid to date (or any other 
information required by Rule 26(a)(l)), through 
traditional discovery methods. See 8 II(B) 
(“Additional Expert Discovery”), inj?a. 

V. Testimony. “[A] listing of any other cases in which 
the witness has testified as an expert at trial or by 
deposition within the preceding four years.” 

. “The identification of ‘cases’ at a minimum 
should include the courts or administrative 
agencies, the names of the parties, the case 
number, and whether the testimony was by 
deposition or at trial.” Nguyen v. IBP# Inc., 
Case No. 94-4046-SAC, 1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 
10741 at *I6 (D. Kan. July 27, 1995) (emphasis 
added). 

. It is not self-evident precisely what “cases” are, 
and the Advisory Committee Note does not say. 
It is probably safe to include adjudicated 
disputes, such as arbitrations and some types of 
administrative action (as assumed in Nguyen, 
sup-a). Given the discoverability of this 
information (8 II(B) (“Additional Expert 
Discovery”), infia), the ambiguity in the Rule 



ought not be wielded against a disclosing party 
who has made a good faith effort to comply. 

b. Reporting Experts. Reports are due from every “witness 
who is retained or specially employed to provide expert 
testimony in the case or whose duties....” 

. Treating physicians are treated uniquely, largely as a 
function of the content of their testimony. See 
$111(C)(4) (“Treating Physicians”), inpa. 

2. “Rebuttal” Disclosure. Within 30 days after receiving the expert 
disclosure of another party, a party must provide its expert’s 
disclosure of “the evidence . . . intended solely to contradict or rebut’ 
it.” 

a. Rebuttal vs. Supplemental Testimony. Subdivision 
(a)(2)(C) contemplates the designation of new witnesses, but 
only to the extent that they are to offer rebuttal evidence, not 
merely to “supplement the prior opinions” of timely-disclosed 
(a)(2)(B) experts. In other words, subdivision (a)(2)(C) is not 
designed as an avenue for the untimely designation of 
(a)(2)(B) experts. Fuller v. Volvo GMHeavy Truck Corp., 
No. 92 C 1797, 1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 11638 at *5 (N.D.111. 
Aug. 14, 1995). 

b. Rebuttal vs. Impeachment Testimony. The relationship 
between this Rule 26(a)(2)(C) duty to disclose 
“contradict[ion]” and “rebut[tall,, evidence, on the one hand, 
and the apparent right, under Rule 26(a)(3), not to disclose 
impeachment evidence, is discussed in 8 lll(C)(2)(“Rebuttal 
vs. Impeachment Testimony”), infia. 

C. Expert Opinion vs. Lay Testimony. The type of “evidence” 
is referred to in subdivision (a)(2)(C) is expert opinion 
evidence, not necessarily facts known to the expert as a 
percipient witness, even if they may be couched in Rule 701 
lay opinion phrasing. See $8 Ill(C)(l) (“Opinion Witnesses: 
Rule 70 1 vs. Rule 702 Testimony”) and 111(C)(3) (“Expert 
Opinion vs. Lay Testimony”), infia. 

d. Rebutting Whom? At least one court has raised, but not 
answered, the question whether the plaintiff may offer expert 

testimony to rebut that offered by a third-party defendant 
against whom the plaintiff has not asserted a direct claim. 
Fuller v. Volvo GiU Heavy Truck Corp., 1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 
11638 at *6-*7. The Rule does not make this distinction 
(between adverse and non-adverse parties) -- it refers only to 
“another party” - but that does not mean that it is not implicit 
in the meaning of “to contradict or rebut.“2 

e. Silence of Pretrial Order: Right to Name New Witnesses 
on RebuttaL It is not uncommon for pretrial orders to set 
sequential dates for first the plaintiff and then the defendant to 
identify their respective experts -- and for the order not to 
specify a date for the plaintiff to identify new rebuttal 
witnesses on rebuttal. There is a split of authority as to 
whether the plaintiff may designate a rebuttal witness absent 
leave of court, but the designations are nonetheless being 
permitted as a practical matter. Compare IBM Corp. v. Fascb 
Indur.., Inc., No. C-93-20326 RPA, 1995 WL 115421 at *2 
@I.D. Cal. March 15, 1995) (held, where a pretrial order is 
silent as to rebuttal expert reports, the Rule provision 
permitting rebuttal designation is overridden all expert 
testimony must be exchanged at the specified time; 
nonetheless permitting the offending party to add two of six 
proposed “rebuttal” witnesses) with Knapp v. State Farm Fire 
& Car Co., No. 94-2420-EEO, 1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 7830 at * 
4 (N.D.111. May 3 1, 1995) (where the pretrial order set 
deadlines for designating expert testimony but did not 
specifically address rebuttal, the Rule’s thirty-day default 
provision kicked in and the plaintiff was free to identity new 
rebuttal witnesses for 30 days after the defendant’s Rule 
26(a)(2)(B) disclosure); accord Fuller v. Volvo GM Heavy 
Truck Corp., No. 92 C 1797, 1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 11638 at 
*5-*6 (ND.111 Aug. 14, 1995) (same result; no analysis), 

3. Local Rules. Local rules are permitted to carve out exceptions as to 
both the type and form of disclosure if made “with respect to 

2 See n. 5, infia 
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particular experts or categories of experts, such as treating 
physicians.” See FJC Study. 

C. Other Pretrial Disclosures (Rule 26(a)(3)). 

1. Disclosure Obligation. Unless otherwise directed by the Court, at 
least 30 days before trial each party must disclose the following 
information “regarding the evidence that it may present at trial other 
than solely for impeachment purposes:” 

a. Witnesses. The name, address and telephone number of each 
witness, identifying those tentatively and those definitely to 
be called at trial; i 

b. Deposition Designations. A designation of those witnesses 
whose testimony will be presented by means of a deposition 
together with a transcript of the testimony if the deposition 
was not stenographically recorded and, 

C. Exhibits. Identification of each document or other exhibit 
intended to be used at trial, “including summan ‘es, separately 
identifying those which the party expects to offer and those 
which the party may offer if the need arises.” 

2. Reply/Objection. Within 14 days of this exchange, each party must 
file any objections to the other party’s deposition designations and to 
the admissibility of identified documents or other exhibits. All 
objections other than relevancy and Rule 403 prejudice objections 
“shall be deemed waived unless excused by the court for good cause 
shown.” 

Il. Discovery into Disclosure Areas. 

A. Timing of Discovery of Disclosure Information. 

1. Rule-Driven Time Table. Parties are entitled to discovery of the 
information required to be disclosed by Rule 26(a), such as the 
identity and expected testimony of specially-retained trial experts 
and other witnesses, only in accordance with the schedule set by 
Rule 26(a), the Court or local rule. See Edward Lowe Indzu., Inc. v. 
Oil-Dri Corp. ofAm., No. 94 C 7568, 1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 9347 
(N.D.111. July 3, 1995) (defendant not entitled to Rule 26(a)(2)(B) 

- 

report prior to the time it is due pursuant to court order; opinion 
notes plaintiffs claim that it had not yet finally decided on its expert 
trial witnesses); Basque Station, Inc. v. United States, No. CV 94- 
OlO9-S-EJL, 1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 7085 at *6 n.3 (D.lda. May 9, 
1995) (plaintiff not entitled to defense expert information in response 
to interrogatory until such tune as it is due under federal and local 
rule; nor is plaintiff entitled to defendant’s witness list until it is due 
under Rule 26(a)(3)). 

2. Practice Point. As a practical matter, there is no reason why a party 
would make a fmal decision as to which expert or witness it intended 
to call until the last possible moment, rendering the timing issue 
largely academic. 

B. Additional Expert Discovery 

The 1993 Advisory Committee Note to Rule 26(a) recites that “parties are 
not precluded horn using traditional discovery methods to obtain further 
information regarding these matters” (ie., matters that are subject to 
mandatory disclosure). Some courts have looked to this language, and to 
Rule 26(a)(5) - the paragraph that has for years identified the traditional 
methods of discovery permitted by the Federal Rules (depositions, 
interrogatories, production of documents, and the like) in concluding that 
additional discovery in the subject areas covered by Rule 26(a)(l), (2) and 
(3) is generally available. 

1. Depositions. 

a. Testifying Experts. Af?er receiving the expert’s report 
pursuant to Rule 26(a)(2)(A), a party may depose any expert 
under Rule 26(b)(4)(A). 

. The deposing party must “pay the expert a reasonable 
fee for the time spent in responding to discovery” 
(Rule 26@)(4)(C)). 

b. Non-Testifying Experts. A party may still discover facts 
known and opinions held by non-testifying experts through 
interrogatories or by deposition only upon a showing of 
“exceptional circumstances” (Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(4)(B)). 
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2. Other Types of Available Expert Discovery. 

Discovery beyond the mandatory expert disclosure (Rule 26(A)(2)) 
and beyond a testifying expe&s deposition (Rule 26(b)(4)(A)) - is 
contemplated and permitted by Rule 26((a)(5). Corrigun v. 
Methodist Hosp., 158 F.RD. 54 (E.D. Pa. 1994). This includes: 

a. Documents provided by counsel to the expert and on which 
the expert relied (or, presumably, considered) in coming to his 
or her opinions. Corrigan v. Methodist Hosp., 158 F.R.D. 54, 
58 (E.D. Pa. 1994) (Pursuant to Rule 34 or 453). 

b. Drafts of expert “reports and notes relied upon and made in 
preparation of completing the final reports.” Caruso v. 
Coleman Co., No. 93-CV-6733, 1994 U.S.Dist.Lexis 18587, 
1994 WL 719759 (E.D. Pa. Dec. 27, 1994) (pursuant to Rule 
45; no showing of particularized need required). 

e. Other testimony given by the expert. All West Pet Supply Co. 
v. Hill’s Pet Prods. Div’n, 152 F.R.D. 634,639-40 @.Kan. 
1993) (pursuant to Rule 45). 

C. Discoverability of Impeachment Evidence. 

1. Generally. The Advisory Committee Note does not indicate that the 
amendment of Rule 26(a), including the amendment of subdivision 
(a)(5), was in any respect intended to change prior law on the 
discoverability (or nondiscoverability) of impeachment evidence. 
Moreover, the text of the Advisory Committee Note refers only to 
discovery of “further information regarding these matters” -i.e., 
matters that must be disclosed, not those carved out from disclosure. 

Since December 1, 1991, Rule 34(c) has provided that “[a] person not a party to the action may lx 
compelled to produce documents and things or to submit to an inspection ss provided in Rule 45.” The 
1991 amendment to Rule 45(a)( I) corres~ndingly permits the issusncc of a subpoena solely for the 
production of evidence or to permit inspection. and, under the 1991 amendment to Rule 45(a)(2), non-party 
witnesses sre subject to the ssme swpe of discovery as an parties under Rule 34. The effect of these 
provisions is to permit documentary discovery of third parties without the necessity of subpoenaing the 
third patties for deposition. 

2. Surveillance Videotapes. Discovery of at least some types of 
impeachment evidence -- of the sort not required to be disclosed 
under Rule 26(a)(3) - has been held to be permitted under Rule 
26(a)(5). Corrigan v. Methodist Hospital, 185 F.R.D. 54 (E.D. Pa. 
1994) (surveillance videotape). However, surveillance films and 
videotapes have traditionally been sui generis in the discovery 
treatment they receive. See generally G. Joseph, MODERN VISUAL 

EVIDENCE $4.03[2@] (1984; Supp. 1995) (“MODERN VISUAL 

EVIDENCE”). 

III. Emerging Expert Issues. 

A. Counsel/Expert Communications: Impact of Mandatory Disclosure on 
Work Product & Privilege. 

Communications between counsel and expert are often essential to the 
understanding of both and therefore crucial to the prosecution or defense of 
a case. Communications of this type include brainstorming sessions and 
exchanges analyzing: (i) the strengths and weaknesses of claims and 
defenses, whether asserted or unasserted, (ii) esoterica in the expert’s field, 
often but not necessarily relating either to expert’s own, or to another 
expert’s, actual or prospective opinion in the case; and (iii) damages issues. 
Discovery of such exchanges arguably runs counter to the rationale of 
Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495,5 lo- 11 (1947) (“it is essential that a 
lawyer work with a certain degree of privacy, tiee from unnecessary 
intrusion by opposing parties and their counsel”). CJ, Upjohn Co. v. United 
States, 449 U.S. 383,400 (1981) (stressing that “Rule 26 accords special 
protection to work product revealing the attorney’s mental processes”). 
Discoverability is governed by Rule 26(b)(3), which provides the general 
protection for attorney work product. This Rule distinguishes between 
ordinary work product (first sentence) and core work product (second I 
sentence). Ordinary work product is defined to include otherwise- 
discoverable documents and things prepared in anticipation of litigation; 
discovery is permitted only upon a showing of “substantial need.” Core 
work product consists of “mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or 
legal theories of an attorney,” and discovery is not permitted even upon a 
showing of substantial need. 

1. Ordinary Work Product; Documenflestimony Collations. 

The requirement of disclosure of all data or other information 
considered by the expert in forming his or her opinions was intended 
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by the Advisory Committee to preclude any viable claim of work 
product or privilege for materials assembled and provided for expert 
review. The 1993 Advisory Committee Note accompanying Rule 
26(a)(2) observes: “Given the obligation of disclosure, litigants 
should no longer be able to argue the materials furnished to their 
experts to be used in forming their opinions are protected from 
disclosure when such persons are testifying or being deposed.” As 
reflected 5 11(A)(2)(b), supru, the cases leave little doubt that 
compilations of factual materials provided to experts (i.e., ordinary 
work product) may be discovered. 

2. Core Work Product. 

A key question is whether core work product -- attorney theories of 
the case, mental impressions, opinions and conclusions - are 
discoverable if disclosed to an expert. The law is a bit unclear on 
this issue because, with all of the amending that the Civil Rules 
Committee has done, Rules 26(b)(3) and (b)(4) do not neatly jive. 
Further, the broad language of Advisory Committee Note to new 
Rule 26(a)(2) (set forth immediately above) neither deilnes the 
“materials” it intends to encompass nor does it address oral 
communications. 

a. “Subject to...” The first sentence of Rule 26(b)(3) begins: 
“Subject to the provisions of subdivision (b)(4) of this 
Rule....” Due to the 1993 amendments, subdivision (b)(4)(A) 
is now the provision that confers the right to depose experts. 
An argument can be made that the “[slubject to” language 
means that there is no protection for core work product in an 
expert’s deposition. Under prior versions of subdivision 
(b)(4), some decisions held that “all communications from 
counsel to a testifying expert that relate to the subjects about 
which the expert will test@ are discoverable” -- even core 
work product. See, e.g., Intermedix v. Ventritex, Inc., 139 
F.R.D. 384,388-89 (N.D.Cal. 1991). This result is 
understandable from a policy perspective, especially in a 
patent case like Intermed& the concern being that counsel’s 
influence on the witness ought to be aired. However, many 
courts, including the sole Circuit-level authority addressing 
this issue, rejected the Intermedix analysis and held that core 
work product was not discoverable (at least in the absence of 
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extraordinary circumstances). Bogosian v. Gulf Oil Corp., 
738 F.2d 587,594 (3d Cir. 1984). 

b. “Subject to” f Except. In the first reported decision on the 
issue under the 1993 amendments, the Western District of 
Michigan has expressly rejected the Intermedti reading of 
Rule 26(b)(3)-(4), and further held that, under Rule 
26(a)(2)(B), only the factual information given by counsel to 
the expert is disclosable -- so that, as Bogosiun held, core 
work product remains protected, in the absence of 
extraordinary circumstances. Hmvorth, Inc. v. Herman 
Miller, Inc., 162 F.R.D. 289 (W.D. Mich. 1995). 

I. 

ii. 

. . . 111. 

iv. 

The Huworth Court reversed a magistrate judge’s 
ruling that permitted interrogation into the mental 
impressions of counsel as communicated to an expert. 
The district judge reasoned that Rule 26(b)(3) governs 
in expert depositions (as in expert discovery generally) 
because “the drafters intended the terms ‘subject to’ to 
mean that subdivision (b)(3) applies unless there is a 
standard to the contrary in subdivision (b)(4)” -- and 
there is no such standard, other than the higher 
standard applicable to non-testifying experts under 
subdivision (b)(4)(B). 

Construing Rule 26(a)(2)(B), Haworth interpreted 
“data or other information considered by the witness 
in forming the opinions” as referring only to factual 
information, not “mental impressions, conclusions, 
opinions or legal theories” of the sort protected by Rule 
26(b)(3). 

The Haworth Court concluded that “the risk of 
counsel’s influence “does not go unchecked in the 
adversarial system, for the reasonableness of an expert 
opinion can be judged against the knowledge the 
expert’s field and is always subject to the scrutiny of 
other experts.” 

This result has the added benefits of (I) not favoring 
wealthy parties who can afford to hire both testifying 
and non-testifying experts and (2) not encouraging 
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counsel and experts to engage in coy or strained 
conversations cloaked as “hypothetical” to avoid 
discovery. Further, it is in any event not the attomey- 
expert communications themselves but the subject 
matter that has been communicated which might be 
considered “in forming the opinions.” 

V. The Haworth opinion notes that if documents 
containing core work product are used to refresh a 
witness’s recollection prior to or while testifying, they 
may be disclosable under Evidence Rule 612. 

‘b 
2, 
6 

C. Rules Enabling Act. If Huworth is incorrect in its 
interpretation of Rule 26(a)(2)(B), the question arises whether 
the Rule has been adopted in a form that has the effect of 
“abolishing or modifying any evident&y privilege,” in 
contravention of the Rules Enabling Act, 28 U.S.C. 4 2074(b), 
a provision that has never been the subject of a reported 
opinion. If Huworth is incorrect, Rule 26(a)(2)(B) makes 
waiver of core work-product an unavoidable cost of putting 
an expett forward to testify. This raises two interesting 
questions? 

. Is core work-product an “evidentiary privilege”? 

There is a dearth of authority defming this 
phrase within 5 2074(b). Within the confines of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, attorney 
work-product is sometimes said to be a Rule 
26(b)(l) “privilege,” Vermont Gas Sys. v. 
United States Fid. & Guar. Co., 151 F.R.D. 
268; 274 @.Vt. 1993). As an interpretative 
matter. however, that it probably wrong since -- 
focusing on Rules 26(b)(l) and (3) -- it is more 
precise to consider work-product unprivileged 
matter the discovery of which is governed by 
Rule 26(b)(3). Chiasson v. Zapata GulfMarine 
Corp., 988 F.2d 513; (5th Cir. 1993). However, 
(i) the meaning of “unprivileged” in Rule 
26(b)( 1) is not necessarily the obverse of the 
phrase “evident&y privilege” as used in 
2074(b), and (ii) Rule 26(b)(3) does not fully 
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codify the work-product protection recognized 
in Hickman. See, e.g., MOORE’S FEDERAL 
PRA~ICE 126.15[1] at 26-292,26-293 (1995). 
Among other things, it is limited to documents 
and tangible things. 

. Does mandating the waiver of an “evident&y 
privilege” constitute “abolishing or modifying” it, in 
contravention of the 3 2074(b)? 

B. Expert Disqualification: Impact of Mandatory Disclosure. 

Occasional motions seek to disqualify an expert because of his or her prior 
affiliation with the adverse party. The ground for disqualification is often 
attorney work product (sometimes mischaracterized as privilege) or 
fundamental fairness. To the extent that the 1993 amendments to Rule 
26(a)(2) render discoverable everything given or said to an expert, the work 
product argument would appear to be undercut. To the extent that the 1993 
amendments leave core work product protected, thii ground of expert 
disqualification would remain intact. See Cordy v. Sherwin- Williams Co., 
156 F.R.D. 575 (D.N.J. 1994) (disqualifying expert; relying on pre- 
December 1, 1993 precedent). 

C. Scope of Expert Disclosure Obligations. 

1. Opinion Witnesses: Rule 701 vs. Rule 702 Testimony. 

a. General Scope: Rule 702 Witnesses. 

Rule 26(a)(2)(B) disclosure requirements pertain only to 
witnesses offering expert testimony under Fed. R. Evid. 702. 
See 1993 Advisory Committee Note to Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 26(a)(2) (“For convenience, this rule and revised Rule 30 
continue to use the term ‘expert’ to refer to those persons who 
will testify under Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence 
with respect to scientific, technical, and other specialized 
matters”). 

b. Increasing Acceptance of Rule 701 Quasi-Experts. 

Rule 70 I of the Federal Rules of Evidence codifies the 
common law collective-facts doctrine, permitting lay 
witnesses to offer opinions “which are (a) rationally based on 
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the perception of the witness and (b) helptkl to a clear 
understanding of the wimess’s testimony.” Some decisions 
construing this Rule permit “lay opinion as to technical 
matters such as product defect or causation,” provided that it 
“derive[sl from a sufficiently qualified source as to be reliable 
and hence helpful to the jury.” Asplundh Mfg. Div. v. Benton 
Harbor Engineering, 57 F.3d 1190 (3d Cir. 1995) (“a lqv 
witness withfirst-handknowledge can ogler an opinion akin 
IO expert testimony in most cares, so long as the trial judge 
determines that the witness possesses sufficient and relevant 
specialized knowledge or experience to offer the opinion”) 
(emphasis added). 

C. Disclosure Obligations of Rule 701 Witnesses. 

Since Rule 26(a)(2)(B) disclosure requirements pertain only 
to witnesses offering expert testimony pursuant to Fed. R. 
Evid. 702, parties may attempt to circumvent expert discovery 
and disclosure obligations by the sheer expedient of witness 
labeling. (At a minimum, the lay witness would presumably 
have to be designated in a Rule 26(a)( 1 )(A) disclosure, at 
least as supplemented pursuant to Rule 26(e)(l).) The line 
between Rule 701 and 702 testimony, on the Aspiundh 
analysis, is not always easy to draw. To the extent that no 
Rule 26(a)(2)(B) disclosure has been made with respect to a 
witness, the Court may exclude any Rule 702 testimony from 
that wimess and yet leave the door open for Rule 701 
opinions. See, e.g., United States ex rel. Jervk B. Webb Co. 
v. Gllrf K. Newberg Consrr, Co., 1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 8730 at 
*5-*6 (ND. III. June 20, 1995). See also Hester v. CSX 
Trunsp.., Inc., 61 F.3d 382 (5th Cir. 1995), discussed in 
0 III(C)(3XbXii) (“Hester”), in&z. The Court should be 
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vigilant to avoid encouraging manipulative conduct designed 
to thwart the expert disclosure and discovery process.4 

2. Rebuttal vs. Impeachment Testimony: Rule 26(a)(2)(C) vs. Rule 
26(a)(3). 

a. Textual Comparison. 

i. “Solely to Contradict or Rebut” Rule 26(a)(2)(C) 
requires responsive disclosures when a party intends to 
elicit expert testimony “solely to contradict or rebut 
evidence on the same subject matter identified by 
another party under paragraph (2)(B)” (emphasis 
added). 

ii. “Solely for Impeachment Purposes.” Rule 26(a)(3) 
carves out from mandatory non-expert disclosure 
“evidence that [a party] may present at trial other than 
solely for impeachment purposes” (emphasis added).5 

b. Reconciling Subdivisions (a)(2)(C) and (a)(3). The two 
subdivisions are reconcilable on three levels: 

4 It should be noted that Asplmdh extended the application of the trial judge’s gatekeeping responsibilities 
under Daub& Y. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., I I3 S. Ct. 2786,125 L. Ed. 2d 469 (1993), to Rule 
701 witness to avoid circumvention of the policy goals identifKd by the Supreme Court with respat to 
Ruk 702 experts. A similar ap+xoach requiring Rule 26(a)(Z)-type disclosures could be incorpomted into 

pre%iial ordws or simply requested by patties in mutine diivay. 

5 Rule 26 contains no definitions and makes no effort to distinguish between contradiction or rebuttal 
evidence, on the one hand, and impeachment evidence on the other. The distinction uu) be elusive, 
depending on the facts. In camnon legal parlance, rebuttal is substantive evida~e that is “introduced to 
contradict a qwitic point in the [opponent’s] evidence” (People Y. James, 123 111.2d 523,550, 528 N.E.Zd 
723.735 (I 988)) - evidence “which becomes relevant because of proof introduced by the adverse patty” 
(Crussel v. Kirk. 894 P.2d t 116, 1119 (Okla. 1995)). In contrast, impeachment evidence “call[s] in 
question the veracity of a witness” (Kennemur v. State. 133 Cal.App.Sd 907.921,184 Cal.Rptr. 393,401 
(1982). quoting BLACK’S LAW DICT. 886 (5th cd. 1979)). There is littk point in attempting to resolve the 
potential confliit between Rule 26@)(2)(C) and Rule 26(a)(3) on a purely linguistic basis, however, 
because there can be “but slight difference between impeachment, that [someone] was not a credible 
witness. and rebuttal, that (.he did] not [do something] as he testified....” People v. El&?, I79 III.App.Jd 
24% 258,534 N.E.Zd 415.421 (1989). 



i. Subdivisions (a)(2) and (a)(3) state independent 
.._. .- _- _ .., _-- .-. ..--.------- _ disclosure obligations. Subdivision (a)(2) is the 

provision specifically directed at expert opinion; 
subdivision (a)(3) covers experts only generically and 
indirectly (as witnesses to be identified or deponents 
whose transcripts are to be designated). Nothing in 
subdivision (a)(3) purports to circumscribe the 
disclosures required in subdivision (a)(2). 

ii. There is no conflict between the subdivisions to the 
extent that an expert opinion is not offered solely for 
impeachment purposes (it rarely is - see the leamed- 
treatise discussion below); subdivision (a)(3) carves 
out only pure impeachment evidence. 

. . . III. Even if an expert were to offer testimony solely for 
impeachment purposes, that would not create a conflict 
between these provisions to the extent that the expert’s 
testimony is factual, and not in the nature of expert 
opinion. 

c Illustration No. 1: Learned Treatise Impeachment Under 
Rule 803( 18) 

I. Fed. R. Evid. 803( 18) permits a party to cross-examine 
an expert witness using learned treatises that may be 
authenticated by the cross-examining party’s own 
expert.6 May the cross-examining party’s expert 
authenticate a treatise as reliable at trial if the expert 
was silent on the subject in his or her Rule 26(a)(2) 
disclosures? 

6 Rule 803(18) excludes from operation ofthe hearsay rule: 

timed tratises.-To the extent called to the attention of an expert witness upon cross- 
examination..., statements contained in published eestises, periodicals, or pamphlets on a subject 
of history, medicine, or other science or art, established as a reliable authority . . . by o&r expert 
testimony.... 

i. A planned attack on scientific methodology which, 
under Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 
113 S. Ct. 2786, 125 L. Ed. 2d 469 (1993), is a Rule 
104(a) question for the Court and not the jury. Under 
Rule 104(a), the Court may consider any inadmissible, 
unprivileged evidence, such as an affidavit. Can a 
party submit an affidavit that attacks an opposing 
expert’s methodology and is executed by an expert who 
has not made a disclosure? Or whose disclosure does 
not contain the attack? 

21 

. . 
Il. On a strict reading of Rule 26(a)(2), the answer is No 

because the authentication consists of an expert 
opinion - namely, that the treatise is reliable - and 
subdivision (a)(2)(B) requires that the mandatory 
report “contain a complete statement of all opinions to 
be expressed” (emphasis added). At a minimum, this 
opinion should be in a subdivision (a)(2)(C) rebuttal or 
a subdivision (e)(l) supplement. 

. . . III. Rule 26(a)(3) does not lead to a different result. 
Learned treatise evidence under the Federal Rules is 
not offered sofeIy for impeachment purposes. “It is 
important to remember that statements in learned 
treatises come in for their truth . . . they are not limited 
to impeaching credibility, but can be used for the truth 
of the matters stated.” 3 S. Saltzburg, M. Martin & D. 
Capra, FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE MANUAL 1433 

(6th ed. 1994). Nor should counsel be permitted to 
avoid disclosure obligations by claiming that he or she 
is not offering the treatise for all purposes but only to 
impeach. 

iv. As a practice matter, there is no need to make it clear 
that a treatise is being authenticated for cross- 
examination purposes or even with respect to the 
particular point for which counsel may wish to use it. 
That is purely a matter of style in fashioning the 
disclosure. 

d. Illustration No. 2: Attack on ScientifIc Methodology Per 
Daubert v. Mewell Dow. 
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ii. It would appear that the Rules did not contemplate the 
circumstance in which an expert has not made a 
disclosure and is not otherwise expected to testify yet 
submits an affidavit in an effort to preclude other 
expert testimony. Arguably, such a person (1) is a 
non-testifying witness within Rule 26(b)(4)(B) since he 
or she is “not expected to be called as a witness at 
trial,” and (2) is not “a witness who is retained . . . to 
provide expert testimony in the case” within the 
meaning of Rule 26(a)(2)(A). Even if the expert did 
submit a disclosure on other topics, as long as the 
proponent challenges the methodology only on an 
affidavit to the Court, and not through testimony 
before the jury, the absence of disclosure would not 
seem to trigger the strict requirements of the Rules.7 

e. Expert Opinion vs. Lay Rebuttal. See 5 III(C)(3)(“Expert 
Opinion vs. Cay Testimony”), immediately infia. 

3. Expert Opinion vs. Lay Testimony. 

a. Disclosure Obligation: Expert Opinion. Among other 
things, Rule 26(a)(2)(B) requires disclosure of all opinions to 
be expressed, the basis for those opinions, and all information 
considered in forming the opinions. That does not necessarily 
include everything that the expert knows. In the 
circumstances, the expert may know impeaching facts or have 
non-expert impeaching opinions. 

b. Other Impeachment. 

1. DeBiusio. The Seventh Circuit has ruled it error to 
exclude the impeaching, factual testimony of an expert 
witness who has personal knowledge (in this case, as 

These scenarios are unlikely to occur often in jury cases.. Usually, the opponent ofthe evidence will want 
to continue the attack on methodology before the jury -the focus there will be credibility - and the 
opponent will be precluded from doing so in the absence of a disclosun because the attack does require the 
statement of an opinion as to which there will be testimony in front of the jury, thus clearly triggering Rule 
26(a)(2)(C). 

an employee of a party) of facts that impeach the 
underpinnmgs of an opposing expert’s opinion. 
LkBiasio v. Illinois Cent. R.R., 52 F.3d 678,686 (7th 
Cir. 1995) (harmless error to exclude testimony). In 
LkBiasio, the excluded testimony consisted of 
authentication of an object about which the opposing 
expe.rt opined and which on its face refbted the 
opinion. The LkBiasio Court reasoned that Rule 
26(a)(3) protected the impeachment evidence from 
disclosure. Id. Had the proponent attempted to go 
further and offer opinions as to the significance of the 
condition of the object, that testimony would 
presumably have been excluded under Rule 37(c)(l) 
because it had not been disclosed under subdivision 
WCWQ or (0 

ii. Hester. The Fifth Circuit has similarly held that a trial 
judge properly admitted an expert% testimony (not 
previously disclosed) that certain photographs of the 
accident site offered by the adversary were misleading. 
Hester v. CSX Transp... Inc., 61 F.3d 382 (5th Cir. 
1995). Among other things, the Hester Court noted 
that “even a layperson may testify to the accuracy of a 
photograph of a scene that he has personally viewed” -- 
stated another way, this was a no more than a 
conventional Rule 701, not a Rule 702, opinion. While 
on the facts of Hester, the result may be appropriate, 
the approach raises the previously-discussed possibility 
of parties attempting to circumvent their expert 
disclosure obligations by labeling some opinions non- 
expert in nature. See 5 III(C)( 1) (“Opinion Witnesses: 
Rule 701 vs. Rule 702 Testimony”), supra. 

4. Treating Physicians. 

a. No Disclosure Required. The 1993 Advisory Committee 
Note considers that a treating physician is not, in the words of 
Rule 26(a)(2)(B), “retained or specially employed to provide 
expert testimony” - that his or her testimony simply follows 
from the care afforded to the patient in ordinary course. The 
Advisory Committee therefore concludes that a treating 
physician “can be deposed or called to testify at trial without 



any requirement for a written report.” Accord Harlow v. Eli 
Lilly & Co., No. 94 C 4840,1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 7162 at *8- 
‘9 (N.D.111. May 23, 1995). 

b. Disclosure Required. That result may be limited, however, 
to circumstances in which the treating physician confines his 
or her testimony to the care and treatment afforded to a party: 
“To the extent that the treating physician testifies only as to 
the care and treatment of his/her patient, the physician is not 
to be considered a specially retained expert notwithstanding 
that the witness may offer opinion testimony However, when 
the physician’s proposed opinion testimony extends beyond 
the facts made known to him [or her] during the course of the 
care and treatment of the patient and the witness is specially 
retained to develop specific opinion testimony, he [or she] 
becomes subject to the provisions of Fed. R Civ. P. 
26(a)(2)(B).” Wreath v. United States, 161 F.R.D. 448 (D. 
Kan. 1995); accord Harlow v. Eli Lilly & Co., 1995 
U.S.Dist.Lexis 7162 at *9-*lo. 

e. Issues. Wreath and Harlow leave open at least two questions: 

i. First, is the treating physician free to offer any 
opinions that are based solely on “the facts made 
known to him [or her] during the course of the care and 
treatment,” even if the opinions are not essential to 
care and treatment -- e.g.. that a diagnosed condition is 
attributable to a particular, allegedly toxic substance -- 
as long as the physician has not been “specially 
retained” to develop that opinion? At a minimum, it 
must mean that. in a personal injury case, a treating 
physician is at liberty to opine as to the permanency of 
injury because, absent that, the exception would be 
swallowed up by the rule. 

ii. Second, what exactly does “specially retained . . . to 
provide expert testimony” mean? No doctor is going 
to testify without an assurance of payment - hence, 
some sort of retainer is always present. Presumably, 
the distinction being drawn is between a physician who 
has cared for a patient and one who has not (the 
stereotypical hired gun). While even this distinction is 
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subject to manipulation (since a patient can always 
start treating with a new, lawyer-suggested doctor), it 
is something of a bright line with which to begin the 
analysis. A treating physician may be called to testify 
as to any of a broad range of opinions, fkom the 
patient’s initial condition to a treated injury’s projected 
permanency to arcane questions of epidemiology. 
Wreath and Harlow explain that, if the treating 
physician crosses the line and becomes a hid gun, 
Rule 26(a)(2)(B) disclosure obligations kick in. If, in 
the circumstances, the Court should conclude that 
necessary disclosure was not made, preclusion of the 
offending opinion under Rule 37(c)(l) is the 
presumptive sanction. See 5 V(A)(“Preclusion of 
Evidence (Rule 37(c)(l))“), injia. 

Iv. Supplementation Duty (Rule 26(e)(l)). 

A. Scope 81 Standard. The duty to supplement has been broadened and the 
scope expanded to include the new disclosure obligations. The former 
“knowing concealment” standard has been abandoned. A party is instead 
obliged to amend any disclosure, any expert report or deposition, and any 
response to any interrogatory, request for production or request for 
admission, if it is later deemed “incomplete or incorrect.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 
26(W). 

. Expert Disclosures & Depositions. The duty to supplement 
expressly applies “both to information contained in the [expert’s ] 
report and to information provided through a deposition of the 
expert” (emphasis added). 

B. Timing. 

“[Aby additions or other changes to this information shall be disclosed by 
the time the party’s disclosures under Rule 26(a)(3) are due” (emphasis 
added) - i.e., at least 30 days before trial, unless otherwise directed by the 
Court. 

1. Pretrial Order. In most cases, the pretrial disclosures required by 
Rule 26(a)(3) are contained in the Court’s form of pretrial order. 
Therefore, any supplementation of expert disclosure or testimony is 
due by the date of the pretrial order. Since the key is the disclosure 
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made by each party, that date -- for supplementation purposes -- 
would seem to be the date that the pretrial order is finalized by the 
parties and presented to the Court, not the date that the Court 
executes it. 

2. Practice Point. Consequently, the most propitious time for a party 
to supplement its expert disclosure is on the date of the pretrial order. 
That will prevent timely rebuttal by an adversary. 

C. 

D. 

Failure to Supplement: Sanctions. Failure to supplement may result in 
the imposition of sanctions. United States v. Shq@zr Equipment Co., 158 
F.R.D. 80 (S.D.W.Va. 1994) (sanctions imposed on government counsel for 
failure to supplement information concerning expert’s credentials). See 8 V 
(“Impact of Failure to Disclose: Sanctions”), inj?a. 

Abusive Supplementation: Sanctions. 

1. Potential Abuses. This disclosure, deposition and supplementation 
regimen affords opportunities for abuse. For example, (1) an 
incomplete disclosure can be very materially supplemented at a 
deposition in ways that effectively preclude effective preparation for 
the deposition -- e.g., by the addition of previously-undisclosed 
opinions; or (2) a party can intentionally submit a minimal or 
incomplete disclosure and only after any deposition has been taken 
supplement to add new and different opinions. 

. This is problematic because there is a harmless-error 
exception in the sanctions provision (Rule 37(c)( 1)). pursuant 
to which the Court might fmd that the originaI nondisclosure 
has been mooted by the belated supplementation. See 
8 V(D)(Z)(b)(i) (“Prejudice to the Opponent”). infia. 

. The problem is that dilatory supplementation may undermine 
the adversary’s ability to prepare effectively -- for cross- 
examination or by retaining appropriate experts -- such that 
the failure to supplement is not truly constitute harmless. 

2. Available Remedies. Potentially abusive behavior of this sort can 
be checked by reopening discovery, by assessing additional costs 
caused by this behavior, in exacerbated cases by striking the party’s 
original disclosure and the testimony -- generally by resort to the 
powers vested in the Court under Rules 37(a) and (c). See generally 
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G. Joseph, SANCTIONS: THE FEDERAL LAW OF LITIGATION ABUSE 
50 48-49 (2d ed. 1994; Supp. 1995) (“SANCTIONS”). 

3. Assessing Abuse. In deciding whether a party’s supplementation of 
its disclosures after the conclusion of discovery, or of expert 
discovery, is fair in the circumstances, the Court may consider: 

a. Good Faith. The good faith, willfulness or negligence of the 
proponent in failing to make the disclosure in a timely 
fashion. 

b. Availability of Information. Whether the information was 
or should have been available earlier to the proponent or the 
opponent. 

C. Prejudice. The prejudice to the adversary, which will include 
review of such issues as: 

i. 

ii. 

. . . III. 

Time remaining prior to trial. 

The importance of the disclosure. 

The ability to cure the default as by continuing the 
relevant court date. 

d. Other Factors. Other factors discussed in the immediately 
succeeding section in connection with Rule 37(c)( 1) 
generally. 

V. Impact of Failure to Disclose: Sanctions 

A. Preclusion of Evidence (Rule 37(c)(l)). 

Rule 37(c)(l), as amended effective December 1, 1993, provides that, if a 
party fails to make disclosure or to supplement responses as required by 
Rule 26(a) and (e)(l). that party is not permitted to present as substantive 
evidence or on summary judgment (or other) motion any evidence not so 
disclosed, unless there is “substantial justification” for the failure to disclose 
or unless the “failure is harmless.” 

1. Expert Evidence. 

a. Total Preclusion. Failure to honor the disclosure obligations 
within the time limits set forth in Rule 26(a) can lead to 
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preclusion of the testimony in accordance with Rule 37(c)(l). 
Doe v. Johnson, 52 F.3d 1448, 1464 (7th Cir. 1995) (trial 
court within its discretion in excluding undisclosed opinions 
under Rule 37(c)( 1)); Ja~~opoulous v. Harvey L. Walner & 
Assocs., Ltd., No. 93 C 5176, 1994 U.S.Dist.Lexis 4041, 1994 
WL 114853 (late designation; no reports; no opportunity to 
depose); GEM Realty Trut v. First Nat? Bank of Boston, No. 
Civ. 93-606-SD, 1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 3864, 1995 WL 127825 
at *5 (D.N.H. March 20, 1995) (violation of pretrial order by 
late disclosure of expert report); China Resources (USA) Ltd. 
v. Gayda Int’l. Inc., 856 F. Supp. 856,86667 (D. Del. 1994) 
(no disclosure); Paradigm Sales, Inc. v. Weber Mkrg. Sys., 
Inc., No 3:93-CV-202 RM, 1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 3620, 1995 
WL 132057 at *5 (N.D.Ind. March 16, 1995) (opinions not 
included in report are excluded); 251 CPW Housing, Ltd.. v. 
Paragon Cable Manhattan, No. 93 Civ. 0944 (JSM), 1995 
U.S.Dist.Lexis 2025 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 21, 1995) (“Because the 
reports provided by both 257 and Nokit are so inadequate that 
it is impossible for defendant to ascertain any of the specifics 
to which plaintiffs’ experts will testify or any of the bases 
from which they derived their conclusions, plaintiffs’ experts 
will not be permitted to testily at trial pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. 
P. Rule 37(c)(l)“) (citations omitted). 

b. Partial Preclusion. Although Rule 37(c)(l) contemplates 
automatic preclusion of untimely or undisclosed testimony, 
the Rule includes both a “substantial justification” and a 
harmless-error exception (discussed below). Using these, 
courts are exercising their discretion not to exclude or not to 
exclude entirely. Automatic preclusion sanction is subject to 
a fundamental fairness exception. See, e.g., 0rjio.r v. 
Stevenson, 31 F.3d 995, 1005 (10th Cir. 1994) (upholding 
limits imposed on -- but not exclusion of -- expert testimony); 
Ape1 v. Rockwell Int’l Digital Communications Div’n, No 92- 
C-6841,1994 U.S.Dist.Lexis 8186,1994 WL 275038 (N.D. 
Ill. June 20, 1994) (no exclusion where, in absence of trial 
date, adversary can still depose expert without prejudice); 
IBM Corp. v. Fasco Indus., Inc., No. C-93-20326 RPA, 1995 
WL 115421 at *4 (N.D.Cal. March 15, 1995) (only certain -- 
not all -- untimely rebuttal expert testimony excluded). 

. Partial exclusion of testimony from an expert may take 
the form of precludmg the expert from offering opinion 
testimony while permitting testimony as to facts. See, 
e.g., GEM Realty Trust v. First Nat? Bank of Boston, 
Civil No. 93-606~SD, 1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 3865 at 
* 14-* 15 (D.N.H. March 20,1995). 

2. Non-Expert Evidence. 

The preclusion sanction of Rule 37(c)(l) is the same for violation of 
Rule 26(a)(3) as for Rule 26(a)(2), which is discussed above. 
Although total preclusion is presumptive, courts are exercising their 
discretion not to exclude or not to exclude entirely. See, e.g., Kotes 
v. Super Fresh Food Markets, Inc., 157 F.R.D. 18,20 (RD. Pa. 
1994) (no exclusion of non-expert wimesses where “neither party 
fully complied with the scheduling order and the Rule 26 disclosure 
requirements . . . /but] their questionable conduct does not clearly 
evidence bad faith . . . [and] the revised trial date permits the parties to 
cure any prejudice”). See 8 V(C) (“Other Available Sanctions”), 
injka. 

B. Notifying Jury of Nondisclosure. 

Rule 37(c)(l) 8nther provides that (in the absence of “substantial 
justification” for the failure to disclose or unless the “failure is harmless) the 
Court may inform the jury of a party’s failure to make disclosure. 

C. Other Available Sanctions. 

1. “Other Appropriate Sanctions” (Rule 37(c)(l)). 

Rule 37(c)(l) also provides that, in the absence of “substantial 
justification” for the failure to disclose or unless the “failure is 
harmless, the Court “may impose other appropriate sanctions,” 
including but not limited to assessing reasonable attorneys’ fees or 
imposing sanctions of the sort enumerated in Rule 37(b)(2)(A)-(C). 

2. “An Appropriate Sanction” (Rule 26(g)(l)). 

Independent of Rule 37(c)(l), Rule 26(g)(l) now requires that every 
disclosure made pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a) (1) or (3) -- but not 
subdivision (a)(2) -- be signed and that the signature constitutes a 
certification that, based upon a reasonable inquiry, disclosure is 
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complete and correct when made. Rule 26(g)(3) contains a 
“substantial justification” safe harbor, tie that which is contained in 
Rule 37(c)(l) and is discussed below. The standard of liability under 
Rule 26(g) is that which was imposed under the 1983 version of Rule 
11. and the mun&ory-sanction remedy it contains - “an appropriate 
sanction” - opens the door to the wide variety of sanctions mhroring 
available under Rule 11. See generulfy SANCTIONS at $0 4 l-45. 

3. Order Compelling Disclosure (Rule 37(a)). 

If a party fails to make disclosure pursuant to Rule 26(a), any other 
party may move to compel disclosure and for appropriate sanctions 
(just as any party could traditionally do if a deponent failed to 
answer a question, a corporation failed to make a Rule 30(b)(6) 
designation, or a party failed to answer an interrogatory or failed to 
respond appropriately to a document request). 

a. Evasion = Nondisclosure. Additionally, Rule 37(a)(3) was 
expanded in December 1993 to provide that an evasive or 
incomplete disclosure or response is to be treated as a failure 
to disclose or respond. The prior Rule provided only that an 
evasive or complete answer could be treated as a failure to 
anSWer. 

b. Conferral Requirement. In all of these circumstances, 
however, the new confercal requirement (discussed below) is 
imposed. The party making the motion must accompany it 
with a certification that the movant has in good faith 
conferred or attempted to confer with the party declining to 
make discovery or disclosure. 

D. Safe Harbors: “Substantial Justification” & Harmless Error. 

In assessing whether to impose the preclusion sanction, in whole or in part, 
the Court is directed by Rule 37(c)(l) to consider whether there was 
“substantial justification” for the fake to disclose or supplement, or 
whether the failure was “hatmkss.” Both of these are fact-driven 
determinations. 

1. Substantial Justification. Among the factors that the Court may 
want to consider in determining whether a party’s failure to disclose 
was substantially justified are: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

Good Faith. The good faith or bad faith of the proponent in 
failing to make the disclosure, and of the opponent in 
opposing the introduction, of the evidence. Hinton v. 
Putnaude, No. 92-CV-405, 1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 11009 at * 11 
(N.D.N.Y. Aug. 2, 1995) (no evidence of bad faith on part of 
the proponent). 

Willfulness or Negligence. The willfulness or negligence of 
the proponent in failing to make the disclosure (e.g., failure to 
discover documents despite a reasonable production effort) 
and ofthe opponent in not addressing the issue earlier (e.g., 
lying in wait). C/, Doe v. Johnson 52 F.3d 1448, 1464 (7th 
Cir. 1995) (trial court within its discretion in excluding 
undisclosed opinions under Rule 37(c)(l), rejecting on the 
facts the argument that the opponent might be considered 
negligent for failing to uncover the opinions; “substantial 
justification” not specifically discussed). 

Control. Whether conditions beyond the control of the 
proponent changed, and those conditions are the subject of the 
undisclosed evidence (e.g., testimony from an undisclosed 
fact witness) or the basis for a change in the evidence (e.g., 
different expert testimony based on new facts). 

Surprise. 

I. Whether the proponent reasonably believed that the 
matter in question was not disputed. Fried of Santa 
Fe C&. v. L.ac Minerals. Inc., 892 F. Supp. 1333 
(D.N.M. 1995). 

ii. Whether the undisclosed evidence became relevant 
only after other, unanticipated evidence was 
introduced. 



2. Harmless Error. Among the factors that the Court may want to 
consider in determining whether a party’s failure to disclose was 
harmless are: 

a. Good Faith of the Parties. Newman v. GHS Osteopathic, 
Inc., 60 F.3d 153 (3d Cir. 1995) (proponent); Fk’an~ Y. 
Health&e, Inc., No. 94-2 195-EEO, 1995 U.S.Dist.Lexis 
9818 at *5-•6 (D. Ran. June 29,1995) (both parties’ failure to 
identify a commonly-known witness on either of their Rule 
26(a)( 1) disclosures leads court to reopen discovery). 

b. Prejudice to the Opponent. E.g.: 

I. Whether the undisclosed evidence was otherwise made 
known to the opponent. Nguyen v. IBP, Inc., 1995 
U.S.Dist.Lexis 10741 at *17-*18 (failure to include 
compensation information, qualifications and 
publications in signed Rule 26(a)(2)(B) expert report 
harmless where the information was separately 
provided). 

ii. Whether them is sufficient time prior to trial to pettnit 
the disclosure to be made belatedly. Ape1 v. Rockwell 
Intel Digital Communications Div’n, 1994 
U.S.Dist.Lexis 8186 at *l-*2 (no trial date yet set; 
deposition granted). 

C. Vigilance of the Adversary. Whether the adversary 
intentionally or negligently turned a blind eye to the absence 
of disclosure. Newman v. GHS Osteopathic, Inc., 60 F.3d 153 
(3d Cir. 1995) (where opponent maintained it had never 
received the Rule 26(a)( 1) disclosure but admitted receipt of a 
cover letter enclosing it the “possible failure to supply the 
information in its self-executing disclosures or . . . in response 
to . . . interrogatories should not have prejudiced [the 
adversary] and therefore was harmless”). 

d. Impact of the Evidence. See, e.g., Friends ofSanta Fe Cty. 
v. Luc Minerals, Inc., 892 F. Supp. 1333 (D.N.M. 1995) (prior 
nondisclosure of expert opinion offered in afftdavit in support 
of summary judgment harmless where summary judgment 
denied). 

VI. Other Practice Changes. 

A. Conferral Requirements. 

1. Discovery Trigger. 

a. Except by leave of the court or by stipulation, no one may 
seek discovery before making the pre-discovery disclosures 
mandated by Rule 26(a)(l). 

b. Absent court order or exemption by local rule, no discovery 
may proceed until the parties have met and conferred to 
discuss the claims, the possibilities for a prompt settlement or 
resolution and to develop a discovery plan under Rule 26(d). 
This meeting must occur at least 14 days before a scheduling 
conference is held or a scheduling order is due under Rule 
16(b) (which is within 90 days after the appearance of a 
defendant and within 120 days after the complaint has been 
served). 

C. Nor may any party seek discovery from another party before 
the pre-discovery disclosures have been made by, or are due 
from, that other party, pursuant to Rule 26(d). 

2. Motion Prerequisite. 

a. When a protective order is sought under Rule 26(c), the 
movant must now file a certificate that he or she has “in good 
faith conferred or attempted to confer with other affected 
parties in an effort to resolve the dispute without court 
action.” (This incorporates the practice required in many 
federal district courts pursuant to local rule. See, e.g., 
S.D.N.Y. & E.D.N.Y. Local Rule 3(f).) The same conferral 
certificate is required in advance of a motion to compel 
disclosure or discovery under Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(a)(2) and (d). 

b. The new conferral requirement implicitly imposes the threat 
of sanctions on the certifying party. Currently Rule 1 l(d) 
eliminates Rule 11 as a possible source of authority with 
respect to discovery matters (pending Congressional action to 
the contrary) and Rule 26(g) does not by its terms apply. 
Consequently, Rule 37(a)(4), inherent power and 28 U.S.C. 
8 1927 would be most apt. 
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B. Motion to Compel: Venue. 

Under Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(a)( 1), a motion to compel discovery must be made 
in the court in which the action is pending when the application is for an 
order to a party. The application is to be made in the court in the district in 
which the discovery is being, or is to be taken, when the application is for 
an order to a person who is not a party. 

C. Other Sanctions Provisions 

1. Depositions. 

a. Limitations on Objections. Under Rule 30(d)(l), all 
objections during depositions “shah be stated concisely and in 
a non-argumentative and non-suggestive manner” and 
instructions not to answer are permitted “only when necessary 
to preserve a privilege. to enforce a limitation on evidence 
directed by the Court or to present a motion” for a protective 
order. Rule 30(d)(2) adds that, “[i]f the Court finds . . . an 
impediment, delay or other conduct that has frustrated the fair 
examination of the deponent, it may impose upon the persons 
responsible an appropriate sanction . . ..‘I 

b. Evasive Answers. Additionally, Rule 37(a)(3) was expanded 
in December 1993 to provide that an evasive or incomplete 
disclosure or response is to be treated as a failure to disclose 
or respond. The prior Rule provided only that an evasive or 
complete answer could be treated as a failure to answer. 

2. Documentary Discovery. Former Rule 26(g) was renumbered 
26(g)(2). Other than the “reading” requirement, which has been 
deleted as surplusage, it remains unchanged. 

D. Limitations on Discovery. 

1. Depositions. Leave of court is required, absent stipulation or court 
rule to the contrary, for permission to: 

a. Ten Depositions. Take more than 10 depositions (“by the 
plaintiffs, or by the defendants, or by third-party defendants”) 
(Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(a)(2)(A)). 
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b. R&&posing. Depose any person who has previously been 
deposed (Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(a)(2)(B)). 

c No Time Limit. An earlier proposal to limit the length of 
depositions to 6 hours was deleted from Fed. R. Civ. P. 
30(d)(l). The matter of duration and limits is purely 
discretionary under Rule 26(b)(2). 

. In the absence of a liitation on duration, new Rules 
3O(d)( 1) and (2) have the perhaps unintended 
consequence of precluding instructions not to answer 
even clearly redundant, duplicative questions or probes 
into offensive and undiscoverable (yet unprivileged) 
areas, absent a tirm de&ion to resort to the court for 
relief. 

. One ahemative is to advise of client of his or her right 
not to answer a thoroughly objectionable question 
without instructing the client not to answer. See the 
discussion of Rule 37(a)(3), supru. 

Note: The limitation to 10 depositions and the limitation on re- 
deposing a previously deposed witness also apply to depositions 
upon written questions taken pursuant to Rule 3 1. See Fed. R. Civ. 

P. 3 l(a)(2). 

2. Interrogatories. Absent leave of court or written stipulation or 
court rule to the contrary, no more than 25 interrogatories (including 
all “discrete” subparts) may be served by “any party . . . upon any 
other party.!’ See Fed. R Civ. P. 33(a). 

. Note that this 254nterrogatory limit is not imposed, as tire lo- 
deposition limit is, collectively on all parties on each side of a 
case. Compare Fed. R. Civ. P. 33(a) with Fed. R Civ. 
P. 30(a)(2)(A). 

3. Local Rule/Court Order Exception. By order or local rule, the 
court may alter the liits on the number of depositions and 
interrogatories and may limit the length of depositions and the 
number of requests for admission. Fed. R Civ. P. 26(b)(2). 
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E. Expansion of Discovery. 

1. Use of Depositions at Trial. An earlier version of Rule 32(a)(3)(D), 
which would have permitted the deposition of any expert to be 
introduced at trial by any party for any purpose, was not 
promulgated. 

2. Sequestration. Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(c) carves Fed. R. Evid. 615 out of 
the general proposition that the Federal Rules of Evidence apply at 
depositions. Previously, Rule 30(c) provided that examination and 
cross-examination of witnesses at depositions “may proceed as 
permitted at the trial under the provisions of the Federal Rules of 
Evidence.” This provision raised the litigated question whether Fed. 
R. Evid. 6 15, which provides for mandatory sequestration of 
witnesses, applied in the deposition setting. There was a split of 
authority as to whether Rule 6 15 applied to depositions. Cornpure 
Lumpkin v. Bi-Lo. Inc., 117 F.R.D. 451,453 (M.D. Ga. 1987). with 
BCI Communications s)s., Inc. v. BeN Atlanticom Sys., Inc., 112 
F.R.D. 154 (N.D. Ala. 1986). Now, it clearly does not apply. 

3. Videotaped Depositions. 

a. Order vs. Notice. Jettisoning the current requirement for a 
court order or stipulation, Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(b)(2) provides 
that a party noticing a deposition is to state in the notice the 
means by which the testimony is to be recorded and, absent a 
court order, the means “may be by sound, sound-and-visual, 
or stenographic means.” Any party may provide for a 
transcript to be made tiom the recording or, at that party’s 
own expense, may arrange for a contemporaneous recording 
by additional means (stenographic or non-stenographic), 
under Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(b)(3). This brings federal practice 
into line with the practice currently in place in several federal 
district courts by local rule and in 24 states. See generally 
MODERN VISUAL EVIDENCE at 0 2.03[ 1 j-[2] 8~ Appendices 
B,DandN. 

b. Procedure at Deposition. The officer before whom the 
deposition is to be taken is now to begin all depositions 
(absent a stipulation to the contrary) with a statement on the 
record identifying the officer, the date, the time and place of 
the deposition, the name of the deponent, the oath and 
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identification of al1 persons present. During a videotaped or 
audiotaped deposition, all of this (except to the oath and the 
identification of persons present) must be repeated at the 
begiming of each tape. There are no other technical 
formalities set forth. Rather, there is a general injunction that 
“[t]he appearance or demeanor of deponents or attorneys shah 
not be distorted by the use of camera or sound-recording 
techniques.” Fed. R Civ. P. 30(b)(4). As under prior 
practice, any unfair videotape or audiotape may be exchnkd 
in the trial judge’s discretion. See, e.g., In re Agent Orange 
Prod. Liab. Lit&., 28 F.R. Serv.Zd 993,996 (E.D.N.Y. 1980), 
and Id. 35 F.R. Serv.2d 1368,1373 (E.D.N.Y. 1983). 

c. Use. On request of any party in a jury trial, any deposition 
which has been videotaped must be offered in its videotaped 
form “unless the court for good cause orders otherwise” or 
unless the deposition is used solely for impeachment 
purposes. Fed. R. Civ. P. 32(c). 

4. Right to Review Deposition Transcript. The right to review a 
deposition transcript is now conditioned on a request by the deponent 
or a party “before completion of the deposition....” If the request is 
made, the deponent shall have 30 days after being notified by the 
court reporter that the transcript or recording is available in which to 
review it and to modify it in far more substance. Fed. R. Civ. P. 
We). 
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The Fragmentation. of Federal 
Rules 

I. INTNXWCTION 
In 1939, the Federal Rules of Civil Fkxedure wem adopted. Their 

adoptionrepreaentedatriumphofuiformityoverlocalism. Thelengthy 
debate that prehced the adoption of the zulets ikuaed upon the value of 
a national set of rules, aa opposed to the then-governing practice of 
‘conformlty,~ in which local federal practice mirrored that of the stat.8 in 
whichthefederalcourtasat. Althoughmanydif%rentargnmemtswere 
offered in fivor of the ikleral rides,, at bottom the rules’ proponents 
“riedthedaybyarguingthatprocedureoughttobethesameaeroee 
thefederalcourtsandthecaseathosecourts~’ 

Almost sixty year8 later, the central accomplishment of uniform 
federalruleaiein8eriou6jeopaz@c Thetrendtodayisaway&om 
unifbrmiw and toward localiem, though perhaps not coxuciously 80. The 
ikderalruIeatbemaelve8permitindividualdistrietcourtatoenacttheir 
ownlocaIrulee.~ while coxlcWlabouttheimpactoflocalnlle$uplmthe 
lulifbrmi~oftheeyBtemoffederalruleeialongetanding,recentysars 
haveseenaprolihrationinthek3elocalrule;B. Althoughtheoshu3ible 
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purpose of these rules is not to disrupt national rule uniformity$ that 
often is their impact. Then, in 1999, Congress adopted the Civil Justice 
ReformAct(Y2JRA”l.b ThepurposeoftheCJRAistoachievebroad 
based~~ia~wayf~~lcivilcaeesarehandledbylawyeraand 
the courta. The primary mechankm of the CJI& however, is individual 
rulemaking by the ninety-four separate district courts and their adjunct 
advisory comml ‘ttees established under the CJRA to efkt reform? 
Further, in 1993 the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure were amended in 
sign&ant ways, particularly with regard to discovery procedure. 
Framed against the backdrop of the CJRA, the discovery amendments 
offer an opt-out for any district court that chooses not tc participate. 
Many district court8 have talcem this option, formulating their own 
variant of the discovery process. ’ !Ibs, discovery also now operates 
quite differently in each district. 

This fragmentation of procedure is not motivated by a strong drive 
toward localism. Ahnost no one is heard to offer support for the notion 
that the fundamental decision made in 1933 ought to be reversed. 
Father, the curren t trend toward locslism appears to be a by-product of 
a much broader concern about the direction and process of civil litigation 
generally! The perception is that federal civil litigation is facing a 
crisis of burgeoning dockets and escalating costs.’ Laching strong 
central leadership, individual districts adopted local rules tc address 
these perceived problems. Congress, caught in the reform fervor, also 
opted for local solutions. The Judkial Conference, when it tried its hand 
at reform, felt it had little choice but to continue the trend. 

Whatever the impetus for the movement to localism, a topic we discuss 
below;‘itsresultcanherdlybegGnsaid. Astudyoflocalruleamade 
seven years ago found some 6,000 local rules in existence, many of them 
at variance with the federal rules, not to mention one anothar.* The 
CJRA expressly invites every one ofthe ninety-four districts to adopt ite 
own model of how federal litigation should proceed, dealing with such 
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important topics as case maawmenpt, taxding for different cases, 
motion practice, and alternative dispute re9olutk Early results 
display a tmmendous-~mnongfedaral~,and 
inwasingvariancefiomtheFederalFulesofCivilProcedure. The 
impact of the opt-out 
of like effect 

plwkonsofthe1993civilRulesAmendmenteis 
Some seventy years ago, during the long conversation 

about uniform federal ralee, one -statedthat’[tlhereieno 
moree2xcusefordiSringjudicialprocedurethanfor~languageg 
in the several states.* DespitetheapparentkerneJofsenseinthis 
~~~todaJrthaproliferationoflocal~andthetrendtolocal 
models of adjudication threaten to Nm federal practice into a veritable 
2bwer of Babel in which no court follows the process ofany sister court. 

In this Article we critique the movementtolowlisminrul~. 
In doing so, we put largely to one side the very difkult and very 
controversial questions of whether there is a litigation ‘krisis~ in the 
federalcourts,whetherpmceduralreformcanorwilladdreaethatcrisie, 
and whether any particular procedure is a good one. Rather, our f&us 
is on the somewhat more limited but perhaps ultimately most important 
question of whether it really is a good idea for every district court in the 
countxy to go its own way in developing civil process. 
simply put, is no. The ill-considered and 

Our answer, 
ummaged proliferation of 

localrulesislilrelytoexacerbatsanyproblemstharearewithcivil 
litigation. Different procedural rules will have en impact upon 
substantive justice. Varying procedures will lead to forum shopping, 
unnewasary cost, and widespread confusion. Amidst strong argumenti 
against localism in rulemaking, there ie almost no serious argument that 
supports it. 

InPartIofthisArticlewedetailthetrendtowardlocahsmin 
rulemaking, treating principahy the development of local rules, the Civil 
Justice Reform Act of 1999, and the 1993 Anmdmentatothecivil 
Rules. This Part desuibes the movement toward kalism, and dkusses 
some of the motivations that prompt it. In Part II we mahe the case for 
federal uniformity and against locelism. In this Part we explain why 
fkagmentation of procedure is lihely to cause harm to the federal diskict 
court system and the litigants that rely upon it. In Part III we tahe up 
and respond to the arguments that are advenced in favor of localism. 
We conclude that for the most part those arguments have little or no 
meritandcertainlyonbalancedonotjusti@theescelatingtrendweare 
seeing toward localism. Finall we conclude by offering a proposal to 
centralize rulemaking authority, wbile allowing some room when 

9. ThomwShel~n,30~wNoTEs50,52U926). 
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variance is desirable or experimentation ia requhd. 
Onerayofhopeamidsttheamhsiouoflocalr&makhgisa 

~visihecJRA+atultimat+@reheJudicial- 
mmendahonsbasedupontheexpsriencesofthemany 

di&rictcourtswiththairowncJRAplans.’o Thisprovishssemsto 
treatatleastpartofthe currenttrendtowanihalismastemporary 
on.l~abrWstudype&dbeforeadoptionofnewuuihmrules. Relow 
weexprewseriousconcemwiththecJRA’smethodo~hthiaregard, 
pointing out that the scientific nature of the enterprise is illusoq 
No~~,thereispromisein#emandateofeubsequentreviewwith 
au eye toward udbrmiw It is our considemd hope and judgment that 
a&ersevt3ralyearsofprocedural~ta~thefiltureholdsan~ 
oppmtunitytoco~~allthepieceeandremersethatrend,onceagain 
imposing procedural unifbrmity upon the federa courts. 

II. TEETBENDTo- 

A. Mans of the !hmd 
Aniu~arrayofimportantproceduralissuesarenowdealtwitb 

in federal courts in a lo& rather thau a national h&ion. GeneraIl 

? 
thismeanethattheju9;esineachfedaraldiatrictcollective~makea 
~onaetosp;eciticpnrcedureatobefollowedwithinthatdistrict, 
sometimes, the procedurea are even mom locaked with individual 
judgesdecidingtherulestobefollowedintheircourtrooms. ChraU,the 
result is that uniformity among fkderal didicts and sometimes within 
them has been increasi& replaced by divergence. 

Therearemanymanihtationsoftbistrendtowards- Most 
notably, the development of local rules of procedure, the Civil Justics 
ReformA&andtherac%ntamendmeutstQtlledisaJveryprovisionsof 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure all have contributed to the 
in& diversity in procedures in fkleral courts across the count19 

1. Local RI&S. The Rulea Enabling Act provides that the “Suprema 

10. 23 U.S.C. p 479 (l994). 

COUrt&UlddICOUl%SWtflbliSht3dbyACtOfCO~~yGromtimeto 
time pmscribe rulea fkconduct of their buahef~.~~ Thus, the Rules 
EnablingActclearlyauthorizesfMeraldistrihandWeralco~of 
appealstopromulgatarulesofproa3dureforcaseaarisingwithinthair 
kddktions. The Rulea EnablingAct contains both substantive and 
proeedurallimitsonwhattheeelower~maydointhsir~~. 

Substantively, all such rules must be cxmsihmt with acts 0fCongrege 
and with rulea promulgated by the Supreme Court, such as the Federal 
Rules of Appellate Procedure, the Federsl Rules of Civil Procedure, the 
FederalRuleeofcrimiaalprocedure,andtheFederalRuleeofhri- 
demxm ROWdllWll~iUSdOptillglOCSlNlW,COurta~requiredtO 
publish them in advance and allow time for public comment.” Rules 
adoptedbyadiatrictcanbeabrogatedbythejudicialconferencedthe 
circuit or by the Judicial conference of the united states.* 

!hditionally, local rules adopted by distric& have dealt with 
relativelyminormattera,suchaetheeizeandtgpeofpapertobe 
used.” Ingeneral,thelocalruleshavehandledpracticalaspe&of 
litigation not covered by the federa rulea. hreahgly, howevar, local 
rules deal with much more important aspects of court procedure, aud 
there is enormous variance among the districta.” 

Not surphingly, local rules have become especially important in areas 
where there have been great pmssures forchangeinrecentyears: 
discovm settlement and the use of alternative dispute resolution. 
Concern about pmkacted litigation and a desire for greater e&ieucy 
have caused distrid to adopt rules to better contiol discovery and to 
find ways to d&pose of cases without triahm The discovery provisions 



oftheFederatRuleeofCivilproeadurawererevieedinl993inreepoaee 
tothesameconcems.~ Dietrictealsohavekiedontheirowntodeal 
with the problems. 

For example, local rulea acroee the country impoee various limita on 
thedkaweryproceee. Fif&eevendistrict8havelocalrule8thatlimit 
the number of inten-ogatork fifteen distri& have rulea that impoee 
discovergcutoffdateg;fiReendietrictelimitthenumberof~~far 
admissions; one district limita the number of deposition& end one 
dhtrict limita the number of mquesta for production of documents.” 
In Celifom& each of the four federal district courts have adopti local 
nrleathatprovidethatdiscoveryrequestsandresponsesgenewllyare 
not to be 6led with the courkp 

Ofcourse,esdismwedbelow,thedispari~indisc0verymlesh8s 
&own substentially as a result of the revision in Rule 26 of the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure that allows individuel districta to opt-out of the 
refom. The new version of Rule 26 came into e&t on Decen&r 1, 
1993. Rule 26(a) requires that certain categories of i&&nation be 
disclosed without awaiting a demend for discovery. Rule 26(f) requires 
that the part& meet arid prepare a discovery plan. Rule 26(d) generally 
prohibita discovery until afker the dkovery conference hasbeenheld. 
As of April 1994, only one-third of the dietricta have adopted the 
discovery provisions of Rule 26(a),= end about half of the districta have 
formally opted-out of the disclo8ure rulea.” 

The result is thdt discovery rulea are incmasingly dekrmined at the 
local, district lev4 rather then at the national level. The result is 
enormous disparity in practice emong the dktrkts. 

Anotherarsawherelocalrulas~~~ydifferisinthewaythey 
encourage settlement end the use of alternative dispute resolution 
(“ADR”) mechanisms. One of the major changee in civil procedure in the 
paetdecadehaebeentherieeinattentiontoADR. AlthoughtheFederel 
Rules of Civil Procedure do relatively little to encourage the use of ADR, 
an irmeahg array of local rule4 on the topic have been adopted. 

For emmple, the District of Columbiis local rulea provide for 
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mediation with the consentofthepartie&” InthewestemDi&rictof 
Wa&ingtonandtheEastemDi&ctofMiGgan,caeeeare~to 
panels of three attorneys who give written not&a&n of their evalua- 
tionofthecasewithinoneweek.s llleullitedstatescourtof&pe& 
fortheBixthCircuitrecentlyruledthata proviabinthelccalrule 
providing that attorneys accept mediation by their silence in not 
objecting ia permikble.~ IlltheNOhhWIlDiStCCtOfcalifornia, 
certain civil cases ere wsigned to an individual attorney for evahm- 
tion.~ 

Other districts have adopted a variety of other rulea cancer+ 
ADR.” The Northem District of Ohio provides fbr eummary ’ 
wherecaaeearepreaentedtojuriea,inahort,enedfbrm,J~~ 
nonbinding decisioxms In the Northern Diet&t of OkMoma, a judge 
otherthantheoneawignedtohewthewseplwddesoversettlemen 
conferenceam 

Countless other topice besides disumry end the use of ADR ere 
covered in the various local rules. Local rules eometimea address the 
size of the juqal the manner of &ce of procese,= and the pmce- 
durea for summery judgment.” The overall result is that substantial 
areas of procedure are covered by local rules, and theee rules differ 
enormously across the country. 

2. The Civil Justice Reform Act. 
199otVJRAY wee congree$ 

!I’he Civil Justice Refom Act of 
reqxmeetofirequentcalleforcourt 

refii in the late 1960s. According to Senator Biden, the primary 
proponentoftheCJRA,theAct~aaintendedtoreveraearecenttrend 
in which one’s bank balance, rather than the merita of the case, 
contzolled a decision to file aukm Senator Biden’s concern wee that 
the cost of federal litigation had escalated, limiting acceaa to the courts 

24. ShdbF.~,ABriefS~r$CwrtAMtadADR WhmWeptAnand~ 
We Am Going, 30 Tmm. B .J. 20,27 tl224). 

26. Id 
26. Lenaghan v. P+co, Inc., ~61 F.2d 12M), rzs (6th cir. 1092). 
27. Id 
28. See Kidmu& V. Holiday Inn, 473 F. Supp. 663,573-74 (ED. Pa 1272) (dimming 

u6aoflocalrulaa COIWbgADRtoSidiU~UlatiUgnatioaui~) 
29. Gnlbha,.wbpmnotczt*at27. 
30. Id 
31. See Col3rove v. Battin. 413 U.S. 149 (1273) (dhing local rule authohing six 

pemonjuryincivilcaaen~. 
32. Sea Bull haoca v. City 6 County of EonoluIu, 21 F.!M 1114 (9& Cir. 1324). 
33. See Cu.&r v. Pan Am. Life ha. Co.., 12 F.&l 410,416 (4th Cir. 1293). 
34. 28 U.S.CA 90 471-32 Ehlpp. 1221). 
33. Jwspb IL Biden. Jr., Znhhctim, 67 Br. JoHNg L Rrv. i (1993). 
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by many segments of society. Moreover, there were concerns about the 
lengthoftimeittoohtolitigateacaaeinfederalcourt, Aaxuhgtothe 
cOngrese,theeelproblemsofcoetaaddalay,eoupledwithlimitaticmeon 
judicial re8ources, were threatening the Tus& speedy, and inexpensive 
resolution of civil disputea in our Nation’s Federal c~urta.~ 

InenactingthecJRA,cOngreseso~ttoputitsstampuponthe 
procedural process of civil litigation. Co- broad goal in adopting 
theCJRAwastoimplementaeetofchangeedeaiknedtomalrethe 
litigation process more efEcient. The legihtion as orighllyiutroduced 
resuireathateachdietrictputinplaceaplantoreduce~tanddelay 
that incorporated many speci5c legislatively dehed procedures.~ For 
example, the legishtion requhd diSre&atad case management, a 
discovery-case management wnfewnw in each case within fbrty-five 
days fbllowing a responsive pleading, early setting ofhial dates, track- 
speci& discovery procedures, and a provhion for alternative dispute 
rt~lution.~ In short, the CJRA represented an attempt by Congress 
to describe appropriate civil process. The legislation, as initially 
propoEM& plainly reflected an impatience with ?,ink&& change8 
adopted by the Judicial Conference. ‘By providhg the peces88z~r 
statutory components, Congress set the agenda for the federal courts to 
implement meauh&l and ei%ctive refonati 

There was nothing inherent in the CJRA% model for hi& federal 
litigation should proceed that required halism in rulemaking. While 
one might agree or disagree with the notion that Congress (rather than 
the wurts themselves) should adopt civil process refoml, uniformity 
ofken is the goal of congressi~hal legislation. Ukewise, while there has 
been and will continue to be deep controvemy over the nature of the 

ed uniforml~th&&ut &e fW district court& Nonethel& there 
were two fatal 6aws in the CJRA that ultimately accounted for the 
fragmentation of process that resultad. 

First,fromthe&rttherewasacertainschizophreniato theCJFL& 
for while the bill as orighally introduced mandated that district court 
plans contain certain uniform ingredients, the legislation nonetheless 
required that each district draft ite own plana In other words, district 

96. S. REF.. No. 101416,lOth Con& 26 Seus. at l-2. 
37. &Y SaOn 6&oduced Jan. 26,l990) at 12. 
30. Id atl422. 
39. ~ncpmnote96,atii. 
40. SaO2027st12(‘L~UnitedStabr~eourt~developaeiviljustics 

eqanaaanddalayreductionplanin seamhmwiththirw?. ZdatlCSCEach... 
planahEdlincludk6tbe~...3. 
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courtswerechargedtodothesametbing,butonadistri&bydistri& 
basis. The genesis for this schizophrenia apparently was the Brookings 
Institute’s study, Justice jin- Alk Reducing Costs and LIelays in Civil 
Lifigution.” Brookings couducted this study at the behest of Senator 
Bidenandasapxcumor forciviljusticerefbrmlegisIation.” Indeed, 
the CJRA propasals essentially rehct the recOmmePdatioPB of the 
Brookings study..” 

AtthesametimeastheBrookingsstudywasrecommendhg,andthe 
original CJRA legislation was mandating very spsciiic reforms, they 
were nonetheless insisting that the refixms auue &urn the %ottom up.’ 
The Brookings repotis “recommendations take account of the diversity 
ofcasehdsandtypesoflitigationsacrossdiiSrentfederaljurisdic- 
ti~ns.~ Inlightofthese,themembersoftheBrookhgs’hkForce 
stated they (despite many sections that seem flatly to the contrary) #do 
not advocat.e the adoption of a uniform set of reform sqgestions to be 
applied by all dhtrict courts throughout the nationM %Mead, rehrm 
muetcomefiwnthe’bottomup,‘or~mthoeeineachdietrictwhomust 
live with the civil justice syatam on a regular basis.- 

In order to achieve ‘Sottom up” reform, the Bmokings ‘hsk Force 
recommended, and Congress ultimately adopted, the idea of creatiug an 
advisorggroupineachdietricttow~kwiththedistricteourtin 
fhshioningaplantoreducelitigationcostanddelay. Theadvisory 
groups were to be Talanced,” that is, to be composed of a wide variety 
of representatives of all segment43 of the communi~ that litigated before 
the court, including the plaintiW aud dehse bars, public interest 
attomeysandgovernmen tattorneyt3,corporaterepresentativesandOther 
members of the lay public. 47 These groups, composed in large part of 
individuals with no prior rulemaking or social science backgroun&U 
W6r9tQasseSe thestateofthedhtrictcourtdocket,iden~the~au~~ 
of cost and delay, and develop a plan to address those causea. The plans 

41. BmokiqnImtitntionTMLForca,Judia~~ ZkduciwcortrMd~win 
cid Litigdion (Be ht., 1969) lhembfb =Bmkiw stuasl. 

42. Brwkin@study,8upmwt%41,atvii. 
43. JeEreyJ.Peck,%ersUnited? !l'heCivilJusticeZSe&mActof1990,M~W~ 

CoNrEMP. PRoBs. 106,109 (1991). 
44. Bmkhga study, *upu not.0 41, at 11. 
46. Id 
46. Id 
47. Id atl!2. 
48. Thiahaabaanacomplaintofannmrn taton.5&,c.g..LindaM~IArcolurda- 

' ~pmccdwolJ~.77~.LBIcv.375,lo0as~1~~~-g.Robel 
-~~,&du~G~andtheCivilJvrtLxRLfonnActd~~,~ GnuwRocta 
BEOOK. L RSV. 879,906 (1999). 
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would then be forwarded to the distrkt court for eventual adoption or 
mod&&ion. 

The Bmohings Report, and the subsqmnt legislative process, are 
remarlmblyvagueaboutthesenseof,orrationals for,thisprucessof 
%ottom up” rulemahing. What expknation there is consists largely uf 
platitudes. In totq the Broohings explanation fur this unprecedanted 
process is ths ‘Ihsls Force’s belief 

thatthewideparticipationofthoeewhoueeandare~~~inthe 
collrteystemilleachdistrictwiunotonlymarimirn tbeprwpwtathat 
wmhabLeplaaewillbedeoeloped,butwinalaoetimulateamuch- 
naieddiabguebetmenthebench,thebar,andclientannmuuiti~ 
about methods of- liugation practice.* 

Nor did ths Bmokings explanation fix “bottom upv reform receive much 
development in the legislative process that followed. The statement 
itself was repeated or parapbrasad repeatedly in the speaches, testlmo- 
ny, and reports that accompsnied theCJRA” Witnesses seemad to 
mahetwoprimarypoiuts. Firs~atthelocalleveltherewasast4ueof 
knowledge that could be drawn upon to accomplish refnrm. Second, 
reform wae more likely to succeed if it was designed by those whom it 
would aflbct. 

zb 
What is i&rig&g about the Broohings report aud the original 

tk 

legislation is the illusion of local control. While purporting to treats a 
process of local option, virt&ly everythmg else about the original 

w 
recommendations wsa mandatory. scanning the list of Broohings 
rewmmendations makes the point succindg 

PRocED~REcoMMwD A!I!tONP 
I. Bydatute,directaUj%denddktrkt~todevdopandimpk- 

nwnt within tudve month a Tivil Juatia B&m Plan’ 
2. Zncludeineachdkt%tww-t%planasystmcofcasetmck&gor 

dijpv~wsema?wgame76t. 
3. Bquireineachdktri&trud&gsystem thewtttngofdy,/irm 

trial data at the outret ofall nonwmpks casea. 
4. Settimeguideltnes~rthewmpktionof-lyineach 

dktrid8tlwhing~atem. 

49. Bnn&inpStudy,aupnazb&4l,atl2. 
Mt. A3LidaMuBellialma~~aama corpom&~andiMuranm 

lntamtawho-tetllevariouaHarri8~andwhopaticipetedinthe 
BlUOkh@B~~Emes ahe4wdyappwredto~inauppoltoftbe~ 
lwampillgoffederal~procedure.= Liluiai3.MuBenix,Diamcayin~: !rhe 
~~of-Di6wouyw&fthe ConraclucneuIbruw-. 
46 SmN. L REV. 1323*1419 (1934). 

61. lheueampnbdverbatimfiwnthmghouttheB~Repolt. 
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6. Pennitineadbdktrid8planonly namwly cbuwn -good caud 

7. Pnnideineachdktrktwwi%planfbrneutrdevaluation 
pNXdUWcudmW&tQ~$Ch&idbQ?WarsCmancylane ntwl$?smea 
attheoutaetofallbuttheaimpkstof- 

8. Bequireineachdktri&planthataldwrkdrep~~of 
thepartk#withdeckionmakingautho~bpn?sentorawilablcby 
teLeph= m WY eakment wnfemwe. 

9. Shorten cw-rvnt service provkiona from 120 to 60 duya 
10. Rvvide in ccrch dktrkt% plan fir the regular publication of 

pt?ndiIlglbd&iddmOtk7bSd~p~. 
11. Enawvineachdktrkt’aplanthatmagktnWdonot~’-m 

ta&bwtpe+medbythejud@~y. Includemechanknwfir~ 
backlogsintheplanaof&trktwwtawithdg@kant~. 

The resulting legislation differed little in tons from the Broaginge 
recommendation. Each district was told it Shall implement” its plan, 
and each plan “shall in&de,” csrtain elements.= What Wowed in the 
legislation was an extremely d&ailed stnmture f6rcivilcasemanage- 
ment allowing for little daviation except perhaps in the Bzact spsciilca- 
tion of the litigation trachs and the time deadlines for litigation on those 
tracks. 

It is here, moreover, that the second flaw presentad itself, a flaw 
perhaps as much of process as of substance. Senator Biden, it appears, 
decided to pursue judicial reform without amsulting the judges.M The 
result we8 what one might have expected. Tarly effhangee between 
reprewntatives of the judiaiary and sponsors of the legislation can 0dY 
bedesc.&adas wrimonim~~.* Individual judges, and the Judicial 
Conference as a whole, rose up to oppose the legislationW 

The ultimate wsult of judicial oppositioq however, may well have 
done as much harm a6 good. The Judicial Conference, recognizing that 
the drumbeat of reform was going to overt&e it unless it did smnething, 
promptly convened a committee of judges to study the problem and 

62. sea auplu note 40. sea 5.2027. 
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present its own solution.” The plan finally approved by the Conference 
had very little substance in terms of speci2c steps that could or should 
be~t~addreescoetanddelay But,suprieinglg,theplandidhave 
as its cornerstone creation of individual advisory groups in each district 
that would help assess the docket and suggest =diEerent measures that 
mightbeimplementedtoreducecostanddelayandimprovecase 
mana@-mtprac&e&Lm Di&rictcourtswereinstsuctedto=carefaly 
conside?’ the advisory group reports, and to %nplement the recommen- 
dati02 that the court concludes would be tbasible and constructive 

* ‘k end result of this sometimes bitter dialogue between Congmss and 
the judiciary was legislation whose only result could be tremendous 
btdkanbtion of the civil rules. The idea of advisory groups and bottom 
up* refbml stayed ill.” The maIldam nature of the reforms, however, 
wae thrown olhm The advisory PUPS, largely composed of people 
with little or no rulemaking er&ence,wererequhdtobeactiveh 
each distri% suggestions were made as to what they should &, but the 
CJRA seems to require little beyond considera~ by the advisory 
groups. Thus, the groups were set off on their own, with little require- 
ment of uniform results. Review of the actual provisions of the Act 
indicde numerous aspects designed t.41 inhibit rather than further a 
coherent framework of civil practice. 

First, and perhaps most important, the CJRA may well permit 
deviation not only among districts, but also &om the broad &amework 
of the Federal Rules of Civil procedure, and fkom other provisions of the 
United States Code as well. There is a sharp dispute about whethar 
Conqyss intended such deviation. The General Counsel of the 
Al.mmd th Offiw hw talcen tht3 view that sti * b 
permitted only in very limited &cum&ances.” But Rot&or ‘Ibbias 
concludes that congress implicitly, and perhaps expmsslx empowered 
advisory groups to suggest, and districts to adopt, procedures that 

contravene provmm - - ns in the Federal Rules and the United States 
Codem ‘Jbbias quotes the United States District Court for the Eastern 
DietiictofTexaeaeetating,M‘~otheertentthattheFederalRuleeof 
civilProce!dureare~twiththisplan,themanhasprecedenee 
andis controlliag.‘” The issue awaits resolution in the courts and in 
thecircuitandjudicialcon&rencecommr ‘ttees that have review authority 

ihe General Cod of the AdmbMrative O&x appeared to accept 
deviation on discovery matters, concluding that the CJRA“eupands the 
civil rulea* in limit& areas such as discovery.= Brofessor Tobii 
targets other explicit dedation. The Eastern District of lhxas adopted 
an of&r of judgment provision inconsistent with Rule 68.w The 
Montana District is ass@ing cwesequallytoArticleIIIandmaghtra~ 
judges, with a time-limited opt-out provisio& in con&t with 28 U.S.C. 
Section 626(c)(2) (and perhaps with the Constitution).~ 

Infact,aaTobiaepointeout,manp~~areadopting~~that 
not only are inconsistent with the framework of federal practice, but 
seem not even expressly permitted by the CJRA itself? Eremples are 
deeply troubling. The Eastern District of ‘lbxas imposed a limit on 
contingency fees.w The Western District of Missouri adopted its own 
mandatory, non-binding ADR pmgram.u The Montana District set up 
a peer review committee to review litigation conduct of lawyers.” 
While the CJRA does permit adoption of *other futures,” at least some 
of the innovations conflict with statutory or constitutional principlean 

24AuIz.sT.LJ.1999.1417w92). 
68. Id 
69. Id at 141617. 
70. Id at 1420. 
Il. Id 
72. Id at Ml. 
73. 28 U.&C. 0 473&X6) (Supp. II 1990). 
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balanced and in&de attorneys and other persona who are representa- 
tiv~0f~0rcategorieeoflitiganteinsuehcourt....~’ Therewas 
no requirement of, or provision for, expertise in either rulemaking or 
social science skills each group would desperately nsed. bkeover, with 
the exception of the United States Attorney, no member was permitted 
to save for more than four years, eliminating any- hope of continuity. 

Third, the heart of the groups’ tash was entirely discretionary. The 
&i2O~gl-OUpW~requiredtol-tXO mmend measures to eliminate cost 
and delay, but nothing sped& was required in those plans. Bather, the 
legislation set out six principles that the plans %nay in&de.” To 
make matters worse, the legislation as adopted speci6caUy required that 
the advisory groups “shall take into accoxmt the particular weds aud 
cvcumetancaeofthedistrictcourt,litigantsineuchcourt,andthe 
litigzmts’ attOrneys.m This, quite obviously, is an invitation to 
diSUlliGOl.lllitJt 

Finally,theActcrsatesanillusionof~studJrandexperimenta- 
tionthatisjustthat-auill~on. lbreadtheActone@ssnideathat 
the CJRA is a carefuRy controlled study that commen C@3withlOCal 
projects and ends with comprehensive reporting on the projects that 
have worked, along with national direction from the Judicial Conference 
on the efktivewss of management techniques. The advisory groups 
and district courts are charged to initially and on a continuing basis 
assess the state of the docket.” The Judicial Conference is to review 
plans created by early implementation districts and may develop a model 
plan or plans.” Finally s&ion 479 of the CJRA mandated an 
elaborate process of information collection and reporting about the cost 
and delay plans.” 

The~~~withallthieisthattruee~can 
very Valuabl~requires accurate data collaction and reporting, control 
groups, and a basis for asseskgsuccessandfailure. TheCJRA 
provides for none of thka Advisory groups necessarily engaged in 
extremely mscientific studies of cost and delay as well as the state of 
the docket. There were no national questionnaires or studies. Much of 
the ‘kvidence” collected was anecdotal. As we discuss below, plsns 
varied widely, For most of the districts there were no control groups. 

74. 26 U.S.C. 4 5479(bX6) (Supp. ls92). 
75. Id p 472 
7%. Id 0 472&X2). 
77. Id. 0 472k). 
72 &c Civil Juhce Ftefbnn Act, Pub. L. No. 101.650, Title I, 0 102(c). 
79. 26 U.S.C. 0 47sw. 
80. seeinfmnotul15!2-56andMYnnpMying~~e4lerimentation 
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As the saying gws, agarbage in, garbage out.- The Judicial Coxrkence’s 
conclueionacaonothopetohaveanyrealvalue,becausethea~~are 
so unreliable. Expekents can yield important information, but not if 
they are designed improperly. 

Althlghthefiualresul~willbesometimeincomiag,everyearly 
indication is that the very fkgnentation in v one might have 
erpectdisowwrhlg. TheCJRAreq&edat3erkofreportsonthe 
variouspla~&xnthedi&rictcourts.” Thefhuxlreportonthe 
conhts of the various plans cbut not ye& obviously, on their o&ensible 
success or fhilure) is not due out until Ikember 1994. But many of the 
plans are available. Morewsr, the Judicial ConferencepreparedaModel 
Plan,aswellasdocumen tation about the plans in early implementation 
snd pilot disk&s. 

The~el~~ieparhapeagoodplacetoetart,foritisnota 
model plan at all. Rather, the Introduction tells us, ho single method 
of case management is suitable for all courta.~ For this reason, the 
M~Planappeareintheformofa~~“whichallowethecourteto 
S0lWtthepWVil3iOWlllOSt yipmsivetoeach~sneeds.~ What 
follows is perhaps best desu&ed as a smorgasbord, incl~numerous 
pmvieions~ngto~~aspectofthe~aswellae’anumberof 
lmique initiatives -byindividualcourtstoaddressspecial 
problem areas.“= Given the wids variety of chokes, even if distkts 
looked only to the Model Play thsre likely would be tramendous 
diVel%itJT 

Opporhmities for variance 
asp&ofcase 

srerifeintheModelPlan. Forahnostany 
~ttherearetwotofour=al- 

regerd to ADR programs alone, there are seven categmies of 2: 
ADR programs, each with several possible altsmatives.’ Under the 
“Ohio Northern~ alternative, Early Neutral Evahration (“ENE’? is upon 
motion of the court or parties. The rules govenGg evaluation under 
thatalt8mativenmalmostsixpagesinlength.” UndertheWaho~ 
alternative; ENE is upon consent of all parties.~ Under the *caliknia 
Southern” alternative, ElW is mandatory? Under the %nnsylvania 

81. 28 U.&C. 0 472. 
62. JuDIclALcoNFNEEN CZOFT5tJNlTEDspATlg.bfODELcIM.JIJSFEEE#'ENSBAND 

DELAY RBDlJCTION l'lJiN (Oct. 1992). 
62. Id 6llti~. 
64. Id 
65. Id 
66. Id at 62-82 
67. Id at52-57. 
66. Id at 57. 
69. Id at52 
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Eastern= alternative, arbitration is wmpulmry in many civil case8 in 
which over $loo,ooo il3 in contmverq.~ under the %aho* alternative, 
arbitration ie available upon consent of the parties?’ 

ofcourse,th8~ofthe88diatri~nam8daltemativ88r8veals 
thsttheModelPlanisnotamadelatall,buteimplyan~ti~~the 
balkakationthathasoccurmdintheEarlyImplementationDi8tricta 
(=EIDS-)underthecJRk ‘I’heJudicialGmkence apparently h~ 
l&uT&edwho~ytoth8id8aof~ttumup*refbrm,adopting 

Lr6ityaaitsplanforcivilprocedure. AlthoughtheModelPlan 
provid88 some amuuentary,byandlargeitleav~di&rictsfreetodo 
anythingtheylike,providinglittleg&dancea8towhatmightbe 
pt?fkYh~. 

Early reports on the CJRA suggest tzemendoua fkagmentation ia 
occur@. TheilnalreporkontheCJRAarenotyetout,butCoqresa 
required the Judicial Conference to rep& on the EIDa by June 1,1992. 
That report compmhekvely deeuibes the CJRA plans of thirty-four 
EIDs, roughly one-third of all the federal distri&.= The report 
demonstratea tremendous diversi~ in approa&ea to data-gathering and 
rulemaking, not to speak ofprac8durea thems8h83. Anyone wanting a 
compmhensive view of the fkgmentation ofcivil procedure will need to 
readthe8ntirerepo~withitsn umerous multi-cell charts collecting and 
tryingtoorganizeallthedifkentapproa&es. Butforataeteofthe 
situation, this part of the report, d8aling with Dif%8ntial caee 
Management VDCM?, may make the point succincU~ 

!hch Numbera. ‘ho of the twenty-six anu-ta that adopted DCM 
decidedllott8us8-~foroase managsment,a 

egtabliehedtraclD3ll~&omtwotosix. Tbreealld 
sixkacksy8temswemtbemostfiwom&repremntingeQbtande.even 
oftheml&ctcourb,~y. Fouranlrt8cllo6etwotracka,thrw 
clnlrt8cbo8efourtracks,euldtwocourt8chcs8live.= 

The Beport on EIDa demonstrated not juet interdi&ict div8rgenc8, 
but iutradistrkt divergence as well. For example, the Weetern District 
of Mi59ouri ha8 an %arly WWSSlWd program” fOr Civil 4X888.= The 
program’5sdeeignedt.oencouragepartiesto-theircaseatan 
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earlystage.“= Butnotallcasesareintheprogram. Oftaeeligible 
cases,onehthre8israndDmlyassigwdtoth8program;onehtblwie 
notpelmitt8dtous8theInogram;andhloneofthreecamsth8parties 
mayopt&.= Forcaeesinthe~ thepartie8mnstcholNJeon8of 
fimr ADR options (arbitratioq medmtmq early n8utral evaluation, or 
ma&strata judge settl-t conf6rewe 1-w IftJ.N3partiescamlotchoo8e, 
thechoic8ismadefimthem.w~ 

ItWouldbedifnculttosummariw thehgmentati8ntheCJRAis 
yielding. Perhaps,w~allisBaidanddone,apichveiswortha 
tilousandwords. Whatfollowi3,theqit3thechartumdtolmmmak8the 
St9t8Ofidf&iXViIlth8MiddleDietrictOf%lIMS88 Mlowing Qdoption” 
by the district court of the advisory group’e pLaaw Adoption ia set out 
inquotation8,forrea8onsthatth8ch8rtmakeaamplyelsat. The 
verticalaxieofth8chartre%ctak8yaspeckofthedistrktplan. The 
horizontalarislietsthej~inthedietrict(thelattartwocolumnsare 

therulesthatwillgovemtheirc8s843. It,ofcour88,ienotpubliShedin 
any fashitm available nationally. Need we say more? 
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CbsrtfmnJune23,19Q4,ClRAAssespmartMeeth~ 
DIPPERENCES IN CASE MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE3 
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B. The 1993 Civil Rules Amendments 

The judidary-or at least the Judicial Confbrenca and the Federal 
Rub hnmittees-w8igh8d iu on the question of reform with the 1663 
amedm8nt.g to the Federal Rules of Civil hcedur8. The most 

controversial of these amendments were the amendmenta to Rule 26, 
whichrequiremandatorg~~~bythepartieeof~information 
at the outset of litigation and without a dkcovery reque& Three 
Supreme Court Justices diesented ou the merita fkom the order 
tIBWmitt.ing the rubs to ~OII@‘WS.” A vigorous 8ffOl’t was made to 
kill these amemhe4nta in Congress,w* an effort that ulthately Gild 
more for scheduliug reason8 that anything else. 

The 1993 amendm8nta exaaxbate the problem with fragmentation of 
the federa rules. The amendm8nta generally are rife with provisioxw 
permittingdistrictcourtstoopt-outfiromthefederal~byl~~8 
ororderofthecourt. Opt-outp rovisions~toavarietyofNlesboth 
minor and sign&ant, ranging fhn the %I& and confe? requirement 
of Rule 26@ to mwlihation of the newly pretnunptive number of 
interrogatoties or depositions permitted under the ruleam 

We are unaware, prior to the adoption of the Rule 26 amendment+s, of 
any other such pmvieione permitting districta to opt-out of federal rules. 
There have been rub-Rule 16 come8 notably to mind-that left certain 
procedures to th8 discretion of th8 district collrt.~ Moreover, for 
better or for worse, local district8 might adopt their own general rule8 
regarding such discretiouary features. But no rule we can pinpoint 
SilXl&’ gaVe did&t COUl-tS th8 Option Of i@Orine; th8 ITIle.* 

The history of th8 new mandatory disclosure l7d8, Rule 26(a), 
high&#& more than any other deep problema with the r&makhg 
proceasandth8resultantbalkauhtionofthefederalrules. Whenthe 
mandattxy disclosure rule was pmposed in August of 1391, it rau into 
agaleofcriticismfromthebenchandbar.Inadditiontoattacldngthe 
ruleonthemerite,criticsaguedthatwidegpreadchangeofthienatute 

100. scS1~S.ct~l~5ealir.J.,~,jainedbyJ~Thorrrrm~soukr~ 
@-bedngfromt ’ . of den); Id at 575 (Aat of Jutice White expmaing 
CWlOWll~~procau). 

101. See l?hwh Down Rum HLWX Rule C~WQW, CON~NUSSIONAL ~&UTSBLY 
WNEIUY Rmom, Nov. 6,lSBS at 5067. 

102. Sa,yl.,FEn.BClv.P.26(d)(~tothe~othraniw~pnlabdoa 
direcbdby~mloealru14...3;aooordRD.RCrv.P.2B(aX4);26(b);26(d). 

10s. FED. B av. P. 16. 
104. &t?LaoranK~Af~-aIuiLomlAb~ In&wrchof 
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WaS iIlt%~~rt@&f3 given the experimentation encouraged under the 
CJRA In their CJRA planS, Several diStrict4l had pr8viouSly adoptlxl 
Borne fOllll Of nU.IldatOry diS&Sure requirement. R4?Spondin6 to these 
criticisms, th8AdviMlyCommitt8eini~ywithdrewthepro~ only 
to rehsert it at the la& moment albeit with Some SubStantive q. 
The kbisory cammittee Notee indicate that the canmittes felt that to 
waitforth8re43ultSofth8CJR4 eqMmentation p8riod would d8layt.h~ 
reforms too long-another five years.- 

InanodtotheCJRA,however,theAdvisoryCommitteediddecideto 
permit courta by local rule or order of the court to opt out of the 
mandatmy disclosure proviSionS in Who18 or in part.’ In eSSence, the 
result is a national &andard fkom which courts may optout, rat&r than 
the CJRATs approach of inviting courts to opt-in if they chcnxe. The 
mandatory disclosure provkion was voted down in the House of 
Representatives, and the Committee Report 8spreSSeS a preference for 
thelatterapproach.~ AawillbeotiouSinamomen~thkmaybea 
distinction without a diEerenc8 from the perspective of uniformi* 

Theadoptionofthemandat.orydMo~urerul8~ demonStratenumerouS 
problems with th8 rdemaking process in gene&. a. Perhaps the moSt 
perVasiveis,again,theSadStateOfWhatseamStobeacCepted~ 
experimentation. The AdviSory Committea Notes appear to rely upon 

4 
%h8 expsrience DfdiStl-iCt CDUI-tS that haV8 I’8&-8d diSdOSUl’8 Of SOm8 

GJ 
of this inkmation . . .,I) and the %u more limited, 8xperience of the few 
state and federal courts that have required pr8dkovery exchaqe of 

00 core information such as is contemplated . . .” by the new rule.” In 
his dissent, Justice Scalia chided the AdviSory Committee for not 
awaiting more detail8d Study.m SotoodidtheCommitt8eReport 
from the Howe of Repr8SentativeS.” But in the latter ca~8, at lsaet, 
thefurther&udywaetobeprovidedbyth8pmcssSofCJRAexperimen- 
tatioq a procetw that we ah-eady have seen is Somewhat leee thau 
scienti5c. One may comfortably add to this probl8m with 3un-k science= 
acertainhub~onthepartofthoS8involvediutherulemagingprocege, 
who displayed an odd eagern8SS to achieve reform at any co&., and over 
vast 0ppDsition. 

106. ~.RCnr.P.26(U(l)~~~~noter(l~Amendmenh). SeeLinda 
S.M~Diuobwyin~: ThcPmwivcMythof- . Di8amyAbuwand 
*c--F-= ~u?&hmded~,.%rAN.L~.1666,1b(l664~ 
e-chwhg~uretoamductetudy~dwngingdkawerynlle). 

106. FED. IL Clv. P. aeclX1~. adholy cxBIm&h note0 w66 -1. 
107. See H. B B. No. 106-619,106d Chg., M &as., at 6 (l663). 
106. FJED.RCxv.P.26advimrycommittedr~(l666~~. 
106. 119 s. Ct. at 66, 
110. Ii. B I(lrp. No. 103-319 at 5. 
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The~~toftberulemakingprocesSienothingthatCaaeeriouayba 
calkdaruleatall. OnMar&1,1994theFederalJudicialCent8r 
released a compilation of fgdera di&rict court practice ragarding the 
mandatory disclosure provisions of Rule 26.” The rem&a of the 
compilation de@ easy Summary b0UUNWSO~~ditttliCtCOurte~ 
doing So many difkmnt things. The compilation itself includ8S a 5ve- 
pagetable&owingthepractk3ofthedi&ictcourta,withtbiSatt8mpt 
at tallying: 

NatnreoftheCourt’~Ibponme 
COlRt8WhoeedC9ddOMan,~d 

wbereFRCP!Wa)isinaf&ct 
COUt8Whosed&SiOMSlW6Mland 
wbereFTEP!Z6(a)hnotine&ct 
(aX1) only ie not in e&et 

C!OlUtSWlXWd84SWS8?86MlWld 
whereFRCP%3(a)ianotine5bctbut 
that have other prwbdoMhdieeloeure 

Tbeindividualjudgeiaexplicitly 
give authority to require dkkwure 

I.oednlleeortbecJRAplaureqoire 
diselestlre 

C!4XUb?Whaeadeciaions~~ 
FRCF26(a)provisionallyianotineffect 

(a)(l) only is provisitmalJy not in ei%ct 
LQeallv@ir8men~areillplaca 

(aX1)-(3) are pnhbdly not in ef%ct 
Localrequiramenteareillplaea 
FRCP25(a)prcd&m@inh~ 

NrunberCbfcolup 

32 

6 
4 

21 

13 

8 
30 
25 
12 
6 

13 
2 
5” 

ThereportStategthat~~ofthefiReenlargestdiefricts,aemeaeured 
by number of judge&+, are fully implementing Rule 26(aLsru 

ofcourS8,countingth8px%ctic8SofdietrictethemSelveSminimirrnathe 
8xt8ntofdiverSity. InmanyofthediStIMS,thedeeiaionwhe~to 
engag8inmandatorydkoveryisl8fttoindividualjudg8S,andjudgea 
are likely to have practicea stmmg out on a continuum. Mor8ov8r, 
dietricte(aadindividualjudges~may,anddo,picLandchooeeamongthe 
vadous new provisions of Rule 26. 

Theresultieahodgepodee,one~wwhichitie~~ttoeeethe 
bedits. !l!he diversity ofpractiw is troubw, because disamry moSt 
assuredly is a practice that a&&a Substantive righta and litigation 

111. See 1664 U.&S.C.AN. No& 10&d Chg., 2d &am.. at 190. 
1P. Id at 6l36-66. 
ll6. Id. at6l66. 
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outcome43. Undoubtedlly, if the relevant information i13 availabl8, th8re 
will be forum and judge shopping based upon the divers0 appkation of 
th8 Riles. Moreever, there is no ssrious argum8nt that exp8rim0ntation 
justifiesthis0razyquil~f0rth8natur0oftheaxexise 
canflicting and lmscienti5c reeulta. 

PWmisWhighlY 

C. Why the lhd to Lixalism? 

No single factor accoullte fix the increased reliance on local decisions 
concerning procedural rules. Above all, concern with managmg the 
enormous cB881oads of the district courts has led to calls for pro&m-al 
dorm and the ena0tm8nt of local rules throu&out the country Iu 
1976, for example, 117,320 new civil cases were f&d in federal 
~urta,~’ and 230,509 new civil cases were 6led in 1992.- 

Thegrowthinthecaeeloadeanbedealtwithinonlythreepossible 
ways. Cne would be to in0rease 
hasbeensomeincreaw 

the number of judges. Although th81-0 
inth8siz8ofthefederalben~theresultstiR 

hasbeenasubstantialhmr8ase 
judga.u6 
judge;” 

In 1975, app 
inth8numb8rof0ivilcasesfil8dper 

roximat0ly 293 0asW were aunm8nWd per 
now it is about 355 cas8s per judge.m There is no indica- 

tion that Congress is prepared to 0reate enough new jm@s to deal with 

? 
the increased volume of cases in fedsral courtam 

Asecondwaytodealwith~egrowingeaeeloadieforCo~to 
curtail some aspects of federal jurisdiction. For example, a few years 
age Congress increased the jurisdictional amount in diversity cases &om 
in excess of $lO,OOO to in 8xcess of $50,000.‘po The Federal Court 
study co mmission propos8d other ways of dWreasm3 theWWloadill 
fed8ral courts, in0ludin6 abolishing d&r& jurisdi0tion.n’ Again 

114.l!377AludBepQrtoftha-oftha~~sdofuti~ 
Statea comtr, tabIa 11, at 166 (1677). 

1l6.1662AnnualRnportofthe~ofthe~~o6iwoftheUti~ 
stabcomw,tabbc,atAl46m66). 

116. Se W- W. S&warzw . . aBn66onRwb6aler*onth6F-nofth6 
- ofCivil and criminal JiuGce, 25 STElSON L REV. 661.696 (1664). 

117. 1677AMudRepoltdtha-oftha~tive~oftheUti~ 
stat%scantr.tabla15,at266(1977). 

ll6. 1962AnuualRepatof~-oftheM * -. TtiveolEeoftheUDited 
Staten c!alr& table 5, at 7 (lsss~. 

lls. Irlcmbgtltenlrmknoff646wIjmIge6iewn~withsome~ . . 6tlb6malD toapeatinaeam in&esizeofthafkdaraIjudicimy. Fora 
lwi6nvoftb6nwgmwnt6666Erain~ * ky&LanyKram4r,~theRok0f 
the Frdrml f.hrta, 1966 B.Y.U. L REV, 67 (Isso). 

120. 26 U.&C. 4 l3s2 (1966 alwdmmt). 
121. &DICIAl, t&4FBWNCF. OF TEE UN’YIPD FATES, -ST OF TES FkWt8AL &TJNT 

sTDDYl3mmTlm 14 m66). 
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although there have been some &orts in this regard, major rsdu0tions 
in the e.cope of fd8ral jwkdktion are unlikely. 

That hV8S th8 fbd altarnative: managerial ldOllllS. hOWdUd 
rulegarechangedto~to~wurtemore~~tandbe~ableto 
handl8the0rushofth8irWWloads. For example, the local rules 
diwuwed above that enwurage settlements and require, or at least 
promote, the us8 of ADR are efforts to free up judi0ial r8sourWs. The 
civilJustice~~Actrequiredeachdistricttodeviseplanafmbetter 
case management and thus fost8red this trend towards 10cahsm.m 
Iacalruleearemucheaeiertochangeandtoadoptthanarerevisions 
in the Federal Rules of Civil Fnxedur8. Thus, as distrkts perceived a 
need for additional reforms to make pro~dures more efficient they 
&urged their local rules and adopted new rules to over mat&s that 
previously had b8en umQpllat0d. 

Attheaametime,thelac]pofwneensueastOhowtOd~withtheriee 
iIt the federal Courts’ caseload also is responsible for the greater 
diverg8nW am0113 distri0ts. Allowing individual distrkts to opt-out of 
the new v8rsion of Rule 26 was a political wmpromise in response t0 
stmng opposition to the dis0losure provisions. LihewiW p8rnrittin3 
individual distrkts to implement various discovery rules i5e0ta a la& 
of national agre8ment and a wmpromise to allow ths matter to be 
handled locally. There is a widespread sense of dis~very abuse, but no 
agreement as t0 how t0 WlV8 the problem. The muk, e?Sp~idy afh 
allowing distri0ta to opt-out of new Rule 26, is enormous divergenc8 in 
discovery pnxedur0s across the country. 

Anowing matters to be resolved at th8 local 18-d also has a political 
bene5t for decisionmak8mz they cau duck deciding a hard qu8stion by 
leaving it to local rules to handle. EspeciaRy in highly controversial 
areas where any particular solution is likly to produce intens0 
disagreement, local rules allow the Judkial Conferenw t0 propoee 
solutions, but not enwunter political heat because the actual chokes are 
made at the local level. 

A ~nse of federalism or more pre&ely, localism, also explains the 
im8at3ing ltwk of unif0rmity. Although all federal courts are part of the 
same federal judicial system, there is a view that solutions are often best 
arrivedatlo0ally. Inpart,thisisbasedonas8nsathatlocalparti0ipa- 
tion will produce- more satisfaction with the rules and therefore make 
them easier to implement. In part, too, there is a view that problems 
andn~varyacrosathewuntryandthatl~~W~beetbe 
tailored to local wnWms. 
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Finallxthehndt.owardalocalrulesis emcerbati by the relatively 
minimal we+bt by federal courta of appeah. The courta of appe& 
and the Jud~cml Conkence, have the authority to over&e the lo& 
rules. Ye~thisisveqyrarelydone. Chrtofappealsjudgeaeesmto 
deferto~~courtjudgeaaetomattereofprocedureinthedistrict 
FIX+. T+courtsofappeaheeemmu&more~toaceept 
dlS-f~b=43dietrictetbantoinvalidatelocalrules. 

All of the pregeuregpusbinonedirection evermoremat&? 
coveredinlocalruleaandevermoredivergenceamongdihictaintheir 
ruleeofprocedure. Belowwearguethistreudshouldberev~ 

III. THE CASE FOB uNlFoRbfrlY 
A primary juetifkation for adopting the Federal Rulea of Civil 

FhCdUl=WaStOincreeee 
courts 84088 the country. 

theunsormi~inproceduralrulesinfederal 
Prior to the adoption of the Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure, a federal distrkt court was supposed to follow the 
procedural rules for state courta in that atatem Rules’thu~ varied 
enormously among federal courta as state law de&mined the federal 
courts’ procedural rules. In n3sponae to an enormou8 disparity among 
federal courta in procedureq the Federal Rules were adopted with “the 
very purpose . . . of providiug for a single uniform system of pro03 

But more thau a half century after the adoption of the Federal Rules 
if3u.nifiitystillavalueworthaeekhg? Aretheregreaterbenefita~ 
allowing diversity in the prccedural rules among the federal districta? 
Iu.addying these questiona, initially we consider the benefita of 
umforuuty that are 
is deacrhd above. 

compromhd or ht. with the trend to localism that 
Then,wereqondtotheclaimedbenefitt3of 

localism--euchaalocaleustoms,differanceeindoaets,and~~~- 
tion-andaguethatthesearehgelyihsoryanddonotjuatifgthe 
cumnt trend away hm unifbrmiity. 

A. TheBenefiaofU~imFedeml~ 
Prior to the adoption of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure the 

conformity Act of 1872= required tbat federal courta conform t6 the 
Procdual l-de8 of the state courts.~ Speci5call~ the Conformi~ Act 
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lwqdredtbat 

thepraetice,plsading;e,andfonnsandmodeeofproceedineineivil 
cauaeaotberthallequityoradmiralty~,~eon(mm,as~~ 
maybe,totbepraeticqpleadings,d~d~d~~ 
Blirrtingattlletimeinlikecallae4lillthecourtaoldhthestata 
WithillWhiChSUCbdi&iCtWUItS~~” 

The result, by dehition, was au enormous divergenm of procedure in 
fedaral courts. There was =great dhmifihmi~ in practice among the 
federal court+ which varied widely &om the archaic to the relatively 
moderq depending on the varying practice among the atate~.“~ 

There ie thue no doubt that the creation of the Federal Rulea of Civil 
procedurewas~ti~~inpart,bythedegireforuoiformp~~ 
in the federal courts.ll” The justiscationa for uuiformity in the 19306 
are still powerful today.- ~todayfewq,uestionthevalueof 
unifbrmity. Ifasked whethertheFederalR& shouldbe abolihedaud 
replaceaentinelJIbylocal~,itiesafetoeaythatvirhtallynoj~ 
or attorney would make that choice. The trend towarda l- III 
paradoxical because it coexista with a strong ConsensuE that umform 
procedural rule6 are de&able. 

There are many commody accepted values to uniformity. First, 
unifcrm fbderal rule8 are more fair to litiganta. When rules vary among 
districts, the costs of litigating can vary enormously. For ~ple, 
dish-i&a with strict limita on discovery might be much less expsnsrve to 
litigate in fhan diskicta without limits on discovery. The outcome of 
cases can depend not on the merits, but on the district and its procedur- 
alrules. Thereaultofacseemightbedifferentinadistrictwhich 
preseureeeettlsmentapdtheuseofADRcomparedwithonethatdoee 
not. Itseemsulsrthatthereaultinfederalcourtsmightturnon 
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indevisingits~lawclso~~aetheyarenot~~~twiththe 
Constitution and federal laws. A uuWquenceofthi8isthattherewiR 
~diaparity~the~~~~~~~ss~~~dp~- 
But the federal courts are supposed to be a eiugle sgstam. Within that 
system it ia unfair fbr the outcome to depend on the accident of location. 

Second, uniformity is de&able to avoid forum shoppiug The more 
local rulea cover important matters and the more that such rules vary 
the greater the amount of likely forum shopping. For instance if oni district has a requirement for mandatory ADR and another d&, not 
lawysra~ligelg,*ttimes,tOchoosewhereta~ebasedontheird~ 
to have or to avoid euch me&anh~ Similarly a lawyer’s desire to 
have or to avoid the mandatory d&closure provieiom of the new 
discovery rules will aflbct, and perhap determine, where the case ia 
filed. 

The. respouse to this its to question whether forum shopping is 
undesirable. The presumption in many area8 ofpr~cedural law is that 
forum shopping is something to be avoided. For example the laudmark 
case of Erie Riaild R Tbmpki~,yl which held that a&e law &ould 
beusedindiversitpcasea,wasbased,inlagepart,onadesireto 
decrease forum shop~ing.~ Yet, what ia undesirable about litiganta 

b 
selecting the fbrum where they believe that they have the best chance 

h 

of mxcdhg? Grtainly, litiganta choose whether to 61e a cram in 
federal or state court partly baaed on an 
the pate& chance of prevailing 

amaament of where they have 
4 Gkewise, a Wgant might choose to 

ille m one state or another, or in one district or another based on au 
amemment of the judge8 in each jurisdiction and their likely views on 
the iseues at stake. 

P~~~thedielikeoffo~ehoppingiebasedonani;lchoatesense 
that it is wrung to have resulta turn on the choice of forum. But put in 
this ye, the opposition to forum ahopping seema to armrune a degree of 
fun&htyamongjudgeeandadegreeofformalismthatieumeah&ic 
and ainlply wrong. 

The opposition to forum shopping might be the sense that it is unfair 
tlyt resulta vary depending on geography within the federal syutem 
Thm, of course, means that the forum shopping argument ia just another 
way of expressiug the ihimesa claim discus4 above. 

There ah is an efficiency-based reason for wanting to discourage 
fOrUrn shopping. The more the two sidea in a laweuit see the cost8 or 
outcomedepending~thediatrictwherethecaseielitigated,themore 
therewillbef3ghtsowrvenueandjurisdi~m. Unifbrmityinprocedur- 

la. 304u.8.64~1958x 
192. SO~F.~~~O~,~C~S(ISS@. 
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-_ ~~ 
&meases the aits of litigation. 

Lawyers increasingly pm&ice in a nationwide market for legal 
8fsvkes. Suchnatio~isg~odinthat itincreaaerrthecompetition 
among lawyers and allowe more speeialiration. 

!l%egreaterthe 

divergencs among local rules, the harder it is for the out-ofstate 
at&ney to practice in a ditferent juriediction. AlthOU& Such localiem 
mightbeaboosttathelacalbar,itisthetypeof~~tis 
ukimately inacient. In California, a plaintiff in Sau Diego should not 
beencouragedtoehooseaSanDiegoattmneyW~0~ftomLwAngel~ 
or San Franciscc simply because the San Diego attorney bnowe the local 
rules better than the other lam. 

B. The Supposed Benefits of Lad Rules 

Despite what we believe are good argumenti a&+at a fragmented 
sJrstem0floeal~~,therearethosewboargnethatlocalRllea~e 
~purposes. Intbissectionweaddreasthepriniaryargumen~in 
favor offs rules. Our conchrsion is that there are very few lnstancee 
in which local rules are necessary or appropriate. Further, we con~ude 
that, there &odd be a central system for reviewing propoeed local *, 
inordertoensurethatalocalruleie~ andfurthersapurpoee 
th3t0~imigh8thedhadvantagesofrule~nta~~ 

1. LocalCustom Cneoftheargumen ta advanced most wtiy 

in favor of local rules is ‘local custom.” The argument y to have two 
~t&phces&s~thatcod%i0llS~~indiffetentdistncts~ 

different ml&, and second, that local actore simply are camilnr with 
doing things a certain way. For example, just two yeam after the 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure were adopted, a conmu- of detract 
jut&a charged to study local rulee c~pcIuded that “vary& local 
ct&itdS ma& ‘abSolute unifonn~ in the local rule6 Of the diehict 

1 courts... impracticab'B and h&visable.‘“~ 

h To~e~tthattheargument~onlocaleuetom,itsSeme~be 
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atbinergumentindeed. StephenFlandessesplainsthatthepracticeof 
lawisapecfictoajurisdictionYina~~ofinpmfeegione 
euchaemedic&orAnm’naer;nrr.‘~ Hegcesontosay,Vaderal 
j~,fortbemostpart,areprodpcteofthelacationetheyserrre.u6 
Diversity is a neceeeityinfederalanlrtt3eothattheycanreepondnot 
onlytolocaleqectationsandpract&butaleotospecificinetit&nal 
demands.*- Putthgtheverylastpieceasideforamomen~this 
eouadsagooddealmorelikean~~nofwhyloealnJesdo~ 
than why they ehould. Undoubtedly it ie convenient for locales to have 
ruleethatreflectlocalpractb2,partMar1ytotheextentthatlocal 
pracGe~meane%he8ameaepractic8inthe8tatecourta.~ Thisvery 
argmenh however, was rejected when the federal rulea were adopted. 
One of the primary arguments in favor of the Conformity Act was that 
itwouldbeeasierforpractionersinalocaletohavetolsarnonlyMeeet 
of rules. The federal rules were adopted despite this plea, however, 
lsrgelybecauseitwaa~ltthataeyetemofnstionalcourteshouldrun 
under lmifbrm rub. 
local lmiformity.m 

Ill other words, national lllsrmiw won out wer 

Whatmadeeensein1938makesevenmoreeeneet4xlay. While iti. 
c&ably correct that much of the practice of law for many practioners 
islocal,ittaleoisethatinueasinglythepradiceoflawiecroseing 
not only state but national boundaries.~ The premise of the federal 

b courts is that they reflect one court system doing the nation’s bueinesa. 

i 
Permitting a profi&on of local rule8 for the simple reason that local 

P 
practioners are familiar with them inappropriately dieadvautagee 
litigants and their coup881 cm.ning fkom out of state. Abeent some better 
~~itisine~~teimplytoargueiafavoroflocalrulee~rno 
otherreasonthanthatlocaleliketodothingeacertainway. 

The ergumnt takes on a bit more force when proponents of localism 
eeektojustifylocalruleaonthegroundthatLocalconditione~, 
requiring@dif%renteetofprocedures. ThiemaybewhatNandelY3ia 
getting at when he d&mseea “speci&c institutional demande,“ug and 
itcertainlJriswhatthefiamareofthecJRAhadinmindwhenthey 

:134. stemn~,RuklinFFsdmJDirtrid.cowt&.v~~ 
0rZnfbmafbnt 14LoY. LA. L REV. 215.262(1981). 

advocated “bottom up” refimn. Begin&g with the Brcokinga Institute 
study there was recognition that *our recommeudations take account of 
thediversityofcaseloada andtypeaoflitigatiollacrces-tt;ederal 
jurisdictions.g~ DocketemaydiE&eig&Wutlyindi&ictsduetoa 
hemycaseloadofcrimidcases,oraconcentrationofproductsliabili~ 
caswEnlchasasbestcsorbreastimplan~. 

Whiletheargumentforlocalrule “gbeeedupondivemityhae 
some~~appsalitdoegnotholdupwell~closescsutiny. 
Aswestressabwe,procedureaffecte e&tancqthewaytheruleswork 
aEe&5olltcomee. 1tmaywellbethatcertaindietrictearelaboringunder 
numerous crimhal cases, and so it ie more convenient to change the way 
civilcaeeaarehandledinordertofreeupjudicialtime. Ruraldistricte 
mayaimplyhaveamallereaseloada~iteaeiertodsalwiththe 
docket without eubetantial reform. But deepite these f&tore, we are 
tmubledbytheanewerbeingtocbangethepmcedureinaJasaofcaees 
toacmmodat8others. Whilethiemigh~witbinadiatr&eeeman 
appropriate approa& acroee diet&t liue6 it eervee to ruacerbate 
tmhimew. The auswer to werbm should come &om Congress, 
eitherintheformofnewjudgeehipeorcurtaiMjurMi&ion. Conc8dedly 
congreesionalrefo~haabeenslowincominginthepaet,butiteeems 
todolittlegocdtoteketheheatoffbydevelopingaepecialaaeembly 
lineforgeneralcivilEaaesthatmuetbe~~expeditioualyto~ 
way for other caees. 

Indeed, the closer one looks the more doubtful the argument becomee. 
The advocates of local choice based on local custom or diver&y 
d-My do not offer numerous examples of pBcB%BBrJT diversity ill 
local rules. More ofteq the argumentieetatedatahighdegreeof 
generality. when ezunples are giveq however, the pra&ice of 
fragmentation appears even odder. For example, Professor Cavanagh 
suggeststhat’haiautiae”t3uchas~limitt3~filiagaudresponding 
tomotione,tbeformandcontentdbriefe,theeontentaffinalpretrial 
orders, and whether the court will entertain oral argument on motione,’ 
ienottheetu.tToffadaralrulee,end%yandlarge.~..tumon local 
custom.“141 As long ago as the Kuox Commit& Report, local rulea 
wereeeenaaneceesary regarding%aleaofadmiseionofattomeysto 
practice,‘calendaring motione, and a&gnment of caiie4 for trial.“1c4 

It ia readily apparent that many of theee Qinutiae? have the ability 
substantially to aSect rights, and virtually none of the items ia such that 

140. Bro&hgNstu&ubpmMt041,at1l. 
141. ca-~~lunot811,at721. 
142.mFoltrlbTmJuDx~co~cBo?TEEm~ oNLocN.Dlslmcr 

COURT RULSS m (1940) at 7-e. qrlofed in subris 8upIu note 1 at ao17. 
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local rules are required. The availability of oral argumenk or the time 
available to file motion8 are gofxl examplea of rules that can a&ct an 
outcome. The very diverse practices of the federal circuit courte with 
regardtooralagumentaretroubling. oral 
it is not; there ought to be some conceneua. 

argument is important or 

ora_t ayynent doee not vary by circuit. surely the importance of 

Bmilar~ rules that treat 5iinutiaev am not (eimply for this reason) 
appropriate for local variance. We discusa below the problem of whether 
andwhen1ocalRlIeeareneceseargto~theintersticeeofthefederal 
rule. Answers may differ depending upon ckcm&ancee. But the need 
fqrasetpfleesweightyrulegienotanargumentthatthoeerulegbe 
Merent m every jurkdiction of the country. 
rules that they are numerous and multiply. 

It is the nature of such 

process is that rule8 become the panacea 
A danger of the rulemaking 

for every problem. While this 
problem muet be addrese4, it will not help matters to have the problem 
addressed in every distrkt. !his will only contribute to delay cost, and 
lmfGrness to out-of*ct litigante. 

2% Information and ManagemeaL Some local rules are juetiiied 
as essentially housekeeping matters. For example, some local rules 
‘kimply provide0 mundane information for lawyers about how where 
end when the court operatee.“‘4 Stephen Flandere ofTera &is as : 
primary and important function of local rulee. He citea as examplea the 
hours of the clerks o%ke, and rules about case aesignment.‘” 

Another category of rules that Flanders co~oine are rules relating to manage- 
ment, rules that are %aeential tools in implementing court policy in . . admmmtmtive matiars.wl~ %Mterssuchasdekminingthebabm~ 
between ‘free press’ and ‘fair trial’ concerne, d&is&g caeee for failure 
to prosecute and interrogating jurura after verdict all involve regulation 
of the conduct of lawyere, and are clearly within a court’s discs 
tiOrL’” Simply pointiq to housekeeping purposee doe8 not truIy 
justify local rules, however, as a distinction between Flaudere’ categories 
makes clear. The first category-rules that simply inform-ere 
unobjectionable, precisely because they are not rules. If they merely $form, but do not require anything of lawyers, then the provision of 
lnformaton is commendable. The only question is whether the 

1%. Elad8as,8upmllota 127, at292. 
144. Id. at 2824.3. 
1%. Id at218. 
1%. Id at 218.19. 
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inkmation needs to be packaged as a %ile.*‘14’ 
!lb the extent that the local rules require conduct of lawyers, however, 

these rules-b8 they for ‘admini&ative matters: went,” or 

what8ver43till are going to implicat8 the concerns we discuse above. 

evident example of Mr. Flandere’ own ie “dismissing caee~ for fail- to 
DlVMCUb. a~* These rulea are rules, and approp riately ere covered in 

3. Interetitial RuIem. Many rules are justified on the ground they 
are interstitial. ORen-times this is explicit, as when Profwr Cavanagh 
explains that local rules are beneficial when they “fill in the gape left by 
national rllles.““~ other times interstitial ruley are explaimf fis being 
within the distxict wurtk di8cretionrW authonty.‘w Inter&~ rule8 
prove to be a diEcult topic, though lee6 so after some ground 18 cleared 
away. 

First, it comea as at least some surpriee tbat there ia a debate about 
whether local rules in wnflict with federal rules should be permitted- 
Rule 83 explicitly prohibits this, and for what would seem to k good 
reason ldl What after all, is the point of having a nationel rule lf local 
d&rick may de&ate at will? Nonetheless, both the CJRA end the 1993 
Amendments appear to contemplate local rules inwnSiSt+ *th 
national standards. The CJRA is unclear as to this, but many dstncta 
have adopted plane inwnsistent with the federal rules. The 19pS 
Amendmente have an explicit opt-out provision, 80 in a sense local choly 
is not %.xon&atentT with the federal rule. In either event the trend u3 
a bad one, and probably results from an inability to reach wnceneue on 
the national level 

Second, the field of interetiti8.l rule8 is-or ought to be- markedly 
smaller than the ugapsm in the federal rulea. One interpretation Of 

161. see FED. R Cw. P. 8s. 
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interstitial rulea might allow for any rule not 5at out contradicted by the 
federal rulea. This, however, ia too broad a definition. For example, the 
federal rules, until recently,& no limita on interrogatories or depoai- 
tione. By local rule, however, limits were set in Borne dhtrich This 
typeoflocalruleetrilcesu8al3toofUdamen tallydi&rentinpolicyfrom 
thefNleralrlllef3tobetakenaa%t&$r&ithl.” Interstitialruleaouglltto 
bethoeethateitbarfillinthelocalruleew~widediscretionis 
granted, or clear up something left unclear by the national rules. An 
example might be a local rule setting out the pmcadure for draft& a 
Rule 16 order. Rules of broader scope than this might also be appropri- 
ate, but they should be seen for what they are: an attempt to formulate 
important new policy. As au4 ye deal with them below in the section 
on experimentation. 

With these understand in mind, we take the general position that 
altbougb there might be some narrow compass for i&en3titial local rules, 
such rules atill should be the exception. Indeed, we believe that such 
rulea never should be permithd to take e&ct without central approval. 
While this poaition no doubt will be controvemial, it rests on well- 
reasoned views about the appropriate level of case management. 

Inourview,localrulasaretheleaetoptimalofpoeeiblecase~ 
ment techniques, and result moat oft8n from fm inabS@ or unwilliug- 
neastomakecase management decisions at the optimal level. Much 
rdemaking ia simply seen as beneath the dignity of a national rule or 

? 

rulemaking body. On the otber ban& it ishAhersome for a district 
judge to have to make decisions on a case-by-case basis. But the result 
is decisionmaking at a levehalculated to be least ef5cient. 

lbke tbe &equentIy offered example of establifhing page limit.43 on 
brief, or other mattera about the form and contents of briefb. Whether 
theruleshouldbenatio~oreaee-by-casemaydependuponthetypeof 
brief at stake, but there i.e little apparent beue5t to a local rule. The 
circuit courta have their own elaborate rules about contenta ofbrih and 
page limits. -The reason for this local choice is unclear, however. 
Appyllatebriefkareaimilar,andvarylittle5mmeaaetocaaeintb& 
partrculara . Tbat ia why circllibwide rules ml5ice, with exception8 
granted by motion. Yet, there is no reason for rules to d&r circuit by 
circuit either. Tbie creikea inefficiancy, expense, and unfairness, all to 
no appreciable end. Auother example is presumptive discovery limits. 
It seems diEcult to avoid the conclusion that iflimiti are de&able they 
ought to be set on a case-by-e ba& Every case is diffhent. Some 
caeea may pro5t thm no interrogatorlea ezept the most basic, and a 
long aeriea of depositions. 
Philliiff~bE! 

In other cases a deposition of anyone but the 
u~ece~s(~ly. Butdisthctcourtsarelookingto5nda 

way to avoid the dii%culty of managhg discovm on a case-by- basis. 
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Thus, they draft local rules in the hope the rules will solve the problem. 
Lmcalzulesarea pmausteanbedlikelyto&it3fynoone. 

Particularlyinlightofoutdiscueeionaboutlocalcuetom,it~~dbe 
clearthatraralyifeverehouldaruletunonconditioneuniquetoa 
distht. Ifaruleieneededitienottootrivlalt0bepromulgati 
nationally. Ifaruleienotneeded,itisnotneeded. Bythesametoken, 
caaesaredifferent.andrequirediff~tited management. By this we 
donotmeantracging,whichisjustan~-5~ruleofiteown. We 
meanthatmoeteaeeerequirethecarefulattentionofadistrictjudge. 
Judges may not like this .$a&. But it will not solve anytbhg to 
prom-t8 one 8iz8 fits all rules to 13ubstitute for individualized c888 
management. 

Having said all this, we concede there may well be examples of rulea 
that are necessary and appropriate at the local level. We would uot seek 
torulethemoutentirely. Butbytheaametoken,wetbinkit~tial 
toeetabliehamechaaiambywhichlocalruleeareteetedbyeomeenti~ 
otherthanthelocaljudgeawhothvortherule. Weeugseetthat 
mechan+m behw. 

4. Die&Ma et3 Leboratoriea. In a bow to a fhehionable rationale 
for fderalism, one of the most frequent defenses of local rules ia that 
bene5cial national rules are often the product of local reforms. To hear 
the atory told-and we have no doubt it is a true one in this re- 
gard-local judges thiuk up s01uti01~ to local problems and adopt them 
as local rules, several similar approaches are tried in different places, 
then tbe experiments that Beem to work get adopted as national 
ruleam If1ocalrulemakingisnliminated.crlticaargue,thieprocese 
ofexpe&entationwllIbeloet. 

While the %cal rulea at3 laboratories for stations hae merit 
intheorg,itrunsintoeeniousditticultyinpractice.Belowwepropoeea 
wayinwhichdiatrl&courtscouldbeusdfortrueproceduralexpeai- 
mentation. But aa CmTently operating, tlleae laboratorlee are 88 likely 
to yield incorrect resulti as correct ones. Moreover, thereisnoreason 
that experimentation must operate from the bottom up, and more rea8on 
tobelievethatinf&itwoukloperatefhrbetterGram&etopdown. 

What -&redly pasaea for experimentation only may do 80 in the very 
looseat sense. Many critics, while applauding in theory the idea of 
experimentation behre procedural change, nonetheletm have been 
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shSI?fy critical of the way in which that experimentation is occur- 
Leo Levin, former director of the Federal Judicial Center, puts 

L&n’s comment highl+hts serious de5ciencies in both the front and 
back ends of current process. 
is extremely poor. 

First, the “design” of exist@ experiments 
For the most part they seem not to be designed at all, 

but simply put into operation in distri& that want to try something 
new. This method of expsrimantationstandsinsharpcontrastto,fbr 
eulmple, tbat suggest& by Protbssor Laurens Walker, who argues that 
procsdural innwation be tested in true field experiments and quasi- 
experiments designed to yield valid and sign&ant dakm Accom- 
plishing tbis would involve d&gning experiments to rule out as far as 
possible any cause’ for results otber than the innovation being tested, to 

? 

establish control groups against which the innwative districts may be 
compared,andtoeneuretoasgreatanextentaspoeaiblethatthe 
results are genemlizable to the context in wbicb they will operate. 
Professor Walker’s description of the prucess of scienti5c experimenta- 
tion indicates why the CJRq including countless surveys promulgated 
by CJRA advisory groups operating with no tmining in the relevant 
tschniques, is unbkely to yield valid infixmation. 

Second, innovation oftsn is put into operation on the basis of what 
ostsnsibly is data, but for the most part reduces to isolated anecdotes. 
ThehearingabeforetheBidenCommitteeontheCJRAstandaaa 
crowning example. One would hope Congress was not making decisions 

FEDERAL RULES 

about national pmcedural innovation based on random stories about 
what one judge did witb a pa&&r sass, or upon va@m reports dwbat 
w~accomplishedmadistr%witbsomeinuovation. Yetareaderoftbe 
bearingtranwwiptisle5toalmostnootheraonsl~ 

Moreover,,tashould~bedseignednithonteomeeeneed 
the diEiculty they pose. Many of tbe problems we identify with 
procedural tiagmentation ne are present when controlled 
experimentation occurs. For example, both ine@iensies of differing 
procedures across districta .and procedural u&irnem &om different 
applicable rules will result. At least in a controlled experiment, however, 
tberecsnbeattsntiontominimC@ tbeaecosts,orto~the 
value of data c4Alectsd while the costs are inUnmd. 

On balance we believe some careful expskmmtation may be both 
Particukly in light ofprocedural change 

~~~~&~ative and far-mashing, it would be better 
totestnewideae~o~ueingtheentireoountrgaeaguineapig. The 
adoption of, and cbsnges to, Rule 11, as well as the new mapdatorJ 
disclosure rules are exsmples of procedural innovation that might well 
have benefitted from testing before implementatisn. Experimentation, 
however, is bardly an argument for local rules &sbionad by local 
districta operating on their own. Recall that the argomat about 
experimentation is offered to support local rulemalting autonomy. But 
we believe quite the contrary is true. In an impsrtant article Professors 
RubinandFeeleymakethepoint,intbeeontextofdiecuseingthefederal 
system, that experimentation may bs eEacted best with stronq central 
control, rather than letting each state go its own waym While we 
reserve judgment on the RubinIFeeley argumentintheconteutof 
federalism generally the argument certamly holds sway in the 
rulemaking context. 

True experimentation should occur with strong central control. There 
should be national debate about which experimente to pursue, and 
central control to ensure the experbmta (to the greatit “““t 
possible) actually yield results. Much of the di5%ulty we bava id+uied 
with existing stabs at experimentation prevails because drstncts are 
proceedingontbeirown. Fromacentralstandpoint,enperbnents~be 
designed and implemented across districts. 

As must bs evident, we believe the current proliferation of local rules 

1~. mvardL.Rdin&ldalcahFeelsg.F-&-N*m”N- 
Neameie, 41 UCLA L. REV. 903,910 (lQQ4). 
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andthetrendtolocahaedreformandinnovationisill&vised. Thevery 
purposeofasystamofFederalRulssofCivilProcedurewasun&rmi~, 
andtbecasehasnotbeenmade,norserlodyattem~tooverthrow 
thatregime. Rather,thetrendsweobaerveareaUthemoredidmbhg 
becausetheJrareoccufiine withoutcareful~orasamatt8r 
ofpoliticalcompromimmuelatsdtothe3oalsofafunckdqprocedural 
eyatem. 

Forthemostpartwebelieveun&rmnationalrulesareagoodidea, 
andlocalrulssabadone. Uniformityisdssirablefi3rreasonsincludm3 
efficiencyandsubstan~veoutcome~.Localrulesareundeeirable 
bemuse they iderfke’with the system of miformity and by-and-large 
offerlittlerealbenefit. Bythesamet&en,wscoconcedethemissome 
role for disuuZormity in appropriats circumetanceg . Themostprominent 
example is probably the nesd fbr soma amtrollsd experimentation. But 
therealsomaybeinstancesiuwbichlocalrull?sareneedf3dtsacaount 
for local condition. 

Ultimately we believe that a stwmgsr systam of central control is 
essentialtomassertuniformitywhilsdealingwithkMancesinwhi& 
local rules are appropriate. While we leave for another day the question 
of what that central authority should be, it seems at least initially that 
taeauthoritpoughttobeanadjunctto,andunderthacon~lof,the 
Judicial Confbrsnce. We say that with at least some misgiving, howwer, 

because we are concerned that a body compsssd entirely of judges may 

? 

overvalue anecdotes and opinions about ret&n and be insu&iantly 
atteativebothtosocialeciencepmceeeandtotheneedsofcourt 

-L 
user&w 

6 
At any ratq our proposal is a simple one, with four basic piesas. 

1. Nolocalrnlaeehouldbepermittedtogointoeffectwithout 
approval of the central authority. The criteria tbr approval should bs 
whether thsre is a llllique local prublem that requires its own rule+ 
and whether the uniqua problem is such that solvin3 the problem 
just&s the cc& ofdisuniformi@. 

2. Proposed rules that do not meet the above criteria nonetheless 
should be considered for national adoption. We should discard ths 
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notion that trivial matters are inappropriate for a national rule. If 
there is a needsd rule, it should be nationaI in scope. Natiod 
ralemakareshouldcarefuRyumsidarwhetherthesubjectmatt.8rofthe 
proposalshouldbsdealtwithonacasa-by-casebasis. Ifnot,andifa 
ruleisneededbuttheruled~notdealwithauniqualoealsituation, 
the solution should be a national rule. 

3. Them should be no opting out of fedsral rules. The Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure should bs uniform and national in scope. 
Political pressures should not bs resolved by simply deferriq 
questions t.0 local choice. 

4. Finall eqerimentation is ta be encoura3ed on a national 
basis, through carehlly considered and dwelopsd expsriments. When 
rules deal with sign&ant innwation, the central authority should 
consideran eqerhent. Ekpsrimentation~ymustbelimi~ 
which means proposals will compete against one another. Si@%cant 
procedural innwation ought to proceed on the basis of valid data, with 
someadvanceideaofpittXlsaudhowtbeyeanbeaddreeeed 
Insum,webehwetheremaybesomeplacetbrlscalrules.Butwen 

that decision should be made nationally. For the most part the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure should be the rules by which all lawyers play. 

. 

. 



Michael A. Feist 
Attorney at Law 

386 North Wabasha Street 
654 Capital Centre 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55102 
(612) 223-5179 Fax 
(612) 223-5175 

October 9, 1996 

Mr. Frederick Grittner 
Clerk of the Appellate Courts 
305 Minnesota Judicial Center 
25 Constitution Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 

Re: Proposed changes to Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Mr. Grittner: 

Pursuant to our telephone conversation this morning enclosed is 
an original and eleven copies of a letter expressing my concerns 
regarding a proposed change to rule 5.02 of the Rules of Civil 
Procedure which would permit service by facsimile transmission. 

Please forward these letters to the Justices. 

MAF/ms 

Encls. 



Michael A. Feist 
Attorney at Law 

386 North Wabasha Street 
654 Capital Centre 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55102 
(612) 223-5179 Fax 
(612) 223-5175 October 9, 1996 

The Justices of the Minnesota Supreme Court 
Minnesota Judicial Center 
25 Constitution Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 

Re: Proposed changes to Rules of Civil Procedure 

Dear Justices of the Minnesota Supreme Court: 

The October issue of Bench and Bar contains recommendations from 
an. advisory committee concerning amendments to the Rules of 
Civil Procedure. Of concern to me is the proposed change to 
rule 5.02 permitting service by facsimile. 

According to my office sharing arrangement I must pay $1 per 
page for faxes I either send or receive. Obviously, I can 
control the faxes I send. On the other hand, however, I have no 
control of faxes sent to me. 

In my opinion the fax machine is abused now by attorneys who do 
everything at the last minute. Likewise, government attorneys 
and attorneys in large law firms have substituted the U.S. mail 
with a fax. 
this practice 

Permitting service by fax will not only condone 
but also place the expense of service on my 

clients and the clients of lawyers similarly situated. Instead 
of paying a courier to hand deliver documents or placing postage 
on documents served by mail a lawyer can, pursuant to the 
proposed amendment, shift the expense of service of process on 
the party being served. 

When considering the proposed change, I ask that the Court 
either reject service by facsimile or provide language in the 
rule whereby the server bears the cost, if any, of service by 
facsimile. Making the one who utilizes the fax machine to serve 
documents pay for the convenience is no different than the $5 
paid to court administrators when filing documents by facsimile. 

,.“. 

. ..“...A 
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BURKE THOMAS O&T-82 

Attorneys 

John M. Burke 
Richard J. Thomas* 
Thomas H. Jensen 

*Licensed in Wisconsin 
October 4, 1996 

SENT VIA FACSIMILE 
Mr. Frederick Grittner 
Clerk of the Appellate Courts 
305 Judicial Center 

Janice Massey 
Janis O’Reilly 

Kimberly Stafsholt 
Michael J. Heifort 
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,ocT - 8 1996 
25 Constitution Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55155 

Re: Proposed Amendments to the Minnesota Rules of Civil 
Procedure 

Dear Sir: 

Enclosed is a Request for Oral Presentation and Written 
Statement by the MDLA with regard to proposed amendments to the 
Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure. 

Thank you. 

RJT:jo 
Enclosure 

cc. John M. Degnan, Esq. 
Rebecca Egge Moos, Esq. 
Ms. Linda Jude 

299 Coon Rapids Boulevard, Suite 103, Coon Rapids, Minnesota 55433 

Business: (612) 784-2998 l Fax: (612) 784-2305 



STATE OF MINNESOTA 
IN SUPREME COURT 
NO.:C6-84-2134 

t#ilT - 8 1996 

FIL 

IN RE: HEARING TO CONSIDER 
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE 
MINNESOTA RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE. 

REQUEST FOR ORAL PRESENTATION 
AND WRITTEN SUBMISSION 

. TO: THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA: 

Richard J. Thomas states as follows: 

1. That he is an attorney licensed to practice law in the 

state of Minnesota and is co-chair of the Minnesota Defense 

Lawyers Association Law Improvement Committee and Vice President 

of the Association. 

2. That he requests that a member of the MDLA, Mr. John 

Degnan, be allowed to participate in oral presentations scheduled 

by the court for October 9, 1996, to address proposed changes in 

the Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure, which are of interest or 

concern to the membership of the Minnesota Defense Lawyers 

Association. 

3. That he respectfully submits the attached written 

statement outlining the issues upon which the MDLA would like to 

address the Court. 

Respectfully submitted, 

BURKE & THOMAS A 

299 Cc& Rapids Boulevard 
Suite 101 
Coon Rapids, MN 55433 
(612) 784-2998 

Attorneys for Amicus, Minnesota 
Defense Lawyers Association 
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WRITTEN STATEMENT 

The Minnesota Defense Lawyers Association is a voluntary 

organization of more than 800 Minnesota attorneys whose practice 

is substantially related to the defense of civil litigation. 

The Minnesota Defense Lawyers Association would like to voice 

its objection to the proposed rule changes for new Rules 26.01(b) 

and 26.02(d) (1). 

I. 

DISCUSSION 

The Minnesota Defense Lawyers Association recognizes the 

pivotal role that expert witnesses play in civil actions. Indeed, 

in professional negligence cases, the failure to produce 

supporting expert testimony is often times fatal to the claim. 

The MDLA also favors those changes which reduce the cost of 

litigation and the potential for abuse and delay. Unfortunately, 

mandatory or "automatic" depositions of experts, following the 

exchange of reports "prepared and signed by" each expert, will 

increase costs, potentially delay proceedings, and will not 

enhance the trial of civil actions. 

Undoubtedly there are many cases where the depositions of 

experts are important and helpful in the resolution of the cases 

involved. Under current Minnesota practice, these depositions are 

routinely taken when warranted. Nevertheless, Minnesota does 

allow for the protection of litigants in those cases where the 

desire to depose another's expert is not motivated by the need for 

additional information to adequately prepare for trial, but 
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rather, is a "tactic" to make litigation more difficult for the 

party or the party's expert. 

Unquestionably, the depositions of experts are expensive. In 

addition, the experts themselves are often disinclined to be 

engaged in the civil litigation process at all (i.e., treating 

physicians) or are inclined to be in the civil litigation process 

but at great expense. 

Under current Minnesota practice, a party is obligated to 

disclose those opinions, and the basis for those opinions, held by 

their testifying experts. If those answers are inadequate, a 

motion to compel further disclosure is available and, of course, 

costs can be awarded for the motion. Finally, in cases of need, 

the depositions can be ordered by the court with appropriate costs 

apportioned on the basis of need. 

Minnesota's current process allows for judicial intervention 

in the event that the discovery is being sought for reasons other 

than the need for legitimate information. 

Under the proposed new rules, however, the process changes 

entirely. First of all, every witness must prepare a report. 

See, Rule 26.01(b) (2).l After a party incurs the expense of a 

‘witness" preparing a report, the witness can then be 
automatically deposed pursuant to Rule 26.02(d)(l). 

The better practice is for a party, through his or her 

attorney, to disclose the expert opinions, the bases therefor, and 

1 Ironically, 
the report, 

although the rule requires the witness to prepare 
the committee assumes the report will be prepared by 

attorneys. A Rule should not be promulgated which a committee 
assumes will, as a matter of practice, be broken as a matter of 
course. If the committee contemplates attorney preparation, the 
Rule should say so. 
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then contemplate a judiciary which will enforce a limitation on 

the opinions expressed at trial in conformity with the opinions 

disclosed. This process enhances the responsibility, efficiency 

and low cost. 

The problem arises when inadequate disclosure is made and 

then, at trial, the offending party is allowed to go beyond the 

scope of the disclosure. That problem, however, can be solved 

entirely by a judiciary which simply enforces the rules. 

II. 

RECOMMENDED CHANGE. 

Accountability is essential in civil litigation. The MDLA 

agrees that the opinions disclosed must be the opinions actually 

held by the experts. If the rule only provides that an attorney 

or party can sign a disclosure, the potential exists for an 

inadequate or inaccurate disclosure. 

This potential problem has been solved in medical malpractice 

litigation pursuant to Minn. Stat.§ 145.682, subd. 4. The expert 

witness must sign the interrogatory disclosure of that expert's 

opinion. As such, accountability is assured in an efficient and 

cost-effective manner. For that reason, the MDLA fully supports 

that aspect of new Rule 26.01(b) which requires the sianature of 

an expert on all expert witness disclosures. The additional 

requirement (fallacy) that the witness prepare the report is both 

unnecessary and redundant in the event that an expert's signature 

to the disclosure is required. 

The MDLA further recognizes the need for accurate information 

from an expert and, at the same time, a method by which the 

process can be reduced. Turning again to medical malpractice 
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litigation, this balance has been met by Minn. Stat. § 595.02, 

subd. 5, which allows defense counsel to meet, on an informal 

basis, with treating physicians to understand their opinions. 

This has proved to be less costly than taking a deposition, more 

readily available, and provides counsel with the information 

necessary for an effective cross examination. The MDLA recommends 

that the scope of Minn. Stat. 5 595.02, subd. 5, be broadened to 

include access to treating physicians in other types of cases, as 

well. 

III. 

CONCLUSION. 

Minnesota law currently has in place an effective, efficient 

and cost-conscious method of exchanging valuable information in 

the discovery process. The proposed Rules which mirror the 

federal rules will burden Minnesota litigants with increased 

costs, discourage experts (notably physicians) from being involved 

in the litigation process, and will be counter-productive to the 

committee's goal of reduced cost and abuse. 

The MDLA agrees that expert accountability is essential and, 

therefore, suggests that the Court adopt a rule requiring an 

expert to sign an expert witness disclosure. In addition, if the 

Court believes that increased access to treating physicians is 

essential, the MDLA supports the Court's recommendation to the 

legislature to expand Minn. Stat. 5 595.02, subd. 5 to allow for 

these informal conferences in all civil cases. An informal 
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conference with other experts can prove to be a cost-effective 

supplement to the deposition process and it is recommended. 

Dated: 

Respectfully submitted, 

pids Boulevard 

Coon Rapids, MN 55433 
(612) 784-2998 

. 

Attorneys for Amicus, Minnesota 
Defense Lawyers Association 
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